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This chapter is based on Leib, M., & Shalvi, S. (In press). Justifications as a threat for 

honesty: a behavioral ethics approach, in: C. B. Miller and R. West (Eds.) Integrity, Honesty, 

and Truth-Seeking. Oxford University Press.
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People often need to decide between being honest or profitable but dishonest. Some 

decisions are rather small, for example, when a customer debates whether she should let a 

cashier know she accidently received too much change or keep the extra change to herself. 

Other dilemmas are rather big, for instance, when engineers during the 2015 Volkswagen 

emissions scandal had to choose between providing regulators with the correct results of 

emissions test or collaborate with their colleagues and dishonestly alter the results to increase 

their teams’ and companies’ profits (Goodman, 2015). Whether small or large, when 

accumulated, such dishonest acts have severe consequences. A store owner may lose a lot of 

money if all customers keep the extra change they accidently receive. When Volkswagens’ 

engineers did dishonestly alter the emissions test results, the damage of the heavily polluting 

cars released to US roads was estimated at 59 early deaths and $450 million (Barrett et al., 

2015). With such potentially extreme consequences, studying what shapes (dis)honesty and 

how it can be curbed is important. 

Indeed, in the last decade, researchers in economics, psychology, and management 

have studied what drives (dis)honest behavior. Whereas some theoretical models assume an 

intrinsic preference for honesty (Kartik, Tercieux, & Holden, 2014; Matsushima, 2008), and 

work in personality psychology views honesty as a personality dimension (honesty-humility 

dimension in the HEXACO model; Ashton et al., 2004), prior work in behavioral ethics 

research, as well as the results of this dissertation, reveal honesty is rather malleable. That is, 

the decision to be honest or dishonest is not fixed, but affected by many external, situational 

factors. 

This dissertation tests several key factors and focuses on two types of dishonesty –

self-serving mistakes, which is a subtle type of dishonesty, and overt lies. The four empirical 

chapters study (dis)honesty in two settings: an individual setting, where people act alone and 

can affect their own, or others’ outcomes, and a collaborative, interactive setting, where 

people are paired with a partner and can increase mutual profits by engaging in coordinated 

lying. Employing diverse methodologies—eye tracking, incentivized behavioral experiments, 

and meta-analytical tools—the four chapters address the following questions: (1) How does 

framing incentives as gains versus losses affect a subtle type of (dis)honesty—self-serving 

mistakes—and the attentional process underlying it? (2) How do prior (un)fair experiences 

affect lies aimed at helping and harming others? (3) In collaborative settings, where joint 

dishonest acts are possible, how do people select their partners? And how does the ability (vs. 

inability) to select a partner affect collaborative dishonesty? (4) What are the dynamics of 

https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/full/10.1177/0956797618796480
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collaborative (dis)honesty? Namely, do partners affect each other? How do time and financial 

incentives affect (dis)honesty in collaborative settings? And does the prevalence of 

(dis)honesty differ between individual versus collaborative settings? 

Studying (dis)honesty: A behavioral ethics approach 

Assessing the extent to which people are honest or not is not trivial. Because people 

are concerned with their reputation and want to appear as good and honest, they might be 

reluctant to admit their wrongdoings (Krumpal, 2013). Indeed, after violating a social norm, 

people often shift the blame to others or downplay the consequences of their actions 

(Robinson & Kraatz, 1998). Further, people tend to only partially confess their lies (Peer, 

Acquisti, & Shalvi, 2014). Whereas asking people directly when and why they lie provides 

some insights into dishonest behavior (DePaulo, Kashy, Kirkendol, Wyer, & Epstein, 1996), 

such an approach might limit our understanding of how people actually behave. 

For a more objective assessment, the behavioral ethics approach employs lab 

experiments and financially incentivized tasks to capture (dis)honest behavior. These tasks 

instruct participants to report information that is typically private and unknown to the 

experimenter. Participants’ reports influence their own and/or others’ financial outcomes. As 

such, participants can exploit the information asymmetry between themselves and the 

experimenter and lie to boost their own and/or others’ pay. 

One of the most commonly used tasks is the die-rolling task, first introduced by 

Fischbacher and Föllmi-Heusi, (2013). Participants were asked to roll a die in private and 

report the outcome, and were paid based on their reports. Reporting 1 yielded a payoff of 1 

CHF (Swiss Franc), 2 = 2 CFH, 3 = 3 CFH, 4 = 4 CFH, 5 = 5 CFH, and 6 = 0 CFH. Because 

the experimenters did not know the actual die-roll outcome, participants could lie to inflate 

their pay. And they did. The distribution of reported die-roll outcomes was different from the 

uniform distribution expected if participants were honest. Interestingly, participants did not lie 

to the full extent. That is, not all participants reported the most profitable die-roll outcome, 5. 

Instead, participants reported all die-roll outcomes, but were more likely to report the most 

profitable outcomes—4 and 5. Different experimental manipulations (e.g., financial 

incentives, whether participants engaged in the task once vs. twice) affected reports. 

Nevertheless, none of the manipulations led participants to lie to the full extent. 

The clean nature of lab experiments provides big advantages in terms of control. But 

does dishonesty in experimental, lab tasks generalize to everyday dishonest acts? Some recent 
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research suggests it does. For instance, dishonest behavior in experimental tasks is associated 

with riding in public transportation without paying (Dai, Galeotti, & Villeval, 2018), not 

returning an undeserved payment (Potters & Stoop, 2016), and milkmen in Indian dairy 

markets diluting of milk with water (Kröll & Rustagi, 2016). Similarly, misreporting in 

experimental tasks also correlates with other socially deviant behaviors, such as misbehaving 

in school (Cohn & Maréchal, 2017) and in a juvenile detention center (Cingl, & Korbel, 

2020), and skipping work without a reason (Hanna & Wang, 2017). Thus, findings obtained 

in the lab can, to an extent, be generalized to behaviors outside of it. 

The role of justifications in shaping (dis)honesty 

Considering what affects (dis)honest behavior, classical economic theory suggests 

people make a simple cost-benefit analysis (Becker 1968). On one side of the scale, they 

weigh the profits they will obtain from lying. On the other side, they weigh the probability of 

getting caught lying and the punishment that will follow if they are caught. If the gains 

outweigh the costs, people will lie; if not, they will be honest. The last decade of research, 

however, suggests people take into account many other considerations. 

One main consideration is moral self-image. People want to see themselves as honest 

and moral, and are reluctant to take actions that threaten this view (Mazar, Amir, & Ariely 

2008). As such, people lie, but only as long as doing so does not affect their moral self-image. 

As a result, people lie just a little. Indeed, in a recent meta-analysis, Abeler, Raymond, and 

Nosenzo (2019) summarized 90 experiments, revealing people increase their profits by lying 

by only 23.4% of what they could (see similar findings by Gerlach, Teodorescu, & Hertwig, 

2019). 

To balance between the desire to profit from dishonesty and the motivation to 

maintain a moral self-image, people rely on justifications to lie (Mulder, Jordan, & Rink 

2015; Schweitzer & Hsee, 2002; Shalvi, Gino, Barkan, & Ayal, 2015). Put differently, people 

need convincing rationalizations that their acts do not reflect poorly on them in order to free 

themselves to lie. These justifications are internal, because they help individuals explain their 

behavior to themselves and not necessarily to others. 

Justifications fall into two main categories—self-serving justifications and socially 

motivated justifications. Self-serving justifications allow individuals to process and use 

information in ways that benefit them and in turn free them to lie. Socially motivated 

justifications apply when dishonest acts benefit others as well as oneself. The prosocial 
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consequence of dishonesty makes people evaluate their behavior as rather ethical, thus 

reducing the threat to their moral self-image. 

Self-serving justifications: Using tempting yet irrelevant information 

People often use tempting yet irrelevant information to justify their lies. For instance, 

seeing die-roll outcomes that are more profitable but irrelevant for pay increases dishonesty in 

die rolling tasks. Specifically, instead of following the instructions and reporting the relevant-

for-pay outcome, participants report the highest outcome they see (Shalvi, Dana, Handgraaf, 

& De Dreu, 2011; Bassarak et al., 2017; Gächter & Schulz, 2016). Additionally, information 

about peers’ behavior affects lies. Learning that others lied pushes people to lie as well (e.g., 

Gino, Ayal, & Ariely, 2009; O’Fallon & Butterfield, 2012; Leib & Schweitzer, 2020). 

Pittarello, Leib, Gordon-Hecker, and Shalvi (2015) set out to test how people use 

irrelevant yet tempting information in ambiguous situations. Ambiguity allows individuals to 

interpret information in ways that align with their motivation (Balcetis & Dunning, 2006; 

2007; 2009). In ambiguous situations, telling yourself, as well as others if suspicion arises, 

that you merely misunderstood or made a mistake and that you did not intend to do something 

wrong is easy. Devising the ambiguous-die paradigm, across multiple trials, Pittarello and 

colleagues (2015) had participants observe an “X” on a computer screen for one second, 

followed by an image of six die-roll outcomes for two seconds. Then, participants had to 

report the die-roll outcome that appeared closest to the “X” (the “target die”). The higher the 

outcome participants reported, the more they were paid; see Figure 1.1. In half of the trials, 

the die appearing second closest to the “X” (the “die next to the target”) was higher than the 

target die, and thus tempting to report. In the other half of the trials, the die next to the target 

was lower than the target, and thus not tempting to report. 

Between trials, the authors further altered the ambiguity of the trial to be either low, 

medium, or high by altering the location of the “X.” The higher the ambiguity, the further the 

“X” was from the target die, making it harder to identify. Crucially, the “X” always appeared 

closer to the target die than to the die next to the target. Will participants use tempting yet 

irrelevant information to boost their profits? If so, how? Will they report the most profitable 

outcome, regardless of its location? Alternatively, will participants report tempting yet 

irrelevant outcomes when doing so is justifiable? Finally, how will ambiguity shape reports? 

https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/full/10.1177/0956797618796480
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Figure 1.1. The procedure and an example trial of the ambiguous die paradigm. In the 

example, the target die is 3; the die next to the target is 5. In each trial, ambiguity was low 

(the leftmost “X” in green), medium (the center “X” in black), or high (the rightmost “X”, in 

red). 

 

Results revealed participants used irrelevant yet tempting information when doing so 

was justifiable. Specifically, participants did not report the most profitable outcome on the 

screen. Instead, they either reported the target die or made a “mistake” and reported the die 

next to the target. A closer look at the pattern of such “mistakes” revealed they were rather 

self-serving. Participants were more likely to report the die next to the target when it was 

higher than the target (and thus tempting and more profitable) than when it was lower than the 

target (and thus non-tempting and less profitable). Further, the higher the ambiguity, the more 

self-serving “mistakes” participants made. In a control condition, where participants were 

paid only if they correctly identified the target die, fewer mistakes were made overall. Further, 

mistakes were rather equally distributed between trials in which the die next to the target was 

higher and lower than the target. 

Whereas people clearly use tempting yet irrelevant information to justify their lies, the 

extent to which they do so under different motivations remains an open question. Does the 

motivation to maximize gains versus minimize losses affect self-serving mistakes? Do these 

motivations affect the attentional process underlying self-serving mistakes? Chapter 2 

addresses these questions. 
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Socially motivated justifications: Lying for the greater good 

Socially motivated justifications apply to situations where one’s lies affect others’ 

outcomes, mostly in positive ways. The prosocial consequences of one’s dishonesty allow 

people to do wrong but feel moral. After all, when lies serve a greater good, they are easily 

justifiable. Indeed, people feel less guilty and evaluate themselves as better people when they 

lie to benefit themselves and others than when they lie to benefit only themselves (Gino, Ayal, 

& Ariely, 2013). Surprisingly, third parties even evaluate people who dishonestly benefit 

others as more moral, benevolent, and trustworthy than those who are honest but selfish 

(Levine & Schweitzer, 2014; 2015). 

In line with such positive evaluation, past work found people forgo their honesty for a 

variety of prosocial reasons. People lie to benefit the less wealthy (Gino & Pierce, 2010b; 

Okeke & Godlonton, 2014), to restore equality (Atanasov & Dana, 2011; Gino & Pierce, 

2009, 2010a), and to secure high pay for charity (Ayal, 2015; Lewis et al., 2012). Further, 

people lie more when doing so benefits both themselves and others, as compared to only 

themselves (Gino, Ayal, & Ariely, 2013; Wiltermuth, 2011). 

Whereas people lie to benefits themselves and others, will they lie to only benefit 

others? Will they lie to only harm others? And does being treated fairly or unfairly affect 

subsequent other-helping and harming lies? Chapter 3 provides answers to these questions. 

(Dis)honesty in collaborative settings 

Until recently, the vast majority of the literature studying (dis)honesty focused on 

individual decision-making, where people engage in a task alone. A growing body of work 

assesses (dis)honesty in collaborative settings where people can interact and/or coordinate 

with others on joint dishonest acts to boost mutual pay (Cohen, Gunia, Kim-Jun, & 

Murnighan, 2009; Conrads, Irlenbusch, Rilke, & Walkowitz, 2013; Conrads et al., 2017; 

Kocher, Schudy, & Spantig, 2017; Sutter, 2009; Weisel & Shalvi, 2015). Moving toward 

studying (dis)honesty in collaborative settings is not only theoretically interesting but also 

practically important. People work in groups and collaborate with one another on a regular 

basis. Further, working together allows people to complete tasks and achieve complex goals 

they could not if they worked alone. As such, many, if not most, important decisions are made 

by groups rather than by individuals. Therefore, understanding how collaborative settings 

shape honesty and ethical decision-making is especially crucial. 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0022103109002108#!
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0167487012001365#!
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Collaborative settings might pose a unique tension between two moral obligations—to 

be honest and collaborative. Although in many situations, people can be both honest and 

collaborative, in some situations, the two are in conflict. Consider the Volkswagen case that I 

began the introduction with. To collaborate with their colleagues and increase the profits for 

their team and entire company, engineers had to work together to dishonestly manipulate the 

emissions test results (Goodman, 2015). Situations in which such tension exists are the main 

focus of research on collaborative dishonesty and of chapters 4 and 5 in this dissertation. 

Assessing how people trade off honesty and collaboration, Weisel and Shalvi (2015) 

developed the dyadic die-rolling task. In the task, participants are paired in dyads and 

assigned the role of a first mover or a second mover. Across multiple rounds, the first mover 

rolls a die in private and reports the outcome. Then, the second mover learns about the first 

mover’s report, rolls an independent private die, and reports the outcome as well. Then, the 

first and second mover learn about each other’s reports and payoff, and move to the next 

round. If the first and second mover report the same outcome (a double), they both get paid 

according to the double’s worth, with higher doubles corresponding to higher pay. If the first 

and second mover report different outcomes (a non-double), they do not get paid; see Figure 

1.2. For instance, if the first and second mover report a 1, they earn €1. If the first and second 

mover report a 6, they earn €6. If the first mover reports a 1 and the second mover reports a 6, 

they earn €0. 

Weisel and Shalvi, (2015) found that participants reported doubles in 81.5% of the 

cases. This proportion was much higher than the expected proportion of doubles if 

participants were honest (16.66%). This proportion was also higher than the proportion of 

doubles in an individual condition, in which the same participant took the role of both the first 

and second mover (54.8%). Clearly, when collaboration is pitted against honesty, people 

choose to collaborate over being honest. But how do people select their partners in such 

settings? Will dishonest people prefer to interact with dishonest partners? With whom do 

honest people prefer to interact with—honest or dishonest partners? And how does the ability 

(vs. inability) to choose a partner affect the spread and efficiency of dishonesty? Chapter 4 

addresses these questions. Lastly, chapter 5 employs meta-analytical tools and explores 

dishonesty in collaborative settings further. By analyzing 51,640 decisions, made by 3,264 

participants across 43 conditions employing the dyadic die-rolling task, the chapter tests the 

following questions: Is partners’ behavior correlated? How does (dis)honesty in collaborative 

settings develop over time? And is it affected by financial incentives? Further, chapter 5 

https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/full/10.1177/0956797618796480
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makes initial steps to meta-analytically compare the prevalence of (dis)honesty in individual 

and collaborative settings. 

 

Figure 1.2. The procedure of the dyadic die-rolling task. The first mover (in Blue, A) 

observes a die-roll outcome and reports an outcome to the second mover (in Red, B). The 

second mover (B) then observes an independent die-roll outcome and reports an outcome. 

Then, both the first and second movers learn about both reports and the corresponding payoff. 

If the number the second mover (B) reports matches the number the first mover (A) reports (= 

a double), both participants earn money (higher doubles = higher pay). Otherwise, both 

participants earn no extra pay. 

Overview of empirical chapters 

The four empirical chapters in this dissertation test how gain versus loss framing 

(chapter 2) and prior (un)fair experience (chapter 3) affect (dis)honesty in individual settings, 

where people act alone. Then, the dissertation moves toward collaborative settings and 

assesses behavior in situations where collaboration and honesty clash. Chapter 4 examines 

how people choose their partners, and the effect of the ability to choose a partner on 

collaborative dishonesty. Chapter 5 further explores the dynamics emerging in collaborative 

dishonesty employing meta-analytical tools. 

Results reveal honesty is rather malleable. The motivation to minimize losses, versus 

maximize gains, drives people to make more self-serving mistakes (chapter 2). Further, after 

experiencing fair, unfair, and no prior treatment, people are likely to lie to help others. Only 

after experiencing an unfair treatment, a rather small fraction of people lie to harm others 

(chapter 3). Testing how people select their partners in collaborative settings reveals dishonest 

partners are quite popular, because both dishonest and honest people prefer to interact with 
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dishonest partners. Dishonest people seek and find a “partner in crime.” Honest people engage 

in “ethical free riding”—they intentionally benefit from their partner’s rule violation without 

violating the rules themselves (chapter 4). Lastly, conducting the first meta-study on 

collaborative dishonesty reveals partners’ behavior is correlated—if one person lies, the 

partner is more likely to lie as well. Further, lies increase as the task progresses and as the 

financial incentives to lie get bigger. Initial comparisons between individual and collaborative 

settings further reveal lies are more prevalent in collaborative settings (chapter 5). 

Chapter 2: Loss framing increases self-serving mistakes (but does not alter attention) 

Chapter 2 employs the ambiguous-die paradigm and focuses on a subtle type of 

dishonesty, namely, self-serving mistakes (see Figure 1.1). The chapter consist of two 

financially incentivized experiments in which participant can make self-serving mistakes to 

either increase their gains or decrease their losses. Further, participants’ eye movements are 

tracked to explore the attentional mechanism underlying self-serving mistakes. Results reveal 

participants are twice as likely to make self-serving mistakes to decrease their losses than to 

increase their gains. Eye-tracking data show that tempting, self-serving information does not 

attract more attention when facing a loss, compared to an equal-sized gain. Rather, in loss 

framing, people are more likely to use and report the tempting, self-serving information they 

attend to. 

Testing how the motivation to avoid losses versus secure gains shapes self-serving 

mistakes is important on several accounts and can be especially useful for organizations. First, 

self-serving mistakes are a subtle type of dishonesty and might be more common than overt, 

blunt lies (Gino & Bazerman, 2009). Thus, this understudied type of dishonesty deserves 

more attention in the literature as a whole (for an exception, see Exley & Kessler, 2018). 

Second, organizations vary in the way they set and communicate goals. Some organizations 

might highlight the potential bonus employees can earn by reaching a certain goal, whereas 

other organizations might highlight the possibility of losing a potential bonus to a competitor 

if a goal is not reached. Findings obtained in chapter 2 may assist organizations to set goals 

and incentive schemes in ways that will curb self-serving “mistakes” and foster honesty and 

accuracy. 

Chapter 3: Dishonest helping and harming after (un)fair treatment 

Chapter 3 assesses the extent to which individuals engage in dishonest behavior aimed 

at helping or harming others after they experience (un)fair treatment. Across three financially 
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incentivized experiments, recipients in a dictator game received a fair or unfair amount and 

then could dishonestly inflate or deflate their counterparts’ pay. Results show dishonest 

helping is a common and robust behavior. Individuals lie to help others after fair, unfair, and 

no prior treatment. Dishonest harming, however, is less prevalent. Only after unfair treatment, 

some, but not all, individuals engage in dishonest harming. Assessing self-reported emotions 

reveals that dishonest harming is associated with high levels of anger and disappointment, and 

low levels of gratitude. Interestingly, the source of (un)fairness, whether it is intentional or 

not, does not attenuate behavior, suggesting dishonest reactions to (un)fairness are driven by 

the mere (un)fair treatment, and not by a motivation to reciprocate an (un)fair counterpart. As 

people regularly interact with one another and treat each other in various (also fair and unfair) 

ways, understanding how such social interactions shape our (dis)honesty and other-oriented 

behavior is important. 

Chapter 4: Ethical free-riding: When honest people find dishonest partners 

Whereas chapters 2 and 3 focus on individual settings, where people act alone and 

affect their own (in chapter 2) or others’ (chapter 3) pay, chapters 4 and 5 focus on 

collaborative settings, where people can lie together to secure mutual pay. Chapter 4 tests how 

people choose their partners in such collaborative settings. Participants engaged in the dyadic 

die-rolling task, in which they were assigned a partner and could increase their mutual profits 

by coordinated lying. After several interactions, participants were either (i) free to choose 

whether to stay with or switch their partner, or (ii) forced to stay with or (iii) forced to switch 

their partner. Results reveal both dishonest and honest people exploit the freedom to choose a 

partner. Dishonest people seek a dishonest partner—a “partner in crime.” Honest people, by 

contrast, engage in “ethical free riding”: they refrain from lying but also from leaving 

dishonest partners, taking advantage of their partner’s lies. Further results reveal that allowing 

individuals to select their partners (vs. forcing them to switch them) increases the efficiency 

and contagiousness of lies. Our findings thus suggest that to curb collaborative dishonesty, 

relying on people’s honesty is insufficient. Encouraging honest individuals not to engage in 

ethical free riding is essential. 

The findings obtained in chapter 4 may have implications for organizations. In many 

organizations, employees collaborate with one another. Some organizations allow employees 

to choose their collaborators, for instance, by implementing voluntary job-rotation policies 

(implemented in, e.g., the European Commission; Fontaine & Tang, 2006). Other 

organizations force employees to change collaborators once in a while, for instance, by 
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implementing mandatory job-rotation policies (implemented in, e.g., the United Nations; 

Fontaine & Tang, 2006). Because different organizations implement different policies, 

understanding how people choose their partners when they can, and how the ability to choose 

partners affects (dis)honesty in collaborative settings, is important. Such understanding is 

especially important for organizations with a high risk of collusion and corruption. 

Chapter 5: (Dis)honesty in collaborative settings: A meta-study 

Lastly, chapter 5 reports the first meta-study on (dis)honesty in a collaborative setting. 

With recent meta-analyses’ summarized findings on honesty in individual settings (Gerlach et 

al., 2019; Abeler et al., 2019; Köbis, Verschuere, Bereby-Meyer, Rand & Shalvi, 2019), and 

with the literature focusing more and more on (dis)honesty in collaborative and group 

settings, summarizing the knowledge and data collected so far on collaborative dishonesty is 

therefore useful. Analyzing 51,640 decisions, made by 3,264 participants, across 43 

conditions in the dyadic die-rolling task reveals that in collaborative settings, individuals’ 

behavior is affected by their partners: if one person lies, the partner is more likely to lie as 

well. Further, participants lie more as the task progresses and as the financial incentive to lie 

increases. Initial comparisons between individual and collaborative settings further reveal 

dishonesty is more prevalent in collaborative settings. Beyond providing aggregated results on 

collaborative dishonesty, chapter 5 further identifies new theoretical questions and sets up an 

agenda for future research to better understand (dis)honesty in collaborative settings. 

Note that all chapters are based on separate scientific papers that have been published or 

are in preparation for submission. Thus, some theoretical overlap exists between the chapters, 

and each chapter may be read independently. 
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This chapter was published as Leib, M., Pittarello, A., Gordon-Hecker, T., Shalvi, S., & 

Roskes, M. (2019). Loss framing increases self-serving mistakes (but does not alter attention). 

Journal of Experimental Social Psychology, 85, 103880. 
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Mistakes can be beneficial or harmful to those making them. For instance, when 

claiming costs associated with a business trip, one may accidentally submit a hotel receipt 

twice or completely forget to submit it. When motivated to be honest, people should be as 

likely to make a self-serving mistake and submit a receipt twice, as they are to make a self-

hurting mistake and forget to submit a receipt altogether. When motivated by self-interest, 

however, self-serving mistakes are more likely to occur than self-hurting mistakes. 

Furthermore, in some organizations, employees pay from their own pockets and get 

reimbursed for the costs they have incurred after the trip. In other organizations, employees 

receive an allowance before the trip, and pay back money they have not used after the trip. 

Because receiving an allowance before the trip makes people feel that the money they do not 

claim is a loss (Thaler, 1980), especially in such settings people may be likely to make self-

serving mistakes and submit their hotel receipt twice. 

Recent work revealed that people violate rules and lie more to avoid or minimize their 

losses (Folmer & De Cremer, 2012; Grolleau, Kocher, & Sutan, 2016; Kern & Chugh, 2009; 

Schindler & Pfattheicher, 2017) compared to secure or maximize their gains. It is unclear, 

however, whether making self-serving (vs. hurting) mistakes will lead to a similar pattern of 

results. We define self-serving mistakes as judgments or behaviors that are misguided or 

wrong and benefit the self. Such mistakes are likely to occur in ambiguous settings, where the 

rules or the information presented is unclear. As such, those mistakes may be considered as a 

milder type of unethical behavior, compared with more blatant types like outright lying and 

cheating. Focusing on this understudied type of unethical behavior, the first question we 

tackle here is: Do people make more self-serving mistakes when doing so minimizes losses 

compared with maximizes gains? 

Assessing the process underlying self-serving mistakes revealed that, in ambiguous 

settings, people allocate more attention to tempting (vs. non-tempting) information, which in 

turn shapes their self-serving mistakes (Pittarello, Leib, Gordon-Hecker, & Shalvi, 2015; and 

relatedly Bazerman & Sezer, 2016; Bazerman & Tenbrunsel, 2011; Chugh, Bazerman, & 

Banaji, 2005; Sezer, Gino, & Bazerman, 2015). The theoretical explanation to this finding is 

that people want to think of themselves as honest individuals while simultaneously benefit 

from ethical rule violations (Mazar, Amir, & Ariely, 2008). When they can justify their rule 

violations – for example, by claiming to not notice which piece of information was the one 

they should have used – they violate rules more than when such justifications are not available 

(Bassarak, Leib, Mischkowski, Strang, Glöckner, & Shalvi, 2017; Shalvi, Dana, Handgraaf, & 
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De Dreu, 2011; Shalvi, Gino, Barkan, & Ayal, 2015). The second question we tackle is 

therefore: Is the increase in self-serving mistakes when people attempt to minimize losses vs. 

maximize gains driven by an increased attention to tempting information? 

Loss aversion and self-serving mistakes: The role of attention 

Abundant evidence shows that people are loss averse. The pain from losing exceeds 

people’s pleasure from gaining equal goods, and thus they are more inclined to take actions 

that prevent (or reduce) losses than actions that secure (or increase) gains (Baumeister, 

Bratslavsky, Finkenauer, & Vohs, 2001; Cameron & Miller, 2009; Kahneman, Knetsch, & 

Thaler, 1990; Kahneman & Tversky, 1979; Ritov, Baron, & Hershey, 1993; Schurr & Ritov, 

2013; Tversky & Kahneman, 1981). As such, loss aversion drives people to engage in more 

goal-oriented behavior when they are facing a loss, compared to an equal sized gain 

(Rothman, Bartels, Wlaschin, & Salovey, 2006; Sherman, Mann, & Updegraff, 2006). 

People violate ethical rules more to prevent or minimize losses than to secure or 

maximize gains (Folmer & De Cremer, 2012; Grolleau et al, 2016; Schindler & Pfattheicher, 

2017; see related Van Yperen, Hamstra, & van der Klauw, 2011). For instance, Kern and 

Chugh (2009) had participants take the role of an entrepreneur interested in acquiring a 

business owned by a competitor. Participants indicated whether they would hire a consultant 

holding private inside information about the competitor’s company that would ultimately help 

to complete the acquisition. Half the participants learned they would have a 25% chance of 

gaining the acquisition; the other half learned they would have a 75% chance of losing the 

acquisition. Although the two scenarios were identical in terms of the expected outcome, 

participants were more likely to hire the consultant when their chance of acquiring the 

company was framed as a potential loss compared to a gain. Clearly, a loss prospect affected 

people’s hypothetical willingness to violate the rules. However, the effect of framing on a 

financially incentivized, more subtle type of unethical behavior remains an open question. 

Does seeking to minimize a loss, compared to maximize a gain, lead people to make more 

self-serving mistakes? And if so, are these self-serving mistakes driven by people’s increased 

attention to tempting information in a loss than in a gain framing? 

To assess attention, we focus on a well-established proxy, namely visual attention, in 

particular gaze dwell time – the time people spend looking at a particular piece of information 

(Glöckner, Fiedler, Hochman, Ayal, & Hilbig, 2012; Krajbich & Rangel, 2011; Mogg, 

Bradley, Field, & De Houwer, 2003; Papies, Stroebe, & Aarts, 2008; Raab & Johnson, 2007, 

Townshend & Duka, 2001). Prior work found that people pay more attention and look longer 

https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/fpsyg.2012.00173/full#B24
https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/fpsyg.2012.00173/full#B47
https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/fpsyg.2012.00173/full#B54
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at tempting, goal relevant information (Mogg et al., 2003; Townshend & Duka, 2001; Vogt, 

De Houwer, Moors, Van Damme, & Crombez, 2010). Further, the longer the relative time 

people spent looking at a piece of information, the more weight they gave to that piece of 

information when making decisions (Fiedler, Glöckner, Nicklisch, & Dickert, 2013; Glöckner 

et al., 2012; Halevy & Chou, 2014; Hochman, Glöckner, Fiedler, & Ayal, 2016; Krajbich & 

Rangel, 2011). 

Pittarello and colleagues (2015) revealed that longer time spent looking at tempting 

(vs. not tempting) information drives people’s self-serving mistakes. Employing the 

ambiguous dice paradigm, over multiple trials participants saw a fixation cross on a computer 

screen followed by six die-roll outcomes. They were asked to report the value of the die-roll 

that appeared closest to the fixation cross and were paid based on their reports (higher reports 

corresponded to higher payoffs). Participants made more self-serving than self-hurting 

mistakes. Specifically, they were more likely to report the value second closest to the fixation 

cross when it was higher than the one closest to the fixation cross (i.e., a tempting alternative) 

compared to when it was lower than the one closest to the fixation cross (i.e., a non-tempting 

alternative). These mistakes were driven by participants’ increased attention (i.e., longer gaze 

dwell) to the tempting alternative. 

But how does a loss, compared to a gain framing, affect people’s attention to tempting 

information? We consider three possibilities. The first possibility is that framing affects the 

attention people allocate to tempting information. Specifically, people look longer at tempting 

information in a loss, than in a gain framing. In turn, the longer time spend looking at 

tempting information leads to more self-serving mistakes in a loss (vs. a gain) framing. 

Supporting this possibility, research shows that framing affects people’s psychological arousal 

and attention patterns. Facing a loss, compared to a gain, leads to increased heart rate and 

pupil dilation (Hochman & Yechiam, 2011, Löw, Lang, Smith, & Bradley, 2008; 

Satterthwaite et al., 2007). Further, losses increase the overall attention people dedicate to a 

task, decrease their random mistakes, and facilitate behaviors that are consistent with the 

task’s (payoff) structure (Yechiam & Hochman, 2013a, 2013b). Since people look longer at 

goal relevant and tempting information (Vogt et al., 2010), and loss framing increases 

people’s goal-oriented behavior (Rothman et al., 2006), it is plausible that people will look 

longer at tempting information in loss, compared to gain framing. If this is indeed the case, we 

should find an interaction between temptation (yes vs. no) and framing (gain vs. loss), 

predicting gaze dwell time. Gaze dwell time, in turn, should predict the likelihood of making 

https://link.springer.com/article/10.3758/s13423-015-0935-z#CR10
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self-serving mistakes. We label this the loss increases attention to tempting information 

hypothesis (H1a, see Figure 2.1). 

The second possibility is that framing does not alter people’s attention to tempting 

information, but rather people’s likelihood to self-servingly use the tempting information they 

looked at. Supporting this possibility Müller, Rothermund, and Wentura (2016) asked people 

to look at stimuli on a computer screen. On each trial, a color indicated whether they could 

gain (or, lose) 20 points if they provided (or, failed to provide) a correct answer. When people 

observed colors associated with losses, they exhibited attentional bias (in terms of response 

time) similar to when they observed colors associated with gains (see also Wentura, Müller, & 

Rothermund, 2014). The authors conclude that “attention is biased towards both positive gain 

cues and negative loss cues” (p. 761), suggesting that a stimulus’ valence (positive or 

negative) does not influence attention. Brosch, Sander, Pourtois, and Scherer (2008) reached 

similar conclusions when using brain activity as a proxy for attention. Taken together, these 

lines of work suggest framing should not alter the attention people pay to tempting 

information. If people make more self-serving mistakes in a loss compared to a gain framing, 

but framing does not increase the attention to tempting information, we should not find an 

interaction between temptation (yes vs. no) and framing (gain vs. loss) predicting gaze dwell 

time. Rather, we should find an interaction between gaze dwell time and framing predicting 

self-serving mistakes. We label this the loss increases the use of tempting information 

hypothesis (H1b, see Figure 2.1). 

Finally, a third possibility is that framing affects both the attention people allocate to 

tempting information, and their use of this information. If so, we should find an interaction 

between temptation (yes vs. not) and framing (gain vs. loss) predicting gaze dwell time, as 

well as an interaction between gaze dwell time and framing predicting self-serving mistakes. 

We label this the loss increases attention to and use of tempting information hypothesis (H1c, 

see Figure 2.1). 
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H1a: Loss increases attention to tempting information 

 

 

 

 

H1b: Loss increases use of tempting information 

 

 

 

 

H1c: Loss increases attention to and use of tempting information 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.1. Theoretical models: loss increases attention to tempting information (H1a), loss 

increases use of tempting information (H1b), and loss increase attention to, and use of 

tempting information (H1c) hypotheses. 
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Overview of experiments 

We conducted two experiments employing the ambiguous dice paradigm (Pittarello et 

al., 2015). In both experiments, participants observed a fixation cross on a computer screen 

followed by six dice and were asked to report the value appearing closest to the fixation cross 

(with higher reports corresponding to higher payoffs). Across multiple trials, the value second 

closest to the fixation cross was either higher or lower than the one closest to the fixation 

cross. In the gain framing condition, participants started the task without a monetary 

endowment and earned money based on their reports. In the loss framing condition, 

participants started with an endowment and lost money based on their reports. 

The goal of Experiment 2.1 was to test the effect of loss vs. gain framing on people’s 

likelihood to make self-serving mistakes. We further added a control condition in which 

participants were paid based on their accuracy, rather than their reports. The control condition 

allowed us to examine whether people, for whatever reason, report higher values than the 

ones they are supposed to, even when there is no monetary incentive to do so. The goal of 

Experiment 2.2 was to test how attention is associated with self-serving mistakes in both loss 

and gain framings. To do so, we focused on the conditions in which participants were paid 

based on their reports and traced their eye movements during the task. We then fitted the three 

theoretical models (H1a, H1b, and H1c) to the obtained eye tracking data to determine which 

model has the best fit to the data. The task, data, and code for all analyses are available on 

Open Science Framework1. In the main text, we report how we determined our sample size, 

all data exclusions, all manipulations, and all measures. 

Experiment 2.1 

Method 

One hundred and twenty university students (78.33% females, Mage = 23.06, SDage = 

1.27) engaged in the ambiguous dice paradigm in exchange for course credit. Upon arriving to 

the lab, participants learned they could earn an additional pay based on their performance. 

Thus, the incentive to sign up and participate in the experiment was fixed and unrelated to the 

condition participants were assigned to. The sample size was determined based on previous 

work. Since the ambiguous dice paradigm contains multiple trials, the data were analyzed 

 

1 This paper has Open Materials and Open Data badges for transparent practices. The materials are available at 

https://osf.io/473gq/. The data and code are available at https://osf.io/uk5c7/. 

 

https://osf.io/473gq/
https://osf.io/uk5c7/
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using a generalized linear mixed model that clusters trials at the individual level, treating each 

participant’s reports as interdependent (Baayen, Davidson, & Bates, 2008). A priori power 

analysis for a generalized linear mixed model is not yet available on the G*power calculator. 

Thus, we followed Pittarello et al. (2015) who also used a between-subjects design using the 

same task and collected 30 participants per between-subjects cell. At the end of the results 

section of Experiment 2.2 we report a sensitivity analysis for the sample sizes used in 

Experiments 2.1 and 2.2 showing that our samples were sufficient to detect a medium to large 

effect size. 

In the task, participants saw a fixation cross on the computer screen (1000 ms), 

followed by six die roll outcomes (2000 ms). After the die disappeared, participants were 

asked to report the outcome that appeared closest to the fixation cross (the target). Participants 

engaged in multiple trials, presented in a random order, and learned that at the end of the 

experiment, one trial would be randomly selected for payment. Between participants we 

manipulated the payoff structure and the framing of the task. 

Participants in the pay-for-report conditions were incentivized according to the value 

they reported, with higher values leading to higher payoffs. In the pay-for-report, gain-

framing condition (n = 30), participants started the task with 0 Israeli Shekels (ILS; 1 ILS = 

~€0.25) and earned money according to the value they reported on a randomly selected trial, 

with reporting “1”= 5 ILS, “2”= 10 ILS, “3” = 15 ILS, “4” = 20 ILS, “5” = 25 ILS, and “6”= 

30 ILS. In the pay-for-report, loss-framing condition (n = 30), participants started the task 

with 35 ILS and lost money based on their reports on one randomly selected trial, with 

reporting “1”= losing 30 ILS, “2”= losing 25 ILS, “3” = losing 20 ILS, “4” = losing 15 ILS, 

“5” = losing 10 ILS, and “6”= losing 5 ILS. In both pay-for-report conditions, the payoffs 

associated with reporting a given value was identical but framed as either a gain or a loss. For 

example, reporting “6” yielded 30 ILS both in the gain (0 ILS + 30 ILS = 30 ILS) and in the 

loss framing conditions (35 ILS - 5 ILS = 30 ILS). Further, in both pay-for-report conditions, 

on a given trial, participants could earn between 5 and 30 ILS. Whereas the minimum 

payment of 5 ILS was achieved by reporting 1 in both conditions, it was framed as a gain of 5 

ILS in the gain condition (in which participants had an initial endowment of 0 ILS) and a loss 

of 30 ILS in the loss framing (in which participants had an initial endowment of 35 ILS). 

Therefore, by making self-serving mistakes, participants in the gain condition could increase 

their gains whereas participants in the loss condition could decrease their losses compared 

with this minimal payment. 
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Participants in the pay-for-accuracy conditions were incentivized to be accurate in the 

task. In the pay-for-accuracy, gain-framing condition (n = 30), participants started the task 

with 0 ILS and could earn 10 ILS if they reported the target correctly on one randomly 

selected trial. Participants in the pay-for-accuracy, loss-framing condition (n = 30) started the 

task with 10 ILS and could lose that money if they reported the target incorrectly on one 

randomly selected trial. 

After reading the instructions, participants engaged in three practice trials. After each 

practice trial, they received feedback indicating how much money they would have earned 

had that trial been selected for pay. Next, to make sure participants understood the payoff 

rule, they answered two questions: (1) “Imagine that the value closest to the fixation cross is 

‘two’, and you reported the number ‘two’. How many Shekels would you earn (lose)?” (2) 

“Imagine that the value closest to the fixation cross is ‘five’, and you reported the number 

‘two’, how many Shekels would you earn (lose)?” After each answer, participants received 

feedback (“you were correct” or “you were incorrect”) and saw the correct answer to the 

question on the computer screen. 

Next, participants engaged in 196 trials of the task (96 experimental and 100 filler). 

On each trial, a black fixation cross was displayed on the screen, followed by six dice. Only 

one die was objectively closest to the fixation cross (i.e., the target). In the experimental trials, 

the target was always 3, whereas in the filler trials to diversify the numbers appearing on the 

screen, the target was 1, 2, 4, 5, or 6. Across trials we varied the value second closest to the 

fixation cross (henceforth, value next to the target) to be either higher than the target (4 or 5, 

i.e., tempting in the pay-for-report condition) or lower than the target (1 or 2, i.e., not 

tempting in the pay-for-report condition). As in Pittarello et al. (2015), we varied the locations 

of the target and the fixation cross. The location of the target was the second, third, fourth, or 

fifth die from the left. The location of the fixation cross was 20, 40, or 60 pixels away from 

the center of the target. In all three locations, the fixation cross was always closer to the target 

than to the value next to the target. Finally, as in Pittarello et al., each combination (of value 

next to the target, location of the fixation cross, and location of target) was repeated twice; see 

Figure 2.2. 

The complete experimental design included the within-subjects factors of temptation 

(value next to the target: higher vs. lower than the target) × target location (second vs. third 

vs. fourth vs. fifth location from the left) × location of the fixation cross (20 vs. 40 vs. 60 

pixels away from the center of the target die) × combination (first vs. second repetition). 

Payment (pay-for-accuracy vs. pay-for-report) and framing (gain vs. loss) were manipulated 
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between subjects. In the main text we focus on the effects of temptation, payment, and 

framing to predict participants’ reports. Additional exploratory analyses assessing the effects 

of the location of the fixation cross and the location of the target are reported in the 

supplementary online material (SOM)2. 

After completing the task, participants answered the following two control questions: 

(1) “How much money did you start the task with?” and (2) “What was the criterion 

according to which you received your payment?” (participants had to choose between 

“according to whether I was correct about the value that was closest to the fixation cross” and 

“according to the value that I reported as the closest to the fixation cross, regardless of 

whether I was correct or not”). Here, we report analyses including all participants. Excluding 

those who did not answer the control questions correctly did not change the results, see SOM. 

Lastly, a few weeks after the experiment, participants were recruited by email to complete an 

online version of the approach and avoidance temperament questionnaire (Elliot & Thrash, 

2010), see SOM for results. 

In the pay-for-report conditions high die-roll values are tempting. Reporting a higher 

number secures a higher gain or a smaller loss than reporting honestly. We thus expect 

participants to be more likely to “mistakenly” report the value next to the target (instead of the 

target) when doing so is tempting (a self-serving mistake) than when it is not tempting (a self-

hurting mistake). Further, we expect this pattern to be amplified in the loss, compared to the 

gain framing condition. 

 

2SOM appear in https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0022103119300563#s0110 as “Appendix A. 

Supplementary data”. 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0022103119300563#s0110
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Figure 2.2. The procedure of the task and an example trial. In the example trial, the target = 3; 

the value next to the target = 5. In each trial, the location of the fixation cross was 20 (green), 

40 (black), or 60 (red) pixels away from the center of the target. 

 

Results 

A generalized linear mixed model with Payment (pay-for-accuracy vs. pay-for-report), 

Framing (gain vs. loss), and Temptation (value next to the target: higher vs. lower than the 

target) predicting the Likelihood to report the value next to the target revealed a three-way 

Payment × Framing × Temptation interaction, F(1, 11512) = 4.41, p = .036, b = -0.53, 95% CI 

[-1.026, -.036]. In the pay-for-report conditions, the Framing × Temptation interaction was 

significant, F(1, 5756) = 26.81, p < .001, b = 0.95, 95% CI [.591, 1.310]. Specifically, in the 

gain-framing condition, participants reported the value next to the target in 19.02% of the 

cases when it was tempting (i.e., higher than the target), and in 8.05% of the cases when it 

was not tempting (i.e., lower than the target), b = .08, t(5756) = 4.52, p < .001, 95% CI [.050, 

.127]. The pattern was amplified in the loss-framing condition, in which the gap was twice as 

large with participants reporting the value next to the target in 27.29% of the cases when it 

was tempting, and only in 5.55% of the cases when it was not tempting, b = .18, t(5756) = 

5.33, p < .001, 95% CI [.115, .248], see Figure 2.3. In the pay-for-accuracy condition the 

Framing × Temptation interaction attenuated, see SOM and Figure 2.3. 
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Figure 2.3. Behavioral results of Experiment 2.1. Proportion (and 95% confidence intervals) 

of the trials in which participants reported the value next to the target as a function of payment 

(pay-for-accuracy vs. pay-for-report), framing (gain vs. loss), and temptation of the value next 

to the target (non-tempting: next < target vs. tempting: next > target). The CIs are calculated 

for each participant across all trials, and then averaged across participants. 

 

Discussion and Experiment 2.2 

Experiment 2.1 revealed that, when paid according to the value they report, 

participants were more likely to make self-serving than self-hurting mistakes. Further, 

participants made more self-serving mistakes when facing a potential loss, compared to an 

equally sized gain. Experiment 2.2 aimed at replicating the framing effect obtained in 

Experiment 2.1 and investigating how attentional processes may shape it. Specifically, we 

tested which of three theoretical models gains empirical support: loss framing increases 

attention allocated to tempting information (H1a); the use of tempting information (H1b); or 

both the attention allocated to, and use of tempting information (H1c). We employed the same 

procedure as in Experiment 2.1, focusing on the pay-for-report conditions, and traced 

participants’ eye movements, measuring gaze dwell time – the time people spend looking at a 

piece of information. 
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Method 

A total of 89 university students (55.05% females, Mage = 24.20, SDage = 2.50) 

participated in the experiment in exchange of a show-up fee of 20 ILS. As in Experiment 2.1, 

upon arriving to the lab participants learned they could earn additional pay based on their 

performance. Thus, the incentive to sign up and participate in the experiment was fixed and 

unrelated to the condition participants were assigned to. Following Pittarello et al. (2015), we 

estimated a data loss of ~20% of the sample for the analysis of participants’ eye movements, 

due to low eye tracking accuracy (below 70%). We therefore aimed to increase our sample 

and collect data from 50 participants per between-subjects cell in order to take into 

consideration this potential data loss. In the time allocated to running the study, we were able 

to collect data from 89 participants: 49 in the gain framing and 40 in the loss framing 

condition. The unequal cell size was due to a programming error. 

Upon arriving to the lab, participants were seated in a private cubicle, 60 cm from a 

24-in. computer monitor (maximum resolution =1280 × 1024 pixels). Participants engaged in 

the ambiguous dice paradigm, while a Tobii T120 eye tracker (Tobii Technology, Danderyd, 

Sweden; sampling rate = 120 Hz; accuracy = 0.45°; standard nine-point eye tracking 

calibration) recorded their eye movements. Participants were randomly assigned to a gain or a 

loss framing condition, within the pay-for-report payoff scheme. All measures, instructions 

and questions were identical to those in Experiment 2.1. As in Experiment 2.1, here we report 

analyses of the full sample. Excluding participants who did not answer the control question 

correctly did not change the obtained results, see SOM. 

Results 

A generalized linear mixed model with Framing (gain vs. loss) and Temptation (value 

next to the target: higher vs. lower than the target) predicting the Likelihood to report the 

value next to the target revealed a Framing × Temptation interaction, F(1, 8540) = 111.50, p < 

.001, b = 1.73, 95% CI [1.409, 2.052]. Replicating the results of Experiment 2.1, in the gain-

framing condition, participants reported the value next to the target more often when it was 

tempting (22.02%) than when it was not (7.86%), b = .12, t(8540) = 5.48 p < .001, 95% CI 

[.076, .161]. This pattern was amplified in the loss-framing condition in which participants 

reported the value next to the target in 37.81% of the trials when it was tempting, and only in 

4.58% of the trials when it was not, b = .27, t(8540) = 5.85, p < .001, 95% CI [.183, .366], see 

Figure 2.4. 
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Figure 2.4. Behavioral results of Experiment 2.2. Proportion (and 95% confidence intervals) 

of the trials in which participants reported the value next to the target as a function framing 

(gain vs. loss) and temptation of the value next to the target (non-tempting: next < target vs. 

tempting: next > target). The CIs are calculated for each participant across all trials, and then 

averaged across participants. 

 

Eye tracking. As in Pittarello et al., (2015) we excluded participants with low eye 

tracking accuracy (below 70%) from the analyses, which left 38 participants in the gain-

framing and 26 participants in the loss-framing conditions. Including all participants did not 

change the obtained results, see SOM. 

Figure 2.5 presents the amount of time participants spent looking at the target and the 

value next to the target, as a function of framing, and whether the value next to the target was 

tempting (higher than the target) or not (lower than the target). As can be seen in the figure, 

overall, participants spent more time looking at the target (M = 689.23ms, SD = 560.51) than 

at the value next to the target (M = 189.83ms, SD = 301.23), F(1, 12286) = 4,085.93, p < .001, 

b = -.499, 95% CI [-0.515, -0.484]. In the remaining analyses we focus on participants’ 

attention to the value next to the target and test between models H1a, H1b, and H1c. 
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Figure 2.5. Eye tracking results of Experiment 2.2. The mean time (and 95% confidence 

intervals) participants spent looking (in milliseconds) at the target (correct value), and the 

value near the target, as a function of framing (gain vs. loss) and temptation of the value next 

to the target (non-tempting: next < target vs. tempting: next > target). The CIs are calculated 

for each participant across all trials, and then averaged across participants. Out of the total 

2000 ms, participants looked at the target and the value next to the target for ~ 900 ms. 

 

The eye tracking data allows testing how people divide their attention between the 

target value (i.e., the information they are instructed to report) and the value appearing second 

closest to the target in loss and gain framing conditions. That is, whether people spend more 

time looking at tempting, yet incorrect, values in the loss compared to gain framing condition. 

To do so, we calculated for each participant (1) the average time spent looking at the value 

next to the target when it was tempting (higher than the target) and not tempting (lower than 

the target), and (2) the proportion of self-serving and self-hurting mistakes, out of the 

potential mistakes participants could make (48 for each type of mistakes). We then ran three 

moderated mediation analyses using PROCESS macro (Hayes, 2013; Preacher, Rucker, & 

Hayes, 2007) and assessed how framing affects the attentional process underlying self-serving 

mistakes. 
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Does loss increase attention to tempting information (H1a)? A moderated 

mediation analysis using a bootstrapping procedure with 5000 iterations (Hayes, 2013; model 

7) revealed that Temptation predicts the Likelihood to report the value next to the target, b = 

.206, t(126) = 5.57, p < .001, 95% CI = [.133, .279]. Participants reported the value next to the 

target more often when it was tempting (26.46%) than when it was not (5.89%). Temptation 

further predicted the Gaze dwell on the value next to the target, b = .079, t(124) = 2.69, p = 

.008, 95% CI = [.021, .137]. Participants looked longer at the value next to the target when it 

was tempting (M = 237.58ms, SD = 160.37ms) than when it was not (M = 142.08ms, SD = 

83.38ms). The Temptation × Framing interaction, however, did not predict the Gaze dwell on 

the value next to the target, b = .039, p = .394. That is, the loss (versus gain) framing did not 

alter the time participants looked at the tempting information. Further, Gaze dwell on the 

value next to the target predicted the Likelihood to report it, b = 1.07, t(124) = 9.86, p < .001, 

95% CI = [.863, 1.296], and Temptation predicted the Likelihood to report the value next to 

the target as well, b = .102, t(124) = 3.45, p < .001, 95% CI = [.043, .161]. The indirect effect 

of Temptation on the Likelihood to report the value next to the target via Gaze dwell was 

positive and significant both in the gain, 95% CI = [.029, .146], and the loss-framing 

conditions, 95% CI = [.041, .239]. The difference between the two conditional indirect effects 

was not significant, 95% CI = [-.049, .159], providing no support for the moderated mediation 

model suggested by H1a, see Figure 2.6. 

Does loss increase the use of tempting information (H1b)? A moderated mediation 

analysis using a bootstrapping procedure with 5000 iterations (Hayes, 2013; model 14) 

revealed that Temptation predicts the Likelihood to report the value next to the target, b = 

.206, t(126) = 5.57, p < .001, 95% CI = [.133, .279], as well as the Gaze dwell on the value 

next to the target, b = .095, t(126) = 4.22, p < .001, 95% CI = [.050, .140]. The Framing × 

Gaze dwell on the value next to the target interaction predicted the Likelihood to report the 

value next to the target, b = .780, t(123) = 4.05, p < .001, 95% CI = [.399, 1.161]. 

Specifically, the effect of Gaze dwell on the value next to the target on the Likelihood to 

report it was positive and significant in the gain-framing condition, b = .683, t(123) = 4.84, p 

< .001, 95% CI = [.404, .962], and was amplified in the loss-framing condition, b = 1.463, 

t(123) = 10.40, p < .001, 95% CI = [1.184, 1.741]. That is, equal time spent looking at 

tempting information translated to more self-serving mistakes in the loss than in the gain-

framing condition. Temptation further predicted the Likelihood to report the value next to the 

target, b = .102, t(123) = 3.68, p < .001, 95% CI = [.047, .158]. The indirect effect of 

Temptation on the Likelihood to report the value next to the target via Gaze dwell was 
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positive and significant in the gain-framing, 95% CI = [.023, .115], and the loss-framing 

condition, 95% CI = [.069, .217]. The difference between the two conditional indirect effects 

was significant 95% CI = [.023, .143], supporting the moderated mediation H1b hypothesis, 

see Figure 2.6. 

Does loss increase attention to and use of tempting information (H1c)? A 

moderated mediation analysis using a bootstrapping procedure with 5000 iterations (Hayes, 

2013; model 58) revealed that Temptation predicts the Likelihood to report the value next to 

the target, b = .206, t(126) = 5.57, p < .001, 95% CI = [.133, .279]. Further, Temptation 

predicted Gaze dwell on the value next to the target, b = .079, t(124) = 2.69, p = .008, 95% CI 

= [.021, .137]. The Temptation × Framing interaction predicting Gaze dwell on the value next 

to the target was not significant, b = .039, p = .394. Further, Gaze dwell on the value next to 

the target predicted the Likelihood to report it, b = .683, t(123) = 4.84, p < .001, 95% CI = 

[.404, .962], and the Framing × Gaze dwell interaction also predicted the Likelihood to report 

the value next to the target, b = .780, t(123) = 4.05, p < .001, 95% CI = [.399, 1.161]. With 

Framing, Temptation, and Gaze dwell in the model, Temptation predicted the Likelihood to 

report the value next to the target, b = .102, t(123) = 3.68, p < .001, 95% CI = [.047, .158]. 

The indirect effect of Temptation on the Likelihood to report the value next to the target via 

Gaze dwell was positive and significant both in the gain, 95% CI = [.013, .110], and the loss-

framing condition, 95% CI = [.056, .298]. The difference between the two conditional indirect 

effects was not significant, 95% CI = [-.009, .254], providing no support for the moderated 

mediation model suggested by H1c, see Figure 2.6. 

Comparing the models. To compare models H1a, H1b, and H1c we calculated the 

Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) for each model. The AIC is used to compare the relative 

fit of different models to the data, with smaller scores indicating a better fit of the model 

(Akaike, 1974). Results revealed an AIC of -265.56 for model H1a, an AIC of -282.85 for 

model H1b, and an AIC of -279.75 for model H1c, suggesting that model H1b fits the data 

better than models H1a and H1c. 

Based on Burnham and Anderson (2004), the larger the gap between the model’s AICs 

the more support there is to the model with the lower AIC over the model with a higher AIC. 

A gap larger than 10 essentially indicates no support for the model with the higher AIC. 

Further, it is possible to assess the relative probability that the model with the lowest AIC will 

fit the data better (i.e., minimize information loss) than models with higher AICs by 

calculating the exponential of ((AICmodel with the smallest AIC - AICmodel I)/2). Such value can range 
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between 100% (equal support for both models) and 0% (no support for the model with the 

higher AIC to be a better fit for the data compared to the model with the lower AIC). 

The gap between the AICs of model H1b and H1a is 17.29, indicating that there is 

essentially no support for model H1a over H1b. Specifically, there is only 0.01 probability 

[exp((-282.85+265.56)/2) = 0.0001] that model H1a fits the data as good as model H1b. The 

gap between the AICs of model H1b and H1c is 3.1, indicating more support for model H1b 

than H1c. Specifically, there is only 0.21 probability [exp((-282.85+279.75)/2) = 0.2122] that 

model H1c fits the data as good as model H1b. That is, model H1b is ~5 times more likely 

than model H1a. Taken together, our results suggest that model H1b fits the eye tracking data 

the best, and that loss (versus gain) framing does not increase people’s attention to tempting 

information, but rather their use of the tempting information, resulting in self-serving 

mistakes. 
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H1a: Loss increases attention to tempting information 

 

 

 

 

H1b: Loss increases use of tempting information 

 

 

 

 

H1c: Loss increases attention to and use of tempting information 

 

 

 

Figure 2.6. Results for the (H1a) loss increases attention to tempting information, (H1b) loss 

increases use of tempting information, and (H1c) loss increase attention to, and use of 

tempting information hypotheses.* p < .05, **p < .01, ***p < .001. 
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Sensitivity analyses. We conducted additional sensitivity and Bayesian analysis, as 

well as an equivalence test in order to make sure (1) we had sufficient power to detect the 

effect of Framing on Self-serving mistakes, and (2) that we can meaningfully interpreted the 

lack of interaction between Framing and Temptation, predicting Gaze dwell. 

The effect of framing on self-serving mistakes. We ran a sensitivity analysis to 

determine the effect size that our sample sizes in Experiments 2.1 and 2.2 allowed detecting. 

The test does not exist in G*power for a generalized linear mixed model, therefore we ran a 

sensitivity test for an ANOVA with Framing (gain vs. loss) predicting Self-Serving (vs. Self-

Hurting) mistakes. We then compared the effect size that we could detect, to the overall effect 

size we found. 

A sensitivity analysis for an ANOVA with 80% power to detect an effect and 

significance level of 0.05 revealed that the sample of Experiment 2.1 (n = 60 in the pay-for-

report conditions) was sufficient to detect a medium-large effect size of f = 0.36, and that the 

sample size of Experiment 2.2 (n = 89) was sufficient to detect a medium-large effect size of f 

= 0.30. We then compared those calculated effect sizes to the observed effect size of Framing 

on Self-Serving mistakes. To directly compare the effect sizes, we used an ANOVA to 

analyze the data from Experiments 2.1 and 2.2. Specifically, focusing on the pay-for-report 

conditions, we computed for each participant the proportion of self-serving and self-hurting 

mistakes (out of the maximum number of potential mistakes participants could make, which 

equaled 48). We then computed for each participant the gap between the proportion of self-

serving and self-hurting mistakes. The gap between self-serving and self-hurting mistakes 

could range between -100% (indicating that a participant made the maximum possible number 

of self-hurting mistakes and no self-serving mistakes) and 100% (indicating that a participant 

made the maximum possible number of self-serving mistakes and no self-hurting mistakes). A 

gap of 0% indicates that a participant made the same number of self-serving and self-hurting 

mistakes. 

We ran a 2 (Framing: gain vs. loss) × 2 (Experiment: 2.1 vs. 2.2) ANOVA predicting 

the Gap between self-serving and self-hurting mistakes. Results revealed a main effect for 

Framing, F(1, 205) = 16.67, p < .001, ɳ2 = .075. The Gap between self-serving and self-

hurting mistakes was larger in the loss framing (M = 21.21%, SD = 28.83) than in the gain 

framing (M = 9.48%, SD = 19.20). The Framing × Experiment interaction was not significant, 

F(1, 205) = 3.13, p = .078. Thus, the overall effect size of framing on self-serving (vs. 

hurting) mistakes observed in our data was of a medium-large size (ɳ2 = .075, equivalent to f 
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= 0.28). Taken together, the data we have collected allowed detecting a medium-large effect, 

and analyzing our data using ANOVA, we find a medium-large effect of framing on self-

serving mistakes. 

Bayesian analyses. To further increase our ability to interpret the non-significant 

Framing × Temptation interaction on Gaze dwell time we conducted Bayesian analyses 

comparing a model where only Temptation is the predictor for Gaze dwell with a model that 

includes Temptation, Framing, and Temptation × Framing interaction as predictors for Gaze 

dwell. Results revealed a Bayes factor of BF10
 = .084, suggesting strong evidence in favor of a 

model where only Temptation is the predictor. Specifically, the data was 11.90 times more 

likely to occur when Temptation is the only predictor for Gaze dwell time than when 

Temptation, Framing, and a Temptation × Framing interaction predict Gaze dwell. 

Equivalence test. Lastly, we conduct an equivalence test (Lakens, Scheel, & Isager, 

2018; Lakens, McLatchie, Isager, Scheel, & Dienes, 2018) to assess whether we can reject a 

meaningful effect of framing on attention to tempting information. Drawing on the vast 

literature on loss aversion, we use the “loss aversion ratio” reported by Kahneman (2011), 

which ranges between 1.5 and 2.5. To be on the conservative side, we use the lower end of the 

range (1.5) as a meaningful effect of interest. 

In the gain framing condition, on average, participants spent 225.97ms (SD = 

183.30ms) looking at the value next to the target when it was tempting. Thus, for the effect to 

be of a meaningful size, participants needed to look at the value next to the target when it is 

tempting in the loss framing condition 1.5 times longer. A meaningful gap of interest is 

accordingly 112.98ms. We thus set the boundaries of interest as -112.98ms and 112.98ms and 

test whether the gap between the time participants looked at tempting information in the loss 

and gain framing conditions was both significantly larger than the low boundary, and 

significantly lower than the high boundary. The equivalence test was significant, showing that 

the actual gap obtained (28.58ms) was significantly higher than the lower bound, t(62) = 2.05, 

p = .021, and significantly lower than the higher bound, t(62) = -3.45, p < .001. Thus, the 

effect of framing on attention to tempting information was not of a size of interest. 

Discussion 

Experiment 2.2 replicated the results of Experiment 2.1 revealing that participants 

made more self-serving mistakes in a loss, compared to gain framing. Tracing participants' 

eye movements allowed us to test the relationship between framing and attention in predicting 
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self-serving mistakes. Results supported the loss increases use of tempting information (H1b) 

hypothesis. Specifically, participants looked a similar amount of time at tempting information 

under loss and gain framing. The similar time spent looking at tempting information, 

however, translated to more self-serving mistakes in the loss, compared to the gain framing 

condition. Thus, the loss (versus gain) framing did not alter the way people divide their 

attention between correct and incorrect (yet tempting) information. Rather, framing altered 

people’s likelihood to use the tempting information in a self-serving way. 

General discussion 

In ambiguous situations, temptation leads people to make self-serving mistakes. In two 

experiments, participants could make self-serving and self-hurting mistakes and were 

motivated to either minimize their losses or maximize their gains. Results revealed that 

overall, people made more self-serving than self-hurting mistakes. Importantly, this pattern 

was amplified when self-serving mistakes reduced the amount of money people could lose, 

compared to increase the amount of money they could gain. In particular, self-serving 

mistakes occurred twice as often when participants’ payoff was framed as a loss, compared to 

a gain. 

Tracing participants eye movements allowed to gain insight into the process 

underlying self-serving mistakes in loss and gain framing. Consistent with work on motivated 

attention (Fiedler et al., 2013; Glöckner et al., 2012; Mogg et al., 2003; Townshend & Duka, 

2001), and replicating Pittarello et al., (2015), we found that people look longer at tempting, 

compared to non-tempting information, which in turn shapes their self-serving mistakes. 

Assessing attention allocation patterns allowed us to test three competing theoretical models 

that are derived from prior research. Results showed that the model in which framing 

moderates the relationship between the time people spend looking at tempting information 

and the likelihood to report it was the most supported by the data. The model in which 

framing moderated the relationship between tempting information and time spend looking at 

it, and the model in which framing moderated both relationships were not supported. As such, 

employing eye tracking was a useful tool for theory testing and improved our understanding 

of the process underlying self-serving mistakes. In particular, loss framing seems to increase 

the likelihood of using tempting information to boost payoff, but not the attention allocated to 

tempting information. 

The results are in line with prior work showing that the valance of information, 

whether it is associated with losses or gains, does not affect attention processes (Brosch et al., 

https://link.springer.com/article/10.3758/s13423-015-0935-z#CR10
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2008; Müller et al., 2016; Wentura et al., 2014). Whereas prior work found that losses 

increase overall attention dedicated to a task (Yechiam & Hochman, 2013a, 2013b), it seems 

to not affect the way people divide their attention between correct information and tempting, 

yet incorrect information. One feature of the Ambiguous dice paradigm is that participants 

had a limited time to look at the die roll outcomes (2,000ms), after which they had to report 

their response. As such, participants could only look at any given piece of information for a 

maximum of 2,000ms. An interesting avenue for future research would be to allow people an 

unlimited time before making a decision. Doing so should allow people to deliberate about 

their choice for as long as they feel needed. It will further allow assessing whether, in line 

with prior work (Yechiam & Hochman, 2013a, 2013b) loss framing leads to overall more 

deliberation and attention allocated to making choices that carry ethical consequences. 

Another avenue to explore would be to use more complex stimuli (i.e., that require more 

attention to digest) to further test the role of attention in shaping self-serving mistakes. 

Here we focused on the visual attention process by measuring gaze dwell – a well-

established proxy for attention (e.g., Glöckner et al., 2012; Papies et al., 2008; Raab & 

Johnson, 2007). We found no difference in the visual attention people allocate to tempting 

information in the loss and gain framing conditions. It is unclear, however, whether other 

phases of information processing are similar between loss and gain framing. For instance, it 

might be that people cognitively process tempting information differently under loss and gain 

framing. People might look at the tempting outcome to the same extent in loss and gain 

framing, but perhaps perceive the tempting information as closer to the fixation cross in the 

loss than gain framing. Prior work shows that people’s motivation can influence their 

cognitive processing and perception of reality (Balcetis & Dunning, 2006; 2007; 2009). As 

such, testing whether people’s perception differs when they aim to maximize their gains, 

compared with minimize their losses is an interesting avenue for future research. 

Unlike outright lies that are by definition conscious, whether self-serving mistakes are 

conscious or not remains an open question. Hochman and colleagues (2016) find support for 

both conscious and unconscious elements when people make self-serving mistakes. First, they 

find increased physiological arousal when people make self-serving mistakes, indicating that, 

at least to an extent, people are aware of the mistake they are making. Second, they find that 

people pay less attention to self-hurting information, indicating a rather unconscious process. 

Although not a focal interest of the current work, understanding whether people make self-

serving mistakes intentionally, is an interesting avenue for future work. Asking participants to 

complete the ambiguous dice paradigm and then financially incentive them to accurately 

https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/fpsyg.2012.00173/full#B24
https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/fpsyg.2012.00173/full#B54
https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/fpsyg.2012.00173/full#B54
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estimate whether they think they made more, less, or a similar amount of self-serving and 

self-hurting mistakes can be a promising first step in addressing this question. 

Lastly, uncovering the attentional process underlying self-serving mistakes—a mild 

form of unethical behavior—can help creating interventions to reduce them. Prior work found 

that manipulating people’s attention affects their ethical judgment and decision making (e.g., 

Pärnamets et al., 2015). Thus, one might focus on interventions that highlight information that 

promotes ethical behavior, and make information that promotes unethical behavior less 

noticeable (e.g., by changing its’ perceptual features; see Pittarello, Frătescu, & Mathôt, 

2019). Other research, however, finds that externally manipulating attention may have a rather 

small effect on judgment and decision making, if at all. For instance, exogenously 

manipulating participants’ visual attention pattern resulted in only 1.19% change in their 

decisions in moral dilemmas (Ghaffari, & Fiedler, 2018). Similarly, complex moral judgment 

tasks were not affected by manipulated attention (Newell & Le Pelley, 2018). Together, those 

results and ours suggest that manipulating attention might not be a promising intervention 

when aiming to reduce unethical behavior. The attentional process underlying self-serving 

mistakes appear to be similar in different framing settings. This suggests that addressing the 

motivational factors, such as the motivation to secure gains vs. prevent losses or the 

motivation to avoid making self-serving mistakes, is a more promising intervention than 

diverting people’s attention from tempting information. 

Conclusion 

In ambiguous settings that allow for self-serving interpretations, people make more 

self-serving mistakes to minimize a loss than to maximize a gain. Rather than causing 

tempting information to capture attention, loss framing increases people’s propensity to use 

the tempting information they have observed to boost their profits. Framing goals and 

incentive schemes as potential gains can help to decrease the occurrence of self-serving 

mistakes, and in turn foster environments with more accuracy and less motivated mistakes. 
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People experience fair and unfair treatment almost on a daily basis. As a response, 

people may “balance the scale”, even by breaking ethical rules and lying. For instance, after 

being denied an expected promotion, an employee may claim higher mileage than he or she 

actually used on a business expense form. Conversely, after getting an exceptional bonus, an 

employee might lie to cover for his boss’s mistake. Here, we test the prominence of dishonest 

behavior aimed at helping and harming others after (un)fair experiences. Specifically, we ask: 

what triggers higher levels of dishonesty, experiencing a fair or an unfair treatment3? Is 

dishonest harming after unfair treatment more or less common than dishonest helping after 

fair treatment? And does the cause of (un)fairness– whether it is intentional or not – matter? 

While people value their honesty, and do not lie to a full extent (Abeler, Nosenzo, & 

Raymond, 2019; Mazar, Amir, & Ariely, 2008; Shalvi, Dana, Handgraaf, & De Dreu, 2011), 

previous work has shown that they lie to affect their own, as well as others’ outcomes. Indeed, 

people lie to benefit themselves (Pulfrey & Butera, 2013; Shalvi, Gino, Barkan, & Ayal, 

2015; Van Yperen, Hamstra, & van der Klauw, 2011), and even more so to benefit others as 

well (Cohen, Gunia, Kim-Jun, & Murnighan, 2009; Conrads, Irlenbusch, Rilke, & Walkowitz, 

2013; Weisel & Shalvi, 2015; Wiltermuth, 2011). For example, Gino, Ayal, and Ariely (2013) 

found that the larger the group that can benefit from lying, the more likely are people to lie. 

People also lie to harm others, especially when it is compatible with their goals. For 

instance, people lie to harm others when it is financially beneficial for them to do so (Erat & 

Gneezy, 2012; Gneezy, 2005), when it allows them to restore equity between unequal parties 

(Gino & Pierce, 2009; 2010a, 2010b; Moran & Schweitzer, 2008), and as a mean to 

financially compensated themselves after experiencing defection in a prisoners dilemma 

(Ellingsen, Johannesson, Lilja, & Zetterqvist, 2009). Further, when people’s behavior does 

not affect their own outcome, they lie to harm charities they dislike (i.e., vindictive cheating; 

Ayal, 2015). Although there is evidence for dishonest helping and harming, one key question 

remains open: which treatment, fair or unfair, elicits stronger dishonest reactions? And does 

dishonest reactions differ when the preceding (un)fair treatment was intentional versus not? 

 

 

3 Acknowledging that fairness is a relative term - ranging from low to high level of fairness, throughout the 

chapter we refer to less fair treatments as “unfair”, and more fair treatments as “fair”. 
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Dishonest helping and harming after (un)fair treatment 

We consider two possibilities regarding the prevalence of dishonest helping and 

harming after (un)fair treatment. The first possibility is that dishonest harming after unfair 

treatment is more prominent than dishonest helping after fair treatment. Supporting this 

possibility is the idea that “bad is stronger than good”. Ample research shows that negative 

experiences have a higher impact on people’s perception, emotions, and behavior than 

positive experiences (Baumeister, Bratslavsky, Finkenauer, & Vohs, 2001; Brickman, Coates, 

& Janoff-Bulman, 1978; Rozin & Royzman, 2001). For instance, Klein and Epley (2014) 

found that people judge prosocial and selfish actions in an asymmetric manner. Specifically, 

when participants read about someone who engaged in an extremely selfish behavior (e.g., 

giving much less than a suggested amount to a charity, making a selfish monetary splits in a 

dictator game) they evaluated the person as less warm and caring, and the behavior as less 

nice compared to participants who read about someone who engaged in a fair behavior (e.g., 

giving the suggested amount to a charity, making an equal monetary split in a dictator game). 

The gap in evaluations between an individual who engaged in fair versus extremely prosocial 

behavior (e.g., giving twice as much to a charity, giving all the money in a dictator game) was 

much smaller. 

When it comes to reactions to (un)fair treatment, people harm those who were unfair 

to them more than they benefit those who were fair or even extremely generous to them 

(Offerman, 2002). Kube, Maréchal, and Puppe (2006) hired students to log information about 

books into a computer, earning around 15 Euros per hour. When arriving to complete the task, 

some students were informed that they would be paid 15 Euros per hour, as they expected 

(neutral treatment). Others, however, were informed that they would earn 10 Euros per hour 

(unkind treatment) or 20 Euros per hour (kind treatment). Workers in the kind treatment 

logged 10% more books than workers in the neutral treatment, whereas workers in the unkind 

treatment logged 27% fewer books than those in the neutral treatment. If people’s asymmetric 

reactions to fair and unfair treatment extend also to situations in which they can affect others 

by lying, we should expect dishonest harming after unfair treatment to be more prominent 

than dishonest helping after fair treatment. 

The second possibility is that dishonest helping after fair treatment is more prominent 

than dishonest harming after unfair treatment. Prior work shows that people do not like to 

actively harm others and will avoid doing so if possible (the do-no-harm principle; Baron, 

1995; Van Beest, Van Dijk, De Dreu, & Wilke, 2005). In a series of studies, participants had 
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to choose between taking an action that will help one group and simultaneously harm another 

group, or not taking an action at all. Demonstrating the do-no-harm principle, participants 

were reluctant to choose action over inaction. People preferred to avoid an action that helped 

group A if it simultaneously harmed group B. This was even the case when the harm to group 

B was less severe than the harm of not helping group A (Baron, 1995). Moreover, even when 

two groups are in a conflict, individuals prefer to use their resources to benefit their own 

group rather than harm the other group (in group love vs. out group hate, Halevy, Weisel, & 

Bornstein, 2012; Halevy, Kreps, Weisel, & Goldenberg, 2015). 

Further supporting the possibility that people react dishonestly more to fairness 

(versus unfairness), recent work revealed that dishonest helping is seen in a rather positive 

light. When judging dishonest behavior aimed at helping and harming others, participants 

evaluated dishonest helping as more acceptable and ethical than dishonest harming (Gino & 

Pierce, 2010a). Similarly, dishonest helping was perceived as even more ethical than selfish 

truth-telling (Levine & Schweitzer, 2014). Given that people are averse to harming others, 

and find dishonest helping rather acceptable, it might be the case that dishonest helping after 

fair treatment is more prominent than dishonest harming after unfair treatment. 

Beyond assessing the relative propensity of dishonest reactions to fair and unfair 

treatment, we also aim to gain insight into the role of emotions associated with these 

dishonest reactions. The focal emotions we focus on are gratitude, anger, and disappointment 

as these emotions are triggered by (un)fair treatment and were found to elicit reactions to it. 

Prior work has shown that experiencing prosocial gestures like altruism, helping behavior, 

and fairness increases gratitude, which in turn facilitates helping behavior (Bartlett & 

DeSteno, 2006; McCullough, Kimeldorf, & Cohen, 2008; Tsang, 2006; 2007). In addition, 

experiences of unfairness trigger anger (Pillutla & Murnighan, 1996; Seip, Van Dijk, & 

Rotteveel, 2014) and disappointment (Reuben & van Winden, 2008), which are then 

associated with subsequent harming behavior. We thus test the extent to which dishonest 

helping and harming after (un)fair treatment is associated with gratitude, anger, and 

disappointment. 

Overview of studies 

We study the prevalence of dishonest helping and harming in three experiments. In all 

experiments participants first take part in a dictator game. Then, after receiving a less fair 

(here: unfair) or more fair (here: fair) monetary split from the dictator, recipients engaged in a 

task in which they could dishonestly inflate or deflate the dictator’s pay. In all experiments, 
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recipients could affect only their counterpart’s pay, but not their own pay. Further, in all 

experiments dictators were not aware of whether or not the recipients engaged in dishonest 

behavior to affect their pay. Thus, we capture dishonest helping and harming behavior that is 

removed from any motivation to benefit oneself or motivation to convey an explicit message 

to the dictator (e.g., teach the dictator a lesson). 

In Experiment 3.1 we employed a task that allowed us to assess dishonesty only at the 

group level. We further assessed a benchmark of dishonest helping/harming when participants 

did not experience any prior treatment. In Experiment 3.2 we employed a task that allowed us 

to detect dishonesty at the individual level and test the prevalence of dishonest harming and 

helping after (un)fair treatment. In a pre-registered Experiment 3.3 we tested whether the 

source of (un)fairness affects recipients’ behavior by adding a control condition in which 

(un)fairness was determined by a random device, rather than by the dictator. We report all 

measures, manipulations, and exclusions in the main text and the supplementary online 

materials (SOM)4. The pre-registration for Experiment 3.35, as well as all the instructions, 

manipulations, measures, and data are available on Open Science Framework6. 

Experiment 3.1 

Experiment 3.1 tested recipients’ dishonest helping and harming after (un)fair 

treatment. The (un)fair treatment was intentional and created by a dictator in a dictator game. 

The experiment included several benchmarks for comparison. First, we included a control 

condition in which participants did not experience any prior treatment at all, but rather could 

lie to affect an unrelated person’s pay. Second, to assess the robustness of any observed 

findings, we compared participants’ behavior when the (un)fair treatment was presented in the 

form of a gain versus a loss (give-some vs. take-some setting; Krupka & Weber, 2013; Van 

Dijk & Wilke, 2000). Because losses loom larger than gains (Kahneman & Tversky, 1979), 

we assess whether being treated unfairly by losing an amount of money evoked stronger 

dishonest reactions compared with being treated unfairly by not gaining an amount of money. 

 

 

4 http://journal.sjdm.org/19/190419/supp.pdf 

5 https://osf.io/zw9ds/?view_only=cd96ba8de56b47e39126f71ac61ebff5 

6 https://osf.io/dyfpu/?view_only=44bf455fcb18496da6e40ee354e61fc9 

http://journal.sjdm.org/19/190419/supp.pdf
https://osf.io/zw9ds/?view_only=cd96ba8de56b47e39126f71ac61ebff5
https://osf.io/dyfpu/?view_only=44bf455fcb18496da6e40ee354e61fc9
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Method 

Participants and procedure. The experiment was conducted on Amazon Mechanical 

Turk (MTurk), and each participant received a participation fee of 15 cents and an opportunity 

to earn extra pay. First, we collected dictators’ monetary split decisions. Then, we matched a 

recipient to each dictator, implemented the monetary splits and assessed recipients’ behavior. 

For recipients, the overall design was a 2 (Framing: give-some vs. take-some) × 2 (Amount: 

unfair vs. fair) + 1 (no prior treatment) between-subjects design. All conditions were run 

simultaneously, and each participant was randomly assigned to one of the five conditions. 

To determine a minimum cell size, we conducted a priori power calculations using 

G*Power 3.0.10 software with .05 criterion of statistical significance, and 80% power. Since 

our main goal was to test for differences between participants reactions to unfair and fair 

treatment, we calculated our sample size focusing on a main effect for fairness. Specifically, 

we assumed a difference of 15% in recipient reports between the fair and unfair conditions. 

The calculation indicated that responses from 173 recipients in each cell would be sufficient. 

Thus, when collecting dictators’ decisions, we predetermined that we would stop data 

collection when we had at least 173 decisions in each of the four (take-some vs. give-some by 

unfair vs. fair) between-subject cells. 

First, dictators were randomly assigned to a give-some versus take-some condition and 

were asked to split 30 cents (in addition to their participation fee) between themselves and a 

counterpart (recipient). When making their decisions, dictators were not informed what the 

second part of the experiment would be. Dictators in the give-some condition were told they 

had received 30 cents and were then asked to decide between (1) keeping 30 cents for 

themselves and giving 0 cents to their counterpart or (2) keeping 15 cents for themselves and 

giving 15 cents to their counterparts. Dictators in the take-some condition were told their 

counterpart had received 30 cents and were asked to choose between (1) taking 30 cents from 

the counterpart for themselves and leaving their counterpart with 0 cents or (2) taking 15 cents 

from the counterpart for themselves and leaving their counterpart with 15 cents. In both 

settings, the decision was identical in monetary terms but different in terms of framing 

(Krupka & Weber, 2013; Van Dijk & Wilke, 2000). Based on our data collection stopping 

rule, we stopped collecting dictators’ decisions when the smallest cell (take-some, unfair split) 

reached 176 participants. In total, we collected 1,282 dictators’ decisions. Doing so allowed 

us to follow APA guidelines and avoid deceiving participants, as deception was not necessary. 
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As a result, our design includes real decisions made by both dictators and recipients. The only 

trade-off is the unequal cell size. 

We then matched each dictator with a recipient. Recipients learned that they were 

matched with a counterpart (i.e., the dictator), who had decided how to split 30 cents of their 

own money (give-some) or 30 cents the recipient had initially got (take-some). Recipients 

learned about the two monetary splits that their counterpart had to choose from (15 cents for 

each vs. keeping/taking all 30 cents for self) and the decision their counterpart had made. 

Recipients then engaged in a task in which they could (dishonestly) affect the counterpart’s 

additional pay. Specifically, they were asked to toss a coin and report whether the outcome 

was “heads” or “tails.” (Shalvi, 2012). Reporting “heads” would yield a payoff of an extra 8 

cents for their counterpart, whereas reporting “tails” would yield a payoff of an extra 2 cents 

for their counterpart. Participants were asked to either use a coin they had at home or go to an 

independent coin-tossing website to which we provided a link. As such, we could not identify 

participants’ actual coin-toss outcome, and could only assess dishonesty at the group level. 

After the task, recipients assessed the extent to which they thought the amount they received 

was fair on 7-point scales (1 = not at all, 7 = very much). Further, recipients evaluated the 

extent to which they were motivated by feelings of gratitude, anger, and disappointment when 

they completed the coin tossing task. We further collected additional measures for exploratory 

reasons; see SOM for items and results of these additional measures. 

Lastly, in the no prior treatment condition (n = 200), participants engaged in the coin-

tossing task affecting the payoff of a counterpart without the first dictator stage. They further 

evaluated their motivations on the same scales as the recipients in the other conditions. In 

total, we collected data from 2,764 participants (1,282 dictators, 1,282 recipients, and 200 

participants in the no prior treatment condition; MAge = 36.63, SDAge = 12.13; 60.7% female; 

gender had no effect on behavior, see SOM). After collecting all of the data, all participants 

were paid according to their own and their counterpart’s actual decisions. 

Results 

In the give-some condition, 347 dictators (62.97%) choose the fair split (giving 15 out 

of 30 cents), whereas 204 dictators (37.03%) chose the unfair split (giving 0 out of 30 cents). 

In the take-some condition, 555 dictators (75.92%) choose the fair split (taking 15 out of 30 

cents), whereas 176 dictators (24.08%) chose the unfair split (taking 30 out of 30 cents). 

Replicating prior findings (Krupka & Weber, 2013; Van Dijk & Wilke, 2000), dictators 
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choose more fair allocations in a take-some (75.92%) than give-some (62.97%) setting, χ2(1) 

= 25.25, p < .001, Cramer’s V = 0.140. 

Fairness. A two-way ANOVA with the Amount (unfair [0 cents] vs. fair [15 cents]) 

and Framing (give-some vs. take-some), predicting the extent to which recipients evaluated 

the amount they received as fair, revealed a main effect of the amount. Participants who 

received 15 cents evaluated the amount they received as fairer (M = 6.02, SD = 1.43) than 

those who received 0 cents (M = 2.63, SD = 1.95), F(1, 1278) = 1,237.40, p < .001, ɳ2 = .492. 

This was not qualified by an Amount × Framing interaction, p = .936. 

Recipients’ behavior. A chi-squared analysis revealed that, overall, the proportion of 

reported “heads” was higher among participants who received a fair monetary split (62.08%) 

than among participants who received an unfair monetary split (52.63%), χ2(1) = 9.89, p = 

.002, Cramer’s V = .088. A binomial test showed that the proportion of “heads” after being 

treated fairly was higher than the 50% expected from honest reports, p < .001. By contrast, the 

proportion of “heads” after unfair treatment did not differ from 50%, p = .330. 

A log-linear analysis revealed that the Amount × Framing interaction predicting the 

reported coin-toss outcome (“heads” vs. “tails”) was not significant, p = .715, indicating that 

in our setting, the give-some vs. take-some framing did not affect recipients’ behavior. 

Indeed, out of those who received a fair amount, 61.95% reported “heads” in a give-some 

framing and 62.16% in a take-some framing. Of those who received an unfair amount, 

51.47% reported “heads” in a give-some framing, and 53.97% in a take-some framing. 

Because the framing did not affect participants’ behavior, in the remaining analyses we 

collapsed the two framing conditions. 

No prior treatment. Participants in the no prior treatment condition reported “heads” 

in 63.00% of the cases, which was significantly higher than 50%, p < .001. Post-hoc analysis 

showed a significant difference between participants in the no prior treatment condition 

(63.00% “heads”) and those who received an unfair amount from their counterparts (52.63% 

“heads”), χ2(1) = 5.72, p = .017, Cramer’s V = .099. We found no difference between 

participants in the no prior treatment condition and those who received a fair amount from 

their counterparts (62.08% “heads”), p = .809. 

Emotions. We assessed whether different reports (“heads” vs. “tails”) when 

participants were treated unfairly, fairly, or not treated at all were associated with different 

levels of emotions. Because emotions were always measured after participants’ coin-toss 
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reports, we test for only association between dishonest reactions and emotions, and refrain 

from making causal claims. We thus ran a series of ANOVAs with 2 (Report: “heads” vs. 

“tails”) by 3 (Condition: unfair vs. fair vs. no prior treatment) predicting gratitude, anger, and 

disappointment. Results revealed a main effect for Condition, for gratitude, F(2, 1476) = 

115.11, p < .001, ɳ2 = .135; anger, F(2, 1476) = 70.22, p < .001, ɳ2 = .087; and 

disappointment, F(2, 1476) = 134.71, p < .001, ɳ2 = .154. Overall, participants reported higher 

levels of anger and disappointment and lower gratitude in the unfair condition than in the fair 

and no prior treatment conditions, ps < .001. There was no difference in the levels of anger, 

disappointment, and gratitude between the fair and no prior treatment conditions, ps > .262. 

Additionally, there was a significant Report × Condition interaction for gratitude only, 

F(2, 1476) = 5.09, p = .006, ɳ2 = .007. Simple effects revealed that, among participants who 

were treated unfairly, those who reported an outcome that does not benefit the dictator 

(“tails”) reported lower levels of gratitude than those who reported an outcome that benefits 

the dictator (“heads”), p < .001. Participants who were treated fairly or not treated at all 

reported similar levels of gratitude regardless of whether they reported an outcome that 

benefits their counterpart or not; see Table 3.1 and SOM for detailed analyses. 
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Table 3.1. Self-reported emotions in Experiment 3.1. 

Note. Means (SDs) of the level of gratitude, anger, and disappointment per condition (unfair 

vs. fair vs. no prior treatment) and whether participants reported the beneficial outcome for 

the counterpart (heads) or not (tails). Significance level: ***p < .001. When adjusting 

significance level for all the measures we collected (7 in total, see SOM), the new significance 

level is 0.05/7 = 0.007. p < .007 will be considered significant, thus all comparisons marketed 

as *** remain significant. 

Discussion 

Results of Experiment 3.1 reveal that after being treated fairly or not being treated at 

all, people, on average, over-report coin-toss outcomes to benefit their counterparts. However, 

when people experience unfair treatment from their counterparts, they, on average, neither 

over- nor under-report coin toss outcomes. Overall, these results are consistent with Klein and 

Epley (2014) and seem to suggest that when people can engage in dishonest behavior, they 

react more to unfairness, rather than to fairness. Compared to a baseline of no prior treatment, 

people do not adjust their behavior when they were treated in a fair manner, as evident by the 

similar proportion of “heads” in the no prior treatment and fair treatment condition. However, 

compared to no prior treatment, people do adjust their behavior after being treated unfairly. 

They seem to engage in less dishonest helping and on average report a proportion of “heads” 

that is not different than the proportion of “heads” expected from an honest report. 

 n Gratitude Anger Disappointment 

 Unfair amount (0 cents)     

Reporting “heads” 200 3.92 (1.42) 2.48 (1.91) 3.09 (2.14) 

Reporting “tails” 180 3.28 (1.52) 2.51 (1.93) 3.15 (2.21) 

Difference  ***   

 Fair amount (15 cents)     

Reporting “heads” 560 4.93 (1.28) 1.56 (1.21) 1.63 (1.31) 

Reporting “tails” 342 4.79 (1.35) 1.50 (1.11) 1.66 (1.27) 

Difference      

 No prior experience      

Reporting “heads”  126 4.73 (1.31) 1.46 (1.10) 1.46 (1.06) 

Reporting “tails” 74 4.70 (1.38) 1.36 (0.91) 1.40 (0.92) 

Difference     
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Interestingly, we did not detect differences between participants’ fairness evaluations, 

as well as their dishonest reactions to fair and unfair treatments in a give-some versus take-

some framing. There are two potential reasons for this lack of difference (as opposed to prior 

work in which differences were observed; Krupka & Weber, 2013; Van Dijk & Wilke, 2000). 

First, it might be the case that our sample size was not sufficient to detect the effect. A 

sensitivity analysis for our sample size (n = 1,282), with 80% power to detect an effect and 

significance level of .05 suggests that our sample was sufficient to detect a small size effect 

(Cramer’s V = .078). Our a-priori power calculation, however, focused on detecting 

differences between the fair and unfair conditions and not on detecting an Amount × Framing 

interaction. Further, assessing the social appropriateness of dictator splits, Krupka and Weber 

(2013) find a rather small difference in people’s evaluations when the same monetary split is 

framed as a give-some versus take-some7. Consequently, it might be that our sample size was 

not sufficient to detect such a subtle effect. 

Second, in our task, participants in the take-some conditions were not physically 

endowed with the payoff. Although participants read that they were endowed with the payoff, 

the payoff was tangibly given to them only at the end of the study. It might be that paying 

participants upfront and then actually taking some payment away, or providing a visual 

representation of money being taken away would have elicited stronger reactions in the take-

some conditions. Since the take-some versus give-some manipulation is not the focal point of 

the current work, in Experiment 3.2 and 3.3 we focused on give-some framing only. 

In the coin-tossing task, recipients could report honestly (i.e., report the coin-toss 

outcome they actually observed), lie to help their counterpart (i.e., see “tails” but report 

“heads”), or lie to harm their counterpart (i.e., see “heads” but report “tails”). Since we do not 

know what recipients’ actual coin toss outcome was, we cannot determine for every 

individual participant whether he or she was honest, lied to help, or lied to harm their 

counterpart. As such, there are two ways in which the ~50% of “heads” in the unfair treatment 

condition can be interpreted. One possibility is that most of the participants who were treated 

unfairly honestly reported the coin toss outcome they saw, and only few (if any) lied. Such 

behavior will suggest that after being treated unfairly, people cease lying to help others, but 

do not start lying to harm others. The second possibility is that, after being treated unfairly, 

 

7 Krupka & Weber (2013) find a gap of 0.10 in evaluations of social appropriateness for a dictator split of 100%-

0% when it is in a give-some vs. take-some framing. They find a gap of 0.06 in evaluations of social 

appropriateness for a dictator split of 50%-50% when it is in a give-some vs. take-some framing. 
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some participants lied to harm their counterpart, but others lied to help the counterpart. If the 

proportion of dishonest helpers and harmers is similar, the overall proportion of participants 

reporting “heads” will be close to ~50%. In order to be able to distinguish between 

participants who dishonestly helped and harmed their counterparts, as well as accurately 

detect the emotions associated with dishonest harming and helping after (un)fair treatment, in 

Experiment 3.2 and 3.3 we employed a task that allows assessing dishonesty at the individual 

level. 

Experiment 3.2 

As in Experiment 3.1, in Experiment 3.2 we assessed dishonest helping and harming 

following experiencing an intentional (un)fair treatment in a dictator game. Experiment 3.2 

employed a task that allows classifying individuals into honest, dishonest helpers, and 

dishonest harmers. Further, since Experiment 3.1 established that dishonest helping is similar 

after fair treatment and no treatment, in Experiment 3.2 we focus on comparing between fair 

and unfair treatments only. 

Method 

Participants and procedure. Participants arrived at the lab in an Israeli university in 

groups of 6 to 24, to complete an experiment in exchange for course credit and an opportunity 

to earn extra money. Our predetermined data collection stopping rule was to collect as much 

data as possible during the semester and stop when the semester was over. In the time 

allocated for running the study, we were able to collect data from 160 participants (MAge = 

23.66, SDAge = 1.52; 79.37% females, gender had no effect on behavior, see SOM), leading to 

a total of 80 × 96 = 7680 observations. A sensitivity power analysis with a .05 criterion of 

statistical significance and a power of 80% showed we had power to detect a medium effect 

of f = .31 with a sample size of 80 receivers. 

Participants were randomly assigned to the role of dictator (n = 80) or recipient (n = 

80), and were randomly paired with a counterpart whose identity remained anonymous 

throughout and after the experiment. Dictators received 20 ILS (1 ILS = ~€0.25) in 2 ILS 

coins, and were asked to split the money between themselves and the recipient. They were 

asked to place the amount they chose to keep for themselves in an envelope labeled “To me” 

and the remaining amount in an envelope labeled “To the other person.” When making their 

decisions, dictators were not informed what the second part of the experiment would be. The 
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experimenter then transferred the envelope labeled “To the other person” to a respective 

recipient who was seated in another room. 

In turn, recipients received their envelope, opened it, and learned how much money 

their counterpart had decided to give them. Recipients were aware of the possible monetary 

splits the dictators could choose from. Recipients further learned they would engage in a task, 

and that their performance in the task would affect their counterparts’ additional pay. In the 

task (the ambiguous die paradigm; taken from Pittarello et al., 20158), recipients were 

presented with a fixation cross that appeared on a computer screen for 1000ms. After the 

fixation cross disappeared, six die-roll outcomes appeared for 2000ms. Participants were 

asked to report the die outcome that appeared closest to the preceding fixation cross (i.e., 

target); see Figure 2.2. Participants engaged in this task for 196 trials, each time reporting the 

die outcome that appeared closest to the fixation cross. Participants were informed that, after 

completing the task, one trial would be randomly chosen and the outcome reported on that 

trial would determine their counterpart’s payoff, with higher outcomes corresponding to 

higher payoffs (i.e., reporting 1 means the dictator earns 2 ILS, 2 = 4 ILS, 3 = 6 ILS, 4 = 8 

ILS, 5 = 10 ILS, and 6 = 12 ILS). 

Out of 196 trials, 96 were experimental trials. In those trials, the outcome actually 

closest to the fixation cross (target) was ‘3’. Across trials, we varied the value second-closest 

to the fixation cross (i.e., value next to the target) to be higher (i.e., 4 or 5; helping the 

dictator) or lower (i.e., 1 or 2; harming the dictator) than the target outcome. In the 

experimental trials, ‘3’ was always the target outcome in order to allow keeping the absolute 

gap between the target outcome and the value next to the target constant (i.e., a gap of 1 

between 2 and 3, or 4 and 3; a gap of 2 between 1 and 3, or 5 and 3). We further varied the 

location of the target die (second vs. third vs. fourth vs. fifth die from the left) and the location 

of the fixation cross (20 vs. 40 vs. 60 pixels away from the target die). The fixation cross was 

always objectively closer to the target than to the value next to the target. To diversify the 

values that participants saw as the target, in the additional 100 filler trials the target outcome 

was 1, 2, 4, 5, or 6. We report additional analysis on the effect of gap, target location, 

fixation-cross location, and trial number on recipients’ behavior in the SOM. 

The task allowed assessing dishonest helping and harming at an individual level. If 

participants wish to be honest, they should report the correct value, 3, in the majority of the 

 

8  Available at https://osf.io/8hbti/ 

https://osf.io/8hbti/
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trials. Participants are indeed able to do that rather well when incentivized to be accurate (see 

Pittarello et al., 2015). Further, when participants are motivated to be honest, but misreport, 

they are likely (1) to report the value second-closest to the target (i.e., make a mistake) and (2) 

to not systematically misreport values that are mostly higher or lower than 3 (see Pittarello et 

al., 2015). That is, the proportion of misreports that help the counterpart (i.e., reports > 3) 

should be similar to the proportion of misreports that harm their counterpart (i.e., reports < 3). 

However, if participants wish to dishonestly harm (or help) their counterpart, they may (1) 

report any value even if it did not appear close to the target (or even did not appear on the 

screen at all), and (2) make systematic reports that mostly harm or help their counterparts. By 

systematically harming (helping) their counterparts, recipients can ensure their counterpart 

will be paid less (more) than she is supposed to if participants complete their task accurately. 

After reading the instructions, recipients completed three practice trials, followed by a 

comprehension question. Specifically, they completed the following sentence “My 

performance in the following task will determine” by choosing between (1) “how much I will 

earn”, and (2) “how much my counterpart will earn.” Recipients then completed a first block 

of 98 trials followed by a reminder of the payoff structure, and a second block containing the 

remaining 98 trials. Upon completion of the task, recipients assessed the extent to which they 

though the amount they received was fair on a 7-point scale (1 = not at all, 7 = very much). As 

in Experiment 3.1, recipients evaluated the extent to which their behavior in the task was 

driven by gratitude, anger, and disappointment. As in Experiment 3.1, additional items for 

exploratory reasons were also assessed (see SOM for details and analyses.) 

Results 

Two participants answered the comprehension question incorrectly and four 

participants did not answer it at all. We excluded those six participants from all analyses, 

leaving a sample of 74 participants (7,104 observations, nested within participants). Including 

these participants did not change the obtained results. Recipients received amounts that 

ranged between 0 and 20 ILS. Two recipients (2.7%) received 20 ILS, and the rest got an 

amount between 0 and 10 ILS. The average amount received was 7.56 ILS (SD = 3.66), and 

87.83% of the amounts were within ±1 SD from the mean. 

Fairness. The higher the amount participants got, the fairer they evaluated the amount 

to be, r = .57, p < .001. 
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Recipients’ behavior. Table 3.2 presents the proportion of each outcome recipients 

reported as a function of the value that appeared next to the target. As can be seen, 

participants reported the correct target value, 3, in 62.24% of the trials, and misreported the 

target in the remaining 37.76% of the trials. Participants reported the value next to the target 

in 63.38% of the misreported trials, whereas in 36.62% of the misreported trials they reported 

a different value. Due to the considerable proportion of trials in which participants 

misreported the target, but reported a value that cannot be perceived as a “mistake” (that is, a 

value that is not next to the target), in the remaining analyses we analyze participants’ reports 

based on all their incorrect responses (i.e., all values that differ from the target)9. 

 

Table 3.2. Reported outcomes in Experiment 3.2. 

Value next to the 

target 

Participants' reported value (%) 

 1 2 3 4 5 6 Other 

1 13.86% 3.24% 73.98% 0.91% 2.22% 5.80% 0.00% 

2 1.77% 17.67% 71.04% 1.20% 1.77% 6.56% 0.00% 

4 2.33% 4.38% 53.75% 31.31% 1.59% 6.59% 0.06% 

5 2.95% 3.58% 52.67% 1.42% 33.77% 5.62% 0.00% 

Total 5.18% 7.14% 62.24% 8.63% 9.75% 6.08% 0.01% 

Note. The proportion of the reported value per the value next to the target. The proportion of 

the correct value, 3, is in italics. The proportion of reports of the value next to the target is in 

bold. “Other” represents reporting other values (e.g., typos). 

 

We classified every report that was higher than 3 (the correct value) as helping the 

counterpart, and every report that was lower than 3 as harming the counterpart. Notably, the 

likelihood of reporting an outcome that helps versus harms the counterpart was not associated 

with the trial number, p = 0.79, suggesting that the misreports were not driven by boredom or 

fatigue due to the length of the task. 

Further, for each participant we counted the number of trials in which they reported 

(1) the correct value, 3, (2) a value that is higher than 3 (helping the counterpart), and (3) a 

 

9 We thank the reviews for suggesting to include all reports in the analyses, instead of focusing only on the 

reports of the value next to the target. Analyzing the data taking into account only reports of the value next to the 

target (which can be perceived as other-helping and other-harming “mistakes”) did not change the results. 
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value that is lower than 3 (harming the counterpart). We then calculated for each participant 

the proportion of misreports that help the dictator out of the total number of misreports. This 

proportion ranges from 0% for a participant who made only other-harming misreports to 

100% for a participant who made only other-helping misreports. A proportion of 50% 

indicated that a participant made the same number of helping and harming misreports, thus 

not systematically helped or harmed her counterpart. A linear regression with the amount 

participants received, predicting the proportion of helping misreports (out of all misreports), 

revealed that the higher the amount participants received, the higher the proportion of helping 

misreports (and thus lower the proportion of harming misreports), b = 0.026, t(72) = 2.72, p = 

.008. 

We then classified participants into behavioral types, according to whether they made 

systematic, intentional misreports that harmed or helped their counterpart. To do so we 

compared the proportion of helping misreports (out of all misreports) to a binomial 

distribution of 50% misreports that help and 50% misreports that harm (the expected pattern if 

participants’ misreports are unintentional). Participants whose misreports did not differ from 

the binomial distribution were classified as “inconsistent”. Participants whose proportion of 

helping misreports was significantly higher than 50% were classified as “dishonest helpers”, 

and participants whose proportion of helping misreports was significantly lower than 50% 

were classified as “dishonest harmers”. Overall, 25 recipients (33.78%) were classified as 

inconsistent. A total of 39 (52.70%) were classified as dishonest helpers, and the remaining 10 

(13.51%) were classified as dishonest harmers. A chi-squared analysis revealed that the 

behavioral types (dishonest helpers vs. dishonest harmers vs. inconsistent) differed across the 

amounts participants received (0 vs. 2 vs. 4 vs. 6 vs. 8 vs. 10 vs. 20), χ2(12) = 34.41, p < .001, 

Cramer’s V = .482. 

In addition to assessing participants’ dishonest helping and harming behavior as a 

function of the continuous amount they received, we wanted to assess dishonest reactions to 

(un)fair treatment. To do so, we had to decide on a cutoff point from which an amount of 

money will be classified as fair or unfair. One potential cutoff is below versus above 50% of 

the initial endowment, such that all amounts below 10 ILS will be considered unfair, whereas 

10 ILS and above it will be considered as fair. Such classification is reasonable because 

splitting the endowment equally is the second most common split dictators choose to 

implement (the most common is not giving any amount; Engel, 2011). Figure 3.1 presents the 

fraction of dishonest helpers, dishonest harmers, and inconsistent participants as a function of 
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whether participants received a fair amount (10 ILS or more) or unfair amount (less than 10 

ILS). As can be seen, out of all the participants who received a fair amount (n = 33), 72.72% 

were dishonest helpers and the remaining 27.27% were inconsistent. Out of all the 

participants who received an unfair amount (n = 41), 24.39% were dishonest harmers, and 

39.02% were inconsistent. Interestingly, even after an unfair amount, 26.58% of the 

participants were dishonest helpers. 

A chi-squared analysis employing the 50% of endowment cutoff (unfair: 0-8 ILS, fair: 

10-20 ILS) revealed that the proportion of dishonest helpers among participants who received 

a fair amount (72.72%) was higher than the proportion of dishonest harmers among 

participants who received an unfair amount (24.39%), χ2(1) = 15.31, p < .001, Cramer’s V = 

.482. However, the meaningful proportion of dishonest helpers even among participants who 

received an unfair amount (36.58%) seems to suggest that people are likely to engage in 

dishonest helping even after being treated unfairly. 

When dictators were free to give any amount they wished from their initial 

endowment, there is no inherent cutoff point from which an amount should be considered as 

fair or unfair, and the 50%-50% cutoff was determined based on previous research (Engel, 

2011). We further assessed whether our results robust to alternative cutoff points for fairness. 

In the SOM we report additional analyses employing the (1) median and mean split of the 

amount participants received as a cutoff for fairness, (2) a median split of participants’ 

subjective evaluation of fairness, and (3) a cutoff of 30% of the initial endowment (a 

commonly accepted monetary split in an ultimatum game; Güth, Schmittberger & Schwarze, 

1982). Analyses reveal that our results are robust to all alternative cutoff points of fairness, 

see SOM. Note that the existence of dishonest helpers among those who received an unfair 

amount was not limited to the categorization of unfairness as less than 50% of the 

endowment. Figure S1 in the SOM presents the behavioral types as a function of the amount 

recipients received as a continuous measure, showing that for every small amount participants 

received (0 ILS, 2 ILS, 4 ILS, and 6 ILS) some of the recipients were classified as dishonest 

helpers, see SOM for details. 
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Figure 3.1. The fraction of behavioral types (dishonest helpers, dishonest harmers, and 

inconsistent), as a function of the amount participants received (0-8 ILS; 10-20 ILS). The Ns 

of each group appear on the bar. 

 

Emotions. We further assessed whether the different behavioral reactions to similar 

amounts of money were associated with different levels of gratitude, anger, and 

disappointment. Because emotions were measured only after participants’ behavior, we assess 

only the association between dishonest reactions to (un)fair treatment and emotions and 

refrain from making causal claims. We particularly tested whether, after receiving unfair 

amounts, participants who engaged in dishonest harming reported different levels of anger, 

disappointment, and gratitude than those who did not dishonestly harmed their counterparts. 

Similarly, we tested whether, following a fair amount, those who engaged in dishonest 

helping reported different levels of these emotions than those who did not dishonestly helped 

their counterparts. A series of ANOVA analyses with 2 (Behavior: dishonest helping after 

being treated fairly/dishonest harming after being treated unfairly vs. a different reaction to 

being treated (un)fairly) by 2 (Amount: unfair [0-8 ILS] vs. fair [10-20 ILS]) predicting 

gratitude, anger, and disappointment revealed a main effect for Amount on gratitude, anger, 

and disappointment. Participants who received fair amounts, reported overall more gratitude 

(M = 5.75, SD = 1.27) than those who received unfair amounts (M = 3.97, SD = 1.60), F(1, 
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70) = 59.50, p < .001, ɳ2 = .459. Further, those who received fair amounts were less angry (M 

= 1.09, SD = 0.38) than those who received unfair amounts (M = 2.15, SD = 1.75), F(1, 70) = 

74.85, p < .001, ɳ2 = .517. Similarly, those who received fair amounts were less disappointed 

(M = 1.15, SD = 0.44) than those who received unfair amounts (M = 2.34, SD = 1.66), F(1, 

70) = 65.80, p < .001, ɳ2 = .485. 

Importantly, the Behavior × Amount interactions was significant for gratitude, anger, 

and disappointment, Fs(1, 70) > 9.86, ps < .002, ɳ2s > .124. Assessing simple effects revealed 

that participants who received fair amounts reported similar levels of gratitude, anger, and 

disappointment regardless of whether they engaged in dishonest helping or not. In contrast, 

those who received unfair amounts reported different levels of gratitude, anger, and 

disappointment depending on whether they dishonestly harmed their counterpart or not. Those 

who engaged in dishonest harming reported that they were angrier, more disappointed, and 

less grateful than those who did not engage in dishonest harming; see Table 3.3. We report all 

detailed analyses in the supplementary materials (SOM). Employing alternative cutoff points 

for fairness yielded the same results. 

 

Table 3.3. Self-reported emotions in Experiment 3.2. 

Note. Means (SDs) of the level of gratitude, anger, and disappointment, per amount received 

(unfair 0-8 ILS; fair: 10-20 ILS) and whether participants did or did not engage in dishonest 

harming/helping after (un)fair treatment. Significance level:***p < .001. When adjusting 

significance level for all the measures we collected (5 in total, see SOM), the new significance 

level is 0.05/5 = 0.01. p < .01 will be considered significant, thus all comparisons marked as 
*** remain significant. 

 n Gratitude Anger Disappointment 

 Unfair amounts (0-8 ILS)     

Dishonest harming  10 2.06 (0.76) 4.60 (1.57) 4.50 (1.43) 

No dishonest harming  31 4.58 (1.28) 1.35 (0.83) 1.65 (1.01) 

Difference   *** *** *** 

 Fair amounts (10-20 ILS)     

Dishonest helping  24 5.62 (1.31) 1.13 (0.44) 1.17 (0.48) 

No dishonest helping  9 6.08 (1.18) 1.00 (0.00) 1.11 (0.33) 

Difference     
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Discussion 

In Experiment 3.2 we employed the ambiguous die paradigm, which allowed us to 

assess dishonest helping and harming at an individual level. Our results reveal that dishonest 

helping behavior is rather common. Both when people were treated fairly, as well as when 

they were treated unfairly, a non-negligible proportion of individuals dishonestly helped their 

(un)fair counterpart. Only when treated unfairly, some individuals engaged in dishonest 

harming. The rather high prevalence of dishonest helping, regardless of a preceding fair or 

unfair treatment is in line with the results obtained in Experiment 3.1, in which participants 

dishonestly helped those they had never interacted with before. Taken together, results of both 

experiments seem to suggest that dishonest helping is a rather robust and common behavior. 

Only after unfair treatment, some people stop dishonestly help and even start to dishonestly 

harm their unfair counterpart. We interpret these findings as suggesting that when people can 

react in dishonest means, they react more to a rather unfair treatment, compared to a rather 

fair treatment. 

Assessing participants’ emotions correspondingly points to a higher sensitivity to 

unfairness, compared to fairness. In particular, while among participants who were treated 

fairly, there was no association between their dishonest reactions and emotions, such 

differences were apparent among participants who were treated unfairly. In particular, after 

unfair treatment, dishonest harming was associated with higher levels of anger and 

disappointment, and lower levels of gratitude than a different reaction to the unfair treatment. 

Experiment 3.3 

One question that remains open is whether participants dishonest reaction to (un)fair 

treatment is driven by, or independent of, their motivation to reciprocate their (un)fair 

counterpart? In order to test the role of the motivation to reciprocate, in a pre-registered 

Experiment 3.3 we added a control condition in which the monetary split between the 

recipients and their counterpart was determined randomly. Thus, in Experiment 3.3, recipients 

received a fair or unfair amount that was determined either by a dictator or randomly. After 

receiving the amount of money, recipients engaged in the same task as in Experiment 3.2, 

affecting only their counterparts’ pay. 

If indeed the motivation to reciprocate drives the behavioral pattern in Experiment 3.2, 

we should find that (1) after unfair treatment, fewer participants engage in dishonest harming 

when the allocation was determined randomly versus by the dictator and (2) the level of 
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gratitude, anger, and disappointment should vary when the amount is determined by a dictator 

versus randomly. We would not necessarily expect less dishonest helping when the money is 

determined by a dictator versus randomly, because results of Experiment 3.1 revealed that 

people are equally likely to dishonestly help others in the absence of prior treatment. Since 

prior work has found that reactions to (un)fair gestures are stronger when (un)fairness was 

intentional compared to not (Falk, Fehr, & Fischbacher, 2008; Falk & Fischbacher, 2006, 

Offerman, 2002), we predicted the pattern mentioned above in our pre-registration. 

Alternatively, when people influence others by lying, they may react to the mere 

feeling of being treated (un)fairly and not to whether the (un)fairness was intentional. If true, 

we should find (1) a similar level of dishonest harming after being treated unfairly, regardless 

of whether the unfairness was determined randomly or by a dictator, and (2) a similar pattern 

of gratitude, anger, and disappointment across both conditions. 

Method 

Participants and procedure. Based on the results of Experiment 3.2, we conducted an 

a priori power calculation using G*Power 3.0.10 software to determine the minimum cell 

sizes for Experiment 3.3 (see pre-registration for details). We used a .05 criterion of statistical 

significance and 80% power to detect an effect. The calculation indicated that a total sample 

of 83 recipients in each condition (random vs. dictator) would be sufficient. To stay on the 

conservative side, we pre-registered that we would collect a total of 100 participants for each 

condition. 

In the first stage, we collected 100 monetary split decisions from dictators on MTurk. 

All dictators received a fixed payment of 10 cents and were asked to split 20 tokens between 

themselves and their counterpart. Dictators could choose between (a) keeping 18 tokens for 

themselves and giving 2 tokens to their counterpart and (b) keeping 10 tokens for themselves 

and giving 10 tokens to their counterpart. Dictators were aware that each token was worth 

$0.28 (= 1 ILS) and that their counterpart was someone who would participate in an 

experiment at our university. When making their decisions, dictators were not informed what 

the second part of the experiment would be. 

After collecting responses from 100 dictators (MAge = 36.61, SDAge = 13.34; 49.0% 

female), we collected recipients’ responses in a computer lab in Israel. A total of 200 

participants (Mage = 25.74, SDage = 7.10; 47.0% female, gender had no effect on behavior, see 

SOM) in the lab received 10 ILS for participation, and could earn additional pay based on the 
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instructions. They were randomly assigned to one of four conditions in a 2 (Amount: unfair [2 

ILS] vs. fair [10 ILS]) by 2 (Allocation: dictator vs. random) between-subjects design. Upon 

arriving at the lab, each participant sat in front of a computer screen and received an envelope 

with either 2 ILS or 10 ILS in it. First, participants learned that they were paired with a 

counterpart who participated in the experiment online and was not in the room with them. 

Then, participants in the dictator condition learned that, a few days prior to their 

arrival at the lab, their counterpart decided how to split 20 ILS between them. Recipients 

learned about the two monetary split alternatives their counterpart had had (10 ILS for each 

vs. taking 18 ILS for themselves and giving 2 ILS for the recipient). Then recipients were 

instructed to open the envelope in front of them to learn how much money their counterpart 

had decided to give them. After learning about the amount, recipients engaged in the 

ambiguous die paradigm affecting their counterpart’s (i.e., the dictator’s) pay. 

Participants in the random allocation condition learned that a random device 

determined the monetary split between themselves and their counterpart. As in the dictator 

condition, recipients in the random allocation condition knew what the two monetary split 

options were (10 ILS to each vs. 18 ILS for their counterpart and 2 ILS for them). Then 

participants were instructed to open the envelope in front of them to learn how much money 

was randomly allocated to them. To keep both settings identical, the distribution of monetary 

splits in the random condition was identical to the distribution of splits made by the dictators 

in the dictator condition. Recipients in the random condition were not aware what the exact 

distribution was. After learning about the amount that was randomly allocated to them, 

recipients engaged in the ambiguous die paradigm affecting their counterpart’s pay. As in 

Experiment 3.2, we report additional analysis on the effect of different task characteristics 

(i.e., gap between target and value near the target, target location, fixation-cross location, and 

trial number) on recipients’ behavior in the SOM. 

As in Experiment 3.2, recipients were informed that, after completing the task, one 

trial would be randomly selected and that the outcome reported on that trial would determine 

their counterpart’s payoff, with higher outcomes corresponding to higher payoffs (i.e., 

reporting 1 means the counterpart earns 1 ILS, 2 = 2 ILS, 3 = 3 ILS, 4 = 4 ILS, 5 = 5 ILS, and 

6 = 6 ILS). Lastly, as in Experiment 3.2, after the task participants evaluated the fairness of 

the amount they received and the same set of scales as in Experiment 3.2 (see SOM for 

details). After we collected the data, all participants were paid according to their and their 

counterpart’s decisions. 
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Results 

Fairness. A 2 (Amount: unfair [2 ILS] vs. fair [10 ILS]) by 2 (Allocation: dictator vs. 

random) ANOVA predicting the extent to which participants evaluated the amount as fair 

revealed a main effect for Amount, F(1,189) = 367.85 , p < .001, ɳ2 = .665. Participants who 

received 10 ILS evaluated the amount as fairer (M = 6.12, SD = 1.59) than those who received 

2 ILS (M = 1.83, SD = 1.52). The Amount × Allocation interaction was not significant, p = 

.213, indicating that participants evaluated the amount as fair (or not) regardless of how the 

(un)fairness was determined. 

To verify that we had enough power to detect and meaningfully interpret the null 

interaction, we conducted a sensitivity analysis. The sensitivity analysis for the obtained 

sample size (n = 200), with 80% power to detect an effect and significance level of .05 

suggests that our sample was sufficient to detect a medium to small size effect (f = 0.19). As 

such, we interpret the lack of Amount × Allocation interaction on fairness evaluation as 

suggesting that indeed, participants were not sensitive to whether the (un)fair treatment was 

determined intentionally, by a dictator, or randomly. 

Recipients’ behavior. Table 3.4 presents the proportion of each outcome recipients 

reported per the value that appeared next to the target. As can be seen, participants reported 

the correct target, 3, in 59.90% of the trials and misreported the target in 40.10% of the trials. 

Participants reported the value next to the target in 68.58% of the misreported trials, whereas 

in 31.42% of the misreported trials they reported a different value. 

 

Table 3.4. Reported outcomes in Experiment 3.2. 

Value next to the target Participants' reported value (%) 

 1 2 3 4 5 6 Other 

1 17.71% 0.48% 70.79% 0.46% 1.42% 9.07% 0.07% 

2 1.69% 17.76% 69.31% 0.67% 0.96% 9.54% 0.07% 

4 1.72% 0.56% 50.54% 36.86% 0.79% 9.36% 0.17% 

5 1.72% 0.46% 50.09% 0.44% 38.21% 9.02% 0.06% 

Total 5.69% 4.79% 59.90% 9.55% 10.29% 9.20% 0.06% 

Note. The proportion of the reported value per the value next to the target. The proportion of 

the correct value, 3, is in italics. The proportion of reports of the value next to the target is in 

bold. “Other” represents reporting other values (e.g., typos). 
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As in Experiment 3.2, to capture all of participants reports we classified trials in which 

participants reported a value higher than 3 as helping the counterpart, and trials in which 

participants reported a value lower than 3 as harming the counterpart10. As in Experiment 3.2, 

the likelihood of reporting an outcome that helps versus harms the counterpart was not 

associated with the trial number, p = 0.48, suggesting that participants’ misreports capture 

intentional dishonesty and not misreports made due to boredom or fatigue. 

We then calculated for each participant the proportion of misreports that helped the 

counterpart out of the total number of misreports. As in Experiment 3.2, the proportion ranges 

from 0% (a participant who made only other-harming misreports) to 100% (a participant who 

made only other-helping misreports). A 2 (Amount: unfair [2 ILS] vs. fair [10 ILS]) by 2 

(Allocation: dictator vs. random) ANOVA predicting the proportion of misreports that helped 

revealed a main effect for Amount, F(1, 195) = 4.06, p =.045, ɳ2 =.020. Participants who 

received 2 ILS had a lower proportion of misreports that helped (and thus a higher proportion 

of misreports that harmed) out of all misreports (M = 70.94%; SD = 29.50%) than participants 

who received 10 ILS (M = 78.72%; SD = 21.68%). The Amount × Allocation interaction was 

not significant, p = .596. Bayesian analyses comparing a model with only Amount as the 

predictor for the proportion of helping misreports with a model that includes the Amount, the 

Allocation, and an Amount ×Allocation interaction as a predictors revealed a Bayes factor of 

BF10 = 0.075, suggesting strong evidence in favor of a model with only Amount as a 

predictor. Specifically, our data is 13.33 times more likely to occur when Amount is the only 

predictor for the proportion of helping misreports than when Amount, Allocation, and an 

Amount x Allocation interaction predict the proportion of helping misreports. Thus, it seems 

that the source of the (un)fairness, whether determined by a dictator or a random device, did 

not affect participants’ reports. 

As in Experiment 3.2, we then classified participants into dishonest helpers, dishonest 

harmers, and inconsistent by comparing their proportion of misreports that helped the 

counterpart (out of all misreports) to a binomial distribution of 50% misreports that help, and 

50% of misreports that harm, Figure 3.2. Overall, 81 recipients (40.5%) were classified as 

inconsistent. A total of 107 (53.5%) were classified as dishonest helpers, and the remaining 12 

(6%) were classified as dishonest harmers. A chi-squared analysis revealed that the frequency 

 

10 We thank the reviews for suggesting to include all reports in the analyses, instead of focusing only on the 

reports of the value next to the target. Analyzing the data taking into account only reports of the value next to the 

target (which can be perceived as other-helping and other-harming “mistakes”) did not change the results. 
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of types (dishonest helpers vs. dishonest harmers vs. inconsistent) differed among those who 

received a fair and unfair amount, χ2(2) = 9.44, p = .009, Cramer’s V = .217. Specifically, 

among those who received a fair amount (i.e., 10 ILS out of 20), 60.49% were dishonest 

helpers, 39.50% were inconsistent, and no participants was classified as a dishonest harmers. 

Among those who received an unfair amount (2 ILS out of 20), 48.73% were dishonest 

helpers, 10.08% were dishonest harmers, and 41.17% were inconsistent. 

A log-linear analysis revealed that the Amount ×Allocation interaction predicting the 

frequency of types (systematic helpers vs. systematic harmers vs. inconsistent) was not 

significant, p = .944, indicating that the source of the (un)fairness – whether intentional or not 

– did not affect participants’ behavior. Thus, results suggest that participants’ behavior was 

not driven by a motivation to reciprocate an (un)fair counterpart, but rather reflected a mere 

reaction to being treated (un)fairly. 

Lastly, since there was no effect of the Allocation condition, we collapsed across the 

Allocation conditions in our comparison of the prevalence of dishonest helping after being 

treated fairly and dishonest harming after being treated unfairly. A chi-squared analysis 

revealed that the proportion of dishonest helpers among those who received a fair amount 

(60.49%) was higher than the proportion of dishonest harmers among those who received an 

unfair amount (10.08%), χ2(1) = 57.77, p < .001, Cramer’s V = .537. However, the rather high 

proportion of dishonest helpers among participants who received an unfair amount (48.73%) 

seems to suggest that people are rather likely to engage in dishonest helping, regardless of 

how they were treated (fairly or unfairly), and regardless of whether this treatment was 

intentional or not. 
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Figure 3.2. The fraction of behavioral types (dishonest helpers, dishonest harmers, and 

inconsistent), as a function of the amount participants received (2 ILS vs. 10 ILS) and the 

allocation condition (random vs. dictator). The Ns of each group appear on the bar. 

 

Emotions. As in Experiment 3.1 and 3.2, since emotions were measured after 

participants’ behavior, we assess the association between dishonest reactions to (un)fairness 

and emotions and refrain from making causal claims. A series of ANOVA analyses with 2 

(Behavior: dishonest helping after being treated fairly/dishonest harming after being treated 

unfairly vs. a different reaction to being treated (un)fairly) by 2 (Amount: unfair [2 ILS] vs. 

fair [10 ILS]) by 2 (Allocation: dictator vs. random) predicting gratitude, anger, and 

disappointment revealed a main effect for Amount on gratitude, anger, and disappointment. 

Participants who received a fair amount reported overall higher levels of gratitude (M = 4.97, 

SD = 1.30) than those who received an unfair amount (M = 3.71, SD = 1.35), F(1, 191) = 

68.37, p < .001, ɳ2 = .264. Further, those who received a fair amount were less angry (M = 

1.25, SD = 0.98) than those who received an unfair amount (M = 1.99, SD = 1.68), F(1, 187) 

= 52.60, p < .001, ɳ2 = .220. Similarly, those who received a fair amount were less 

disappointed (M = 1.26, SD = 0.83) than those who received an unfair amount (M = 2.23, SD 

= 1.96), F(1, 190) = 57.79, p < .001, ɳ2 = .233. 
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As in Experiment 3.2, the Behavior × Amount interaction was significant for 

gratitude, F(1, 191) = 18.64, p < .001, ɳ2 = .089, anger: F(1, 187) = 40.35, p < .001, ɳ2 = .177, 

and disappointment, F(1, 190) = 32.42, p < .001, ɳ2 = .014. Lastly, the three-way interactions 

between Allocation, Amount, and Behavior were not significant for any emotion, ps > .090. 

Assessing simple effects for the Behavior × Amount interaction, revealed that 

participants who received a fair amount reported similar levels of gratitude, anger, and 

disappointment regardless of whether they did or did not engage in dishonest helping. In 

contrast, those who received unfair amounts reported different levels of gratitude, anger, and 

disappointment depending on whether they did or did not dishonestly harm their counterpart. 

Among participants who received an unfair amount, those who engaged in dishonest harming 

reported that they were angrier, more disappointed, and less grateful than those who did not 

engage in dishonest harming, see Table 3.5 and SOM for detailed analyses. 

 

Table 3.5. Self-reported emotions in Experiment 3.3. 

 n Gratitude Anger Disappointment 

 Unfair amounts (2 ILS)     

Dishonest harming  12 2.16 (1.20) 4.33 (2.42) 4.75 (2.30) 

No dishonest harming  107 3.88 (1.26) 1.72 (1.34) 1.94 (1.71) 

Difference   *** *** *** 

 Fair amounts (10 ILS)     

Dishonest helping  49 5.13 (1.15) 1.06 (0.44) 1.14 (0.50) 

No dishonest helping  31 4.72 (1.49) 1.55 (1.43) 1.45 (1.17) 

Difference      

Note. Means (SDs) of the level of gratitude, anger, and disappointment per amount received 

(unfair: 2 ILS; fair: 10 ILS) and whether participants did or did not engage in dishonest 

harming/helping after (un)fair amount. Since the three-way interactions with allocation 

(random vs. dictator) were not significant, the means reported here are collapsed across the 

allocation condition. Significance level: ***p < .001. Adjusting significance level for all the 

measures we collected (5 in total, see SOM), the new significance level is 0.05/5 = 0.01. p < 

.01 will be considered significant, thus all comparisons marked as *** remain significant. 

 

Discussion 

Replicating Experiment 3.2, in Experiment 3.3 we find that dishonest helping is 

prevalent. A meaningful proportion of individuals lied in order to help their counterparts, after 
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experiencing both fair and unfair treatment. It was only after experiencing unfair treatment 

that a rather small fraction of participants (~10%) engaged in dishonest harming. As in 

Experiment 3.2, after unfair treatment, dishonest harming was associated with higher levels of 

anger and disappointment, and lower gratitude than other reactions to unfair treatment. 

Experiment 3.3 further allowed assessing whether recipients’ dishonest helping and 

harming was driven by reciprocal motivation or by the mere feeling of being treated 

(un)fairly. Intriguingly, and contrary to our ex-ante prediction, participants responded to 

(un)fairness similarly when it was determined by a dictator, and when it was determined 

randomly. This behavioral pattern is consistent with participants’ similar evaluation of 

fairness when the same monetary split was determined by a dictator and randomly. 

One potential reason for this pattern of results might be the fact that completing the 

ambiguous die paradigm takes a rather long time – approximately 10 minutes. Prior work 

showed that a delay of around 10 minutes increases the acceptance rate of low monetary 

offers in an ultimatum game from ~20% to ~70% (Grimm & Mengel, 2011). That is, as time 

goes by, people are less likely to negatively reciprocate unfair offers by rejecting an offer and 

harming the offer maker and themselves. It thus might be the case that at the beginning of the 

task, participants in the dictator condition reacted differently than participants in the random 

allocation condition, but over time their motivation to reciprocate the (un)fair counterpart was 

diminished. To test this possibility, we conducted exploratory analyses in which we tested 

whether the Amount ×Allocation interaction predicted participants’ reports, focusing on the 

first trials of the task. Our results, however, revealed that also when restricting our analyses to 

the first trials (first trial, first 5 trials, and first 10 trials), the Amount × Allocation interaction 

was not significant, ps > .542, see SOM for full analyses. We thus conclude that it is the mere 

(un)fair treatment and not reciprocal motivation that drove the behavior obtained here. 

General discussion 

People are treated in fair and unfair ways all the time. At times, they react to such 

(un)fair treatments by breaking the rules and lying. Here we assess the prevalence of 

dishonest harming and helping after (un)fair treatment. Across three financially incentivized 

experiments we find that overall, people are likely to engage in dishonest behavior aimed at 

helping others. Dishonest helping seems to be a default behavior that occurs both when people 

experience fair treatment, as well as when people do not experience any treatment at all. Only 

when experiencing unfair treatment, do some people change their default behavior and start 

engaging in dishonest harming. Thus, consistent with the notion that people are more sensitive 
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to negative, compared to positive events (Baumeister et al., 2001; Klein & Epley, 2014; Kube 

et al., 2006), we conclude that also when engaging in dishonest behavior aimed at affecting 

others’ pay, people react stronger to being treated unfairly, compared to being treated fairly. 

Assessing people’s emotions further revealed that dishonest reactions to fairness were 

not associated with their emotions, whereas dishonest reactions to unfair treatment were. In 

particular, among participants who experienced unfair treatment, those who engaged in 

dishonest harming also reported higher level of anger and disappointment, and lower levels of 

gratitude compared to those who did not engaged in dishonest harming. However, among 

participants who experienced fair treatment, there was no association between people’s level 

of gratitude, anger, and disappointment and their dishonest helping behavior. This set of 

results further points toward higher sensitivity to unfair, compared to fair treatment. Since in 

all three experiments we measured participants’ emotions at the end of the task we interpret 

these results with caution and refrain from making any causal inference. It might be that 

experiencing unfair treatment makes some people feel angrier, more disappointed, and less 

grateful, which in turn pushes these individuals to engage in dishonest harming. On the 

contrary, it might be that some individuals react to unfair treatment by engaging in dishonest 

harming, and in turn rationalize their behavior by stating that they felt angry, disappointed, 

and ungrateful. 

Interestingly, we find a rather high prevalence of dishonest helping among participants 

who experienced unfair treatment. In fact, in Experiment 3.2 and 3.3, where we could assess 

dishonest behavior at an individual level, dishonest helping was a more common reaction to 

unfair treatment than dishonest harming. Among those who received unfair treatment in 

Experiment 3.2, there were 36.58% dishonest helpers and 24.39% dishonest harmers. 

Similarly, among those who received unfair treatment in Experiment 3.3, there were 48.73% 

dishonest helpers and only 10.08% dishonest harmers. This finding is in line with the fact that 

generally people do not like to harm others (Baron, 1995), and view dishonest helping as a 

rather ethical and noble action (Gino & Pierce, 2010a; Levine & Schweitzer, 2014). While 

dishonest helping can be perceived in a positive light and be viewed as a prosocial behavior, it 

is important to keep in mind that dishonest helping often comes at a cost to third parties (e.g., 

experimental budget, reduced trust), and can be a fertile ground for developing corrupt 

collaboration (Weisel & Shalvi, 2015; Gross, Leib, Offerman & Shalvi, 2018; Soraperra et al., 

2017). 
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Future directions and limitations 

In Experiment 3.3, participants’ behavior did not differ when the (un)fair allocation 

was determined by a dictator or by a random allocation, suggesting that the mere feeling of 

being treated (un)fairly, rather than the motivation to reciprocate the (un)fair counterpart 

accounted for the results obtained here. Interestingly, prior work did find that people react to 

(un)fairness differently when it was intentional versus not (Falk, Fehr, & Fischbacher, 2008, 

Falk & Fischbacher, 2006; Offerman, 2002). We see two possibilities to the potential 

difference between our work and prior findings. One possibility is that participants did not 

believe the information they received regarding how the monetary allocation was determined 

(by a dictator versus randomly). If that is the case, we should not observe differences between 

the conditions. We believe this possibility is unlikely as the experiment was run in a 

behavioral economics lab, which strictly maintains a non-deception policy, a fact that 

participants are fully aware of. 

A second possibility is that reactions to (un)fairness that entail dishonest behavior lead 

to a different behavioral pattern that reactions to (un)fairness that do not entail dishonest 

behavior. It might be the case that for those who engaged in dishonest helping and harming, 

the mere feeling of being treated (un)fairly was sufficient to push them to lie. The source of 

the (un)fairness, whether it was intentional or not, might not be needed as an additional reason 

for those who have already decided to lie. For those who have decided not to engage in 

dishonest behavior, the intentionality of the (un)fair treatment might not be a sufficient push 

to break ethical rules and lie. A promising avenue for future work can be to assess the role 

intentions play in dishonest (and honest) reactions to other experiences such as cooperation, 

charity giving, and being the victim of deception oneself. 

In experiments 3.1 and 3.3, the highest amount dictators could give to their 

counterparts was 50% of their endowment. In Experiment 3.2, where we did not restrict 

dictators’ choices, the highest allocation dictators gave was also 50% of their endowment 

(with an exception of two dictators who gave 100% of their endowment). A recent meta-

analysis on the dictator game reported that out of 20,813 dictator allocation decisions, the vast 

majority (86.94%) gave up to 50% of their endowment (Engel, 2011). Further, the two most 

common allocations were 0% of the endowment (given by 36.11% of the dictators) and 50% 

of the endowment (given by 16.74% of the dictators). As such, results obtained here provide 

insights about people’s reactions to the most common levels of (un)fair treatments. However, 

since we did not manipulate dictators’ decisions, but measured them, we did not capture 
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dishonest reactions to extremally generous dictator allocations, such as 100% of the 

endowment. It might be the case that when people experience extreme generosity, they react 

with even higher levels of dishonest helping. It is thus possible that compared to receiving 

50% of a dictator’s endowment, people’s dishonest helping after receiving 100% of the 

endowment is more prevalent than their dishonest harming after receiving 0% of the 

endowment. Assessing people’s dishonest reactions to extremely generous allocations and 

comparing it to reactions to extremely ungenerous allocations is yet another interesting 

avenue for future work. 

In this work, we assess dishonest reactions to behavior that affects the individual 

directly. In our settings, participants were the ones who received an (un)fair amount of money 

and then reacted to it. Assessing how people react to first-hand experiences is important. 

However, people also witness behaviors that are directed toward others and react to them, 

even when they are not directly affected by them. One prime example is the existence of 

third-party punishment (Fehr & Fischbacher, 2004; Ule, Schram, Riedl, & Cason, 2009), in 

which people sacrifice their own payoffs in order to punish uncooperative others in an attempt 

to enforce the social norm of cooperation. Another interesting directions for future work is to 

test whether people are likely to lie to punish uncooperative others and reward cooperative 

others, even when they are not affected by the (un)cooperative act themselves, and whether 

incidental anger (Yip & Schweitzer, 2016) drives such behavior. 

Lastly, the prevalence of dishonest helping and harming may vary when they are 

achieved by lies of omission versus lies of commission. Lies of omission, where individuals 

refrain from telling the truth, have been found to be more common than lies of commission, 

where individuals need to actively lie (Mazar & Hawkins, 2015). This is because lying by 

withholding information is perceived as more legitimate and justifiable than lying by 

providing false information (Pittarello, Rubaltelli, & Motro, 2016, see also Spranca, Minsk, & 

Baron, 1991). Further, people prefer to endure harm caused by inaction than harm caused by 

action, even when the harm caused by action is smaller (Baron & Ritov, 2004). It may thus be 

the case that dishonest harming will be more prevalent when doing so requires individuals to 

refrain from telling the truth, compared to actively lie. Since in many situations one can help 

or harm others by not telling the truth, rather than actively lying (e.g., not reporting a 

colleague’s rule violation), assessing the role of active vs. passive lies in shaping dishonest 

reactions to (un)fair treatment seems like an important avenue for future exploration. 
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Conclusion 

People experience (un)fair treatment and react to it regularly. Here we assess the 

extent to which individuals are willing to engage in dishonest helping and harming behavior 

after they experience (un)fair treatment. We find that in general, dishonest helping is a very 

common and robust behavior. Individuals lie to help others – regardless of their prior 

experience. We found evidence for dishonest helping among those who experience fair, 

unfair, and no prior treatment. Dishonest harming, on the other hand, was less prevalent. Only 

after unfair treatment did some individuals engage in dishonest harming. To prevent 

dishonesty from emerging and spreading, it is important to craft environments in which 

people are encouraged to treated each other in a fair manner, and can help each other in 

honest, ethical ways. 
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Humans frequently cooperate to achieve mutual goals. Successful cooperation can 

lead to better performance, higher innovation, and better overall outcomes (e.g., Rusbult & 

Van Lange, 2003). Providing people with the freedom to seek trustworthy partners and 

abandon free-riders helps to develop and safeguard cooperation (Efferson, Roca, Vogt, & 

Helbing, 2016; Rand, Arbesman, & Christakis, 2011). However, cooperation is also an 

essential part of corruption (Köbis, van Prooijen, Righetti, & Van Lange, 2016; Weisel & 

Shalvi, 2015). People often engage in corrupt collaboration—the attainment of personal 

profits by joint acts of rule violation (Weisel & Shalvi, 2015). Such corrupt collaboration, for 

example, occurred in the recent Volkswagen scandal, when employees collaboratively 

manipulated Volkswagen engine software to pass key emissions tests, possibly because of 

their motivation to obtain team bonuses (Goodman, 2015). These joint rule violations resulted 

in an estimated societal cost of 59 early deaths and $450 million (Barrett et al., 2015). Given 

that partner selection is beneficial for cooperation, could it be that Volkswagen employees’ 

ability to find coworkers willing to manipulate the emissions test results assisted in the 

emergence and spread of such mutual rule-violating behavior? More generally, can partner 

selection corrupt? 

We experimentally investigated how people’s ability to select partners influences the 

emergence and evolution of corrupt collaboration. Previous studies have revealed that 

working with other people leads to more dishonesty than working alone (Conrads, Irlenbusch, 

Rilke, & Walkowitz, 2013; Gino, Ayal, & Ariely, 2013; Sutter, 2009; Weisel & Shalvi, 2015), 

prosocial lies breed trust (Levine & Schweitzer, 2015), and working with the same partner 

over time increases bribery as people develop trust (Abbink, 2004). Outside the laboratory, 

however, people can often choose how long and with whom to interact. Do dishonest people 

search for a dishonest partner—a “partner in crime”? Do honest people distance themselves 

from dishonest partners? How does being able to choose a partner influence the 

contagiousness of dishonesty (i.e., the impact one’s dishonesty has on one’s partner’s 

dishonesty)? And what is the overall financial impact of corrupt collaboration when people 

can select their partner versus when they cannot? These are the questions we tackled. 

Seeking a partner in crime? 

The ability to choose partners allows people who are willing to violate rules (in the 

present case, lie) to increase personal profit by abandoning those who are not willing to 

cooperate (Reuben & Stephenson, 2013). Instead, they can search for a like-minded dishonest 

partner who is willing to violate rules for mutual profit. Hence, we predicted that when given 

https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/full/10.1177/0956797618796480
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/full/10.1177/0956797618796480
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/full/10.1177/0956797618796480
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/full/10.1177/0956797618796480
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/full/10.1177/0956797618796480
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the opportunity to do so, dishonest people would be more likely to leave their partners when 

paired with honest versus dishonest people (Hypothesis 1). 

But what will honest people who are unwilling to lie for profit do? We consider two 

possibilities. First, being able to select one’s partner allows honest people to avoid engaging 

in corrupt collaboration. Supporting this possibility, studies have shown that people do not lie 

much, even when lying is profitable (Abeler, Nosenzo, & Raymond, 2019), they avoid 

situations that may tempt them to lie (Fishbach, Friedman, & Kruglanski, 2003), and they 

prefer to interact with those who are similar (Currarini, Jackson, & Pin, 2009). If honest 

people care about other people’s honesty and about not profiting from others’ dishonesty, they 

should prefer to interact with honest partners. In such a case, we should find that honest 

people are more likely to leave their partners when the partner is dishonest than when the 

partner is honest (Hypothesis 2a). 

The second possibility is that honest people care about being honest but not so much 

about their partner’s honesty or about avoiding profiting from other people’s dishonesty. If 

this is true, honest people will refrain from lying but will tolerate others’ lies. Indeed, people 

care about seeing themselves as moral but at the same time seek to maximize personal profit 

(Mazar, Amir, & Ariely, 2008). To maintain such an honest self-image, people use various 

self-serving justifications when violating rules (Ayal & Gino, 2011; Shalvi, Gino, Barkan, & 

Ayal, 2015). People may thus also use self-serving justifications to financially profit from 

others’ lies. For honest people, a dishonest partner may provide the best of both worlds—such 

a partner allows honest people to maintain their self-image, and at the same time profit from 

their partner’s dishonesty. Such behavior is comparable with free-riding in a public-goods 

dilemma, in which people may profit from others’ contributions to a public good while not 

contributing themselves (Andreoni, 1988). Here, the “public good” is generated by violating a 

rule (i.e., lying), and people can profit financially from others’ lies while refraining from lying 

themselves. We label this behavior ethical free-riding, which we define as intentionally 

benefiting from other people’s rule-violating behavior without violating rules oneself. If 

honest people are indeed willing to tolerate others’ rule violations, we should find that honest 

people are more likely to leave their partners when the partner is honest versus than when the 

partner is dishonest (Hypothesis 2b). 

Does partnering with a liar turn the honest dishonest? 

In collaborative settings in which people work together, one’s behavior may affect the 

partner’s behavior. Indeed, unethical behavior, such as helping someone else cheat on an 

https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/full/10.1177/0956797618796480
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/full/10.1177/0956797618796480
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/full/10.1177/0956797618796480
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exam, can be learned from observing peers, colleagues, and even strangers (O’Fallon & 

Butterfield, 2012). Merely seeing someone lie facilitates imitation of such behavior (Kocher, 

Schudy, & Spantig, 2017; Soraperra et al., 2017), being exposed to norm violations increases 

subsequent norm violation (Keizer, Lindenberg, & Steg, 2008), and the more prevalent 

corruption is in a country, the more likely people from that country are to violate rules 

(Gächter & Schulz, 2016). Furthermore, because people do not like to be excluded (Kurzban 

& Leary, 2001), and are even willing to violate rules that benefit the group, to avoid being 

excluded (Thau, Derfler-Rozin, Pitesa, Mitchell, & Pillutla, 2015), honest people might adapt 

their behavior and start lying to prevent their dishonest partners from leaving them. 

We thus assessed the impact that one’s dishonesty has on one’s partner’s dishonesty, 

that is, the contagiousness of dishonesty. To interpret how contagious dishonesty is when 

people can select their partners, we compared the partner-selection setting with two 

benchmark settings in which people cannot select a partner: one in which people are forced to 

interact with the same partner, and another in which people are forced to change partners. The 

degree to which dishonesty is contagious depends on the partner preferences of honest people 

(Hypotheses 2a and 2b). If honest people attempt to engage in ethical free-riding but are being 

abandoned by their dishonest partners, they may start lying to compensate for the monetary 

loss incurred by failed ethical free-riding attempts. Hence, we had no ex-ante predictions 

concerning how one’s dishonesty would affect the partner’s dishonesty. 

Finally, we explored the overall financial impact of corrupt collaboration. We did so 

by comparing the three settings in terms of both the proportion of honest dyads and how 

effective peoples’ lies were. 

Method 

Experimental setup and key variables. The key variable of interest was people’s 

decision to switch versus stay with their partners. We study this decision by implementing a 

novel experimental setting in which participants were assigned a partner and could increase 

their payoff by coordinated lying. In the experimental Choice condition, participants could 

choose whether to stay with or switch their partner. To investigate how the freedom to choose 

a partner affects the contagiousness of dishonesty and the overall financial impact of 

coordinated lies, we compared the Choice condition with two additional conditions: a Forced 

Stay condition in which participants had to stay with their partner throughout the experiment, 

and a Forced Switch condition in which participants were forced to repeatedly switch their 

partner. 

https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/full/10.1177/0956797618796480
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/full/10.1177/0956797618796480
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We employed a modified version of the dyadic die-rolling task (Weisel & Shalvi, 

2015) in which participants are assigned a partner and are asked to report the outcome of a die 

roll presented on a computer screen (Kocher et al., 2017). Participants earn extra money if 

they and their partner report the same outcome, with higher outcomes corresponding to higher 

pay. Employing experimental tasks such as reporting die-roll outcomes to assess dishonesty is 

a common practice both in the lab and the field (Fischbacher & Föllmi-Heusi, 2013; for a 

meta-analysis, see Abeler et al., 2019). The task has good external validity. Lying in these 

tasks is correlated with diverse unethical behaviors such as not paying for public transport 

(Dai, Galeotti, & Villeval, 2018), being absent from work without a reason (Hanna & Wang, 

2017), and not returning undeserved pay (Potters & Stoop, 2016). 

Participants. Participants were recruited from the subject pool of the Center for 

Research in Experimental Economics and Political Decision Making (CREED) at the 

University of Amsterdam. In total, 372 participants (186 females, Mage = 22.00, SDage = 3.38) 

took part in 19 experimental sessions. All sessions lasted approximately one hour and were 

run by two experimenters who answered participants’ questions, if there were any. All data 

and materials are available on the Open Science Framework11. Screenshots of the instructions 

also appear in the Supplemental Online Material (SOM)12. No participants were excluded 

from any of the analyses, and all independent variables and manipulations are reported in the 

Method section and the SOM. Average earnings per participant were €18.68. 

The dyadic die-rolling task. Participants were seated in individual cubicles in front 

of a computer screen, where they read the task instructions. Each participant was paired with a 

partner and assigned the role of first or second mover. Participants’ roles as first and second 

movers remained fixed throughout the experiment. To avoid reputation concerns, we made 

sure that participants were not aware, during or after the task, with whom they were partnered. 

In the first stage of each round, the first mover observed a random die roll on a computer 

screen, presented as a video segment (Kocher et al., 2017), and was instructed to report the 

outcome. In the second stage, the second mover saw the outcome the first mover reported on 

the computer screen, and then observed an independent, random die roll and was asked to 

report it (see Figure 4.1A). Dyad members then received a summary of their own and their 

partner’s report and a payoff summary for that round. After each block of three rounds, 

 

11 https://osf.io/eym9j/?view_only=09abbe27e68e4dc69b9b6bc6e14073dc 

12 https://tinyurl.com/yyeu8y5q 

https://osf.io/eym9j/?view_only=09abbe27e68e4dc69b9b6bc6e14073dc
https://tinyurl.com/yyeu8y5q
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participants saw a block summary. Overall, the task lasted for 30 rounds (10 blocks), but 

participants were not aware of the total number of rounds in the task. Each participant had to 

correctly answer three questions regarding the task’s rules to ensure task comprehension 

before starting the task (see the Supplemental Material). Per CREED lab rules, no 

experimental deception was used and decisions had real monetary consequences. 

Payoff scheme. For every round, each participant received a fixed payment of €3 

regardless of the outcomes reported. Beyond that amount, if the first and second mover 

reported the same outcome (i.e., a double), they received an extra payment associated with 

their reports. Specifically, each participant earned half of the reported outcome’s worth in 

euros (e.g., if both reported “two,” each earned an extra €1; if both reported “six,” each earned 

an extra €3). If the dyad did not report a double, they received no extra payment (see Figure 

4.1B). Thus, both participants had an incentive to misreport their die-roll outcomes and 

coordinate their reports. The first mover had an incentive to report the highest die-roll 

outcome possible, whereas the second mover had an incentive to match the first mover’s 

report. Note that compared with a dishonest first mover, a dishonest second mover has more 

impact on the dyad’s payoff, because the second mover can guarantee a double in every trial, 

whereas the first mover can only increase the potential value of the double. 

At the end of the task, one block of three consecutive rounds was randomly selected 

for pay. Thus, on top of the fixed payment of €9 (3 rounds × €3) per block, participants 

earned a variable amount depending on their own and their partner’s honesty, or lack thereof. 

The expected value if both dyad members report honestly was €0.29 ([€0.5 + €1 + €1.5 + €2 + 

€2.5 + €3] × 1/6 × 1/6) per round. On average, each member of a completely honest dyad 

would thus earn an extra payment of €0.88 ( 3 trials × €0.29) per block. Maximizing profit by 

reporting dishonestly, however, can increase participants’ extra payment tenfold. In a fully 

dishonest dyad, the first mover would report the highest die-roll outcome (a six), 

corresponding to a payoff of €3, and a dishonest second mover would guarantee a double by 

matching this number. A fully dishonest dyad could thus earn an extra payment of €3 per 

round, leading to a total payment of €9 (3 trials × €3) per block. Importantly, we chose the 

payoff scheme so that by reporting honestly, participants would earn the usual hourly 

payment at our lab. 

Because the die-roll outcomes were presented on the computer screen, we were able to 

identify for each report whether a participant was honest or not. Participants were informed 

that every time a double was reported in which one or both partners misreported the number 
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they observed, the dyad’s earnings from the double would be subtracted from a planned 

donation to a charity (see SOM for details). Thus, the instructions made clear that it would be 

possible to determine whether participants misreported the die-roll outcome when data 

collection was completed. 

Figure 4.1. Task procedure, payoff scheme, and conditions. As shown in (A), the first mover, 

A, observes a die roll on a computer screen and reports the outcome to the second mover, B. 

B then observes an independent die roll on the computer screen and reports the outcome. 

Then A and B learn about both reports and the corresponding payoff. As shown in (B), if the 

number that B reports matches the number A reports (a double), each earns half (A/2) of the 

reported number in euros. Otherwise, they earn no extra pay. In the choice condition, 

participants indicated whether they wanted to switch partners (black letters in panel C) or stay 

with the same partner (white letters in panel C) after each block of three consecutive rounds. 

If at least one partner in a dyad wanted to switch, the dyad was split, and both members of 

that dyad were assigned a new partner for the next block. In the forced-stay condition, 

participants engaged in the task for 30 rounds with the same partner. In the forced-switch 

condition, participants were assigned a new partner after every block. 

 

Partner selection. In the experimental Choice condition, participants were asked 

whether they wanted to stay with their partner or switch to a new partner after each block of 

three rounds. Participants could thus end their current partnership and look for a new partner. 

If at least one of the dyad members wanted to switch, and given that at least one more person 

from another dyad in the session wanted to switch, the dyad would split and both dyad 

members were reassigned a new partner (Figure 4.1C). For details on the algorithm used to 
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reassign participants, see SOM. We further ran two control conditions in which we did not 

allow for partner choice. In the Forced Stay condition, the first and second movers interacted 

with one another across all 30 rounds. In the Forced Switch condition, the first and second 

movers were forced to switch to a new partner after each block of three rounds. Participants 

read all the instructions before starting the experiment and received clarifications if they asked 

for them. 

Analysis approach. In both the Choice and Forced Switch conditions, participants 

could potentially interact with all other first and second movers in their session. The nested 

nature of the Choice and Forced Switch conditions meant each session of 20 participants was 

treated as one independent observation. In the Forced Stay condition, each participant 

interacted with only one participant, making the dyad (rather than the session) one 

independent observation. Given the size of our subject pool, we opted to split our sample in a 

way that allowed us to obtain the most independent observations for each condition. Thus, in 

the Choice (n = 160) and in the Forced Switch (n = 160) conditions, we ran 8 sessions of 20 

participants (=10 dyads) per session, and in the Forced Stay condition, we ran 3 sessions with 

a total of 52 participants (= 26 dyads), leading to a total sample of 372 participants. In total, 

we had 8 strictly independent observations in the Choice and Forced Switch conditions, and 

26 independent observations in the Forced Stay condition. In previous work assessing the 

effect of partner selection on various economic games (e.g., Abbink, 2004; Page, Putterman, 

& Unel, 2005), data were collected from 144 to 256 participants, and there were between 6 

and 9 independent observations for the partner-selection conditions. Our sample size 

compares favorably with these studies. We thus feel confident that our sample size and 

number of independent observations were sufficient to detect effects. All in all, our design 

allowed us to analyze both choice-based switching patterns and the contagiousness of 

dishonesty between participants and dyads operating within a large group and across a 

relatively long time horizon (30 rounds). 

We performed data analysis on strictly independent observations, by aggregating 

across sessions (in the Choice and Forced Switch condition) or dyads (in the Forced Stay 

condition), or by fitting mixed-effects regression models (also called multilevel regression). 

To account for the nested structure (in dyads and participants), we specified two random 

intercepts, one for each participant (with multiple observations across rounds) and one for 

each unique dyad in these models. When the dependent variable was binary, we fitted a 

logistic mixed-effects regression model. Further, when the dependent variable had natural 

https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/full/10.1177/0956797618796480
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/full/10.1177/0956797618796480
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/full/10.1177/0956797618796480
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boundaries (e.g., die-roll reports were restricted to be between one and six), we treated the 

data as left- and right-censored, to avoid biased estimates resulting from heteroscedasticity. 

All mixed-effects models were fitted with R and JAGS using a Bayesian approach with 

noninformative priors. We hence do not report p-values for these models, but instead report 

the Bayesian 95% confidence interval (see SOM for further details). 

Results 

We first focused on partner-selection decisions in the Choice condition, to test 

Hypotheses 1 and 2. We then compared the contagiousness of dishonesty and the overall 

financial impact of corrupt collaboration among the Choice, Forced Stay, and Forced Switch 

conditions. 

Finding a partner in crime. In the Choice condition, we categorized each participant 

as an honest person (H) if he or she reported the outcomes that appeared on the computer 

screen in all three rounds in a given block, or as a liar (L) otherwise. This procedure led to 

four possible dyad types: LL (lying first mover, lying second mover; accounted for 50% of 

the dyads in our sample), LH (lying first mover, honest second mover; 4% of the sample), HL 

(honest first mover, lying second mover; 31% of the sample), and HH (honest first mover, 

honest second mover; 15% of the sample). Figure 4.2 depicts the proportion of participants 

who asked to switch partners on the basis of their role (first or second mover), separately for 

each dyad type. Because data were clustered in dyads and participants (across blocks) and the 

dependent variable was binary (0 = stay with partner, 1 = switch partner), we fitted a random-

intercept logistic regression model to the data, as described above. Results revealed that 

dishonest people indeed sought a partner in crime, supporting Hypothesis 1. Dishonest first 

movers were much more likely to ask to switch partners when interacting with an honest 

versus a dishonest second mover, whereas dishonest second movers were much more likely to 

ask to switch partners when interacting with an honest versus a dishonest first mover (Figure 

4.2, random-intercept logistic regression, HL estimate vs. LL baseline: b = 3.52, 95% 

confidence interval, or CI = [1.98, 5.27], LH estimate vs. LL baseline: b = 6.53, 95% CI = 

[4.55, 8.84]). Likewise, when both dyad members were dishonest, the dyad was very stable 

and its members asked to switch only 3.5% of the time (1.4% for first movers, 5.6% for 

second movers). 
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Figure 4.2. Proportion of first movers (black) and second movers (blue) who chose to switch 

partners, separately for each dyad type (LL = lying first mover, lying second mover; LH = 

lying first mover, honest second mover; HL = honest first mover, lying second mover; HH = 

honest first mover, honest second mover). 

 

Furthermore, the more times a second mover matched a dishonest first mover’s report 

(i.e., reported a double), the less likely the dishonest first mover was to ask to switch (Figure 

4.3A, random-intercept logistic regression, number of doubles estimate: b = -8.61, 95% CI = 

[-12.84, -4.83]), and the more times a first mover reported the highest possible outcome, six, 

the less likely a dishonest second mover was to ask to switch (Figure 4.3B, random-intercept 

logistic regression, number of sixes estimate: b = -1.30, 95% CI = [-1.62, -0.99]). Hence, in 

line with Hypothesis 1, results showed that dishonest participants preferred partners who 

helped them secure the highest profit possible. 
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Figure 4.3. Proportion of dishonest first movers who chose to switch partners as a function of 

the number of doubles reported in the previous block (A) and proportion of dishonest second 

movers who chose to switch partners as a function of the number of sixes reported by the first 

mover in the previous block (B). 

 

A preference for honest partners? 

As predicted, people who were willing to violate rules to maximize profit 

systematically switched partners until they were paired with a like-minded, dishonest partner. 

But what did honest people do? Consider an honest first mover who is paired with a dishonest 

second mover. The first mover reports the number appearing on the screen, including the less 

profitable ones and twos, whereas the dishonest second mover matches every time. The 

honest first mover clearly prevents the dyad from maximizing potential profit, but at the same 

time, financially benefits from the second mover’s dishonesty. In such a case, would the 

honest first mover switch in the hope of finding a like-minded honest partner? Or, 

alternatively, stay with the lying partner and enjoy both worlds—being honest while profiting 

from the other’s dishonesty? 

Results revealed that honest first movers systematically engaged in ethical free-riding, 

supporting Hypothesis 2b over Hypothesis 2a. Honest first movers were less likely to ask to 

switch when their partner (the second mover) was a liar versus an honest person (Figure 4.2, 

Table 4.1, line 4, random-intercept logistic regression, HL estimate vs. HH baseline: b = -

3.08, 95% CI = [-4.37, -1.83]). 
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One may argue that an honest person facing a dishonest partner may not switch, 

because of the ambiguity associated with the partner’s actions. It is not trivial for first movers 

to identify whether their partner was lying or not, because there was a chance that the partner 

actually observed the same outcomes as they did. Indeed, the likelihood of a second mover 

matching exactly one of the first mover’s three die rolls equals 35%. If ambiguity, rather than 

ethical free-riding, is driving honest first movers’ decision, we should observe that the more 

doubles a second mover reports, the less likely the first mover is to stay with this person. The 

reason is that with every additional double reported, the ambiguity about the second mover’s 

dishonesty fades away. For example, the likelihood that a second mover would honestly 

match the first mover’s reports three out of three times is less than 0.5%. 

Our data suggest that honest first movers were ethically free-riding rather than 

refraining from switching a partner because of ambiguity concerns. As Figure 4.4A shows, 

the more times a second mover matched an honest first mover’s report (i.e., reported a 

double), the less likely the honest first mover was to choose to switch (Figure 4.4A, random-

intercept logistic regression, number of doubles estimate: b = -3.36, 95% CI = [-4.58, -2.27]). 

In particular, honest first movers chose to switch in 46% of the cases, if their partner did not 

match their reported numbers (possibly seeking a more profitable relationship), but only in 

11% of the cases if their partner matched all of their reports, indicating they preferred a 

dishonest over an honest partner. Therefore, honest people seemed comfortable with profiting 

from the unambiguous dishonesty of their partner while they themselves remained honest. 
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Figure 4.4. Proportion of honest first movers who chose to switch partners as a function of the 

number of doubles reported in the block (A) and proportion of honest second movers who 

chose to switch partners as a function of the number of sixes reported by the first mover in the 

block (B). 
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Table 4.1. Switching decisions in the Choice condition. 

 Estimate SD 95% CI 

Intercept (first mover in HH dyad) 0.07 0.583 [-1.043, 1.239] 

LL dyad -6.58 0.966 [-8.512, -4.772] 

LH dyad -0.05 0.895 [-1.849, 1.682] 

HL dyad -3.08 0.645 [-4.368, -1.835] 

Second mover -0.07 0.748 [-1.494, 1.448] 

Second mover × LL dyad 2.51 1.036 [0.537, 4.609] 

Second mover × LH dyad 0.19 1.079 [-1.926, 2.289] 

Second mover × HL dyad 3.37 0.821 [1.722, 4.970] 

random intercept error term (dyad) 2.09 0.319 [1.513, 2.747] 

random intercept error term (subject) 2.27 0.338 [1.643, 2.945] 

 

Note. Results of the Logistic Random-Intercept Regression Modeling the Choice to Switch (0 

= Stay, 1 = Switch) in the Choice Condition as a Function of Dyadic Relationship. We 

compared the interaction model with a null model and a model with only main effects to test 

whether the full model with interaction terms explained significantly more variance than a 

simpler model. Compared with the null model, a model with main effects significantly 

increased the likelihood of the data given the model, χ2(4) = 149.39, p < .001. Furthermore, a 

model with main and interactions terms significantly increased the likelihood of the data 

given the model, χ2(3) = 21.24, p < .001. CI = confidence interval; HH = honest first mover, 

honest second mover; HL = honest first mover, lying second mover; LH = lying first mover, 

honest second mover; LL, lying first mover, lying second mover. 

 

The temptation for honest people to engage in ethical free-riding, however, depends on 

the mover’s position. Compared with second movers (who can secure a double every time), 

first movers have no control over the reporting of a double and can determine only the 

doubles’ potential worth (i.e., moving from an expected value of 3.5 if honest, to 6 if 

dishonest). As a result, for honest participants, having a dishonest second mover as a partner 

is more profitable than having a dishonest first mover as a partner. The temptation to ethically 

free ride for an honest first mover is hence higher than the temptation for an honest second 

mover. Specifically, the expected payment for an honest first mover increases from €0.87 

(€1.75 × 1/6 × 3 rounds) per block to €5.25 (€1.75 × 1 × 3 rounds) per block when switching 

from an honest to a dishonest second mover. Thus, honest first movers face a temptation of a 

503% premium for switching from an honest to a dishonest partner. The expected payment for 
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an honest second mover, by contrast, increases from €0.87 per block when paired with an 

honest first mover, to €1.50 (€3 × 1/6 × 3 rounds) per block when paired with a fully 

dishonest first mover that always reports sixes. Thus, honest second movers face a temptation 

of only a 72% premium for switching from an honest to a dishonest partner. 

In line with the notably lower temptation for second movers to switch to a dishonest 

partner, we found no evidence for ethical free-riding among honest second movers. Honest 

second movers were as likely to choose to switch when they were paired with a dishonest or 

an honest first mover (Figure 4.2, Table 4.1, line 7, random-intercept logistic regression, 

second mover LH vs. HH estimate: b = 0.19, 95% CI = [-1.93, 2.29]). Furthermore, honest 

second movers were indifferent to the number of sixes reported by the first mover when they 

decided whether to switch or not (Figure 4.4B, random intercept logistic regression, number 

of sixes estimated: b = -2.70, 95% CI = [-10.69, 4.22]). Note that whereas honest first and 

second movers in our experiment may not have consciously calculated the exact expected 

value when choosing between switching or staying with their partners, their switching 

decisions were consistent with the notion that a dishonest second mover has more influence 

on the dyads’ payoff than a dishonest first mover. 

Taken together, supporting Hypothesis 1, dishonest people seek a dishonest partner 

who will allow them to secure high payoffs on the basis of mutual rule violations. Supporting 

Hypothesis 2b, honest people do not seek like-minded honest peers. Instead, honest first 

movers exploit the freedom to choose a partner and switch away from honest second movers. 

When paired with a dishonest second mover, many participants engaged in ethical free-riding. 

Ethical free-riding allows honest first movers to remain honest but secure high profits from 

the dishonest behavior of their partners. 

The prevalence of ethical free-riders. We assessed the prevalence of ethical 

free-riding by classifying participants according to the most common choice strategy they 

exhibited throughout the experiment (in the Choice condition). In particular, we 

classified each participant’s behavior on a block-by-block basis and then assigned unique 

labels for each individual depending on the behavior that was most prevalent for this 

person. Specifically, (a) ethical free-riders were honest people (i.e., reported the 

outcomes observed in all three rounds) who chose to switch when paired with an honest 

partner and stay when paired with a liar in most of the blocks; (b) Kantian truth-tellers 

were honest people who chose to switch when paired with a liar and stay when paired 

with an honest partner; (c) brazen liars were liars (i.e., misreported the die-roll outcome 
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in at least one out of three rounds) who chose to switch when paired with an honest 

partner and stay when paired with a liar; (d) tolerant liars were liars who chose to stay 

when paired with an honest partner; and (e) confused liars were liars who chose to switch 

when paired with a liar. 

In total, most participants (70.6%) were classified as liars, with the large majority 

being brazen (89.4% brazen liars vs. 10.6% tolerant liars). Among the percentage of 

honest people (29.4%), the majority were ethical free-riders (63.9%) and a minority were 

Kantian truth-tellers (36.1%). The rank order of this type frequency was stable across 

different classification procedures (see SOM). 

Participants were rather consistent in their types in the first and second half of the 

experiment. Cramér's φ captures the association between categorical (or nominal) 

variables, with 0 indicating a complete lack of association (i.e., lack of consistency) and 

1 indicating a perfect association (i.e., full consistency). Participants’ classification into 

one of the aforementioned five categories in the first half (i.e., the first four out of nine 

switching decisions) correlated with this person’s classification in the second half of 

switching decisions (i.e., the subsequent five switching decisions), φ = 0.68. This finding 

suggests that participants were rather consistent in their behavior, but some did modify 

their behavior (and thus type). We next assessed the extent to which partner’s honesty 

and dishonesty drives such behavior modifications. 

Contagiousness of dishonesty. Thus far, we have treated honesty as a stable 

individual difference and assessed behavior per block. For some people, however, the 

preference for honesty may not be stable (Gibson, Tanner, & Wagner, 2013) but may be 

influenced by the partner’s behavior (Weisel & Shalvi, 2015). The Choice condition may 

critically affect the degree to which people influence one another, because in this setup, 

honest people face the possibility of having their dishonest partners leave them resulting in 

loss of potential earnings. We thus assessed the extent to which dishonesty is contagious in 

the Choice condition and compared it with the Forced Stay and Forced Switch control 

conditions. 

To an extent, we found that lying is contagious. Participants were more likely to lie 

when their partner lied compared with when their partner reported honestly in the previous 

report (i.e., previous round for first movers and previous stage for second movers; Wilcoxon 

signed-rank test, p < .01). In the Forced Stay condition, participants’ likelihood of lying in a 

given round increased by 39% when their partner previously lied versus reported honestly 
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(Table S2 in SOM, random-intercept logistic regression, partner’s Time t-1 behavior estimate: 

b = 0.33, 95% CI = [0.02, 0.68]). The ability to choose partners did not reduce the 

contagiousness of dishonesty (Table S2, random-intercept logistic regression, Choice × 

partner’s Time t-1 behavior estimate: b = -0.01, 95% CI = [-0.42, 0.39]). Specifically, in the 

Choice condition, participants’ likelihood of lying increased by 38% when their partner 

previously lied versus reported honestly. By contrast, compared to the Forced Stay condition, 

forcing people to switch partners reduced the likelihood that a participant would lie following 

a partner’s lie (Table S2, random-intercept logistic regression, Forced Switch × partner’s 

Time t-1 behavior estimate: b = -0.41, 95% CI = [-0.81, -0.03]). In the Forced Switch 

condition, participants’ likelihood of lying decreased by 8% after their partner had lied versus 

reported honestly, suggesting that forcing people to repeatedly switch partners can effectively 

curb the contagiousness of dishonesty. 

These results show that, to a degree, dishonesty spread and some honest people were 

influenced by their dishonest partners and started lying as well. Across conditions, the 

contagiousness of dishonesty was stronger the longer the partners were together. In the Forced 

Stay condition participants interacted with their partner for 30 rounds, whereas in the Forced 

Switch condition, they interacted with each partner for only 3 rounds. In the Choice condition, 

some people choose to stay with their partners while other choose to switch, leading on 

average to longer relationships than in the Forced Switch condition and shorter relationships 

than in the Forced Stay condition. We found dishonesty to be the most contagious in the 

Forced Stay and the least contagious in the Forced Switch condition, suggesting that longer 

relationships increased the contagiousness of dishonesty. 

Overall financial impact. The overall financial impact of corruption is composed of 

(a) the proportion of fully honest dyads and (b) the financial damage liars cause (i.e., their 

effectiveness). Interestingly, these two factors may (or may not) cancel each other out. A 

setting with a high prevalence of honest dyads (and thus less liars) in which lies are efficient 

(i.e., have a large financial impact) can produce an overall financial damage similar to a 

setting with a low prevalence of honest dyads (and thus more liars) in which lies are 

inefficient (i.e., have a small financial impact). 

First, the overall magnitude of lying was similar to previously reported findings 

(Weisel & Shalvi, 2015; see SOM). In the Forced Stay condition, only 4.6% of dyads were 

fully honest (i.e., both the first and second mover were honest in a given block). The 

prevalence of honest dyads roughly doubled under Forced Switch (9.9%; Table S3 in SOM, 
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censored regression, b = 0.17, SE = 0.07, p = .01), and tripled under the Choice condition 

(14.5%; Table S3, censored regression, Choice condition estimate: b = 0.22, SE = 0.07, p < 

.01). Giving people the choice to switch partners led to a relatively high level of fully honest 

dyads. 

Second, financial damage caused by liars is reflected in how effective lies are. 

Effective lies are those in which the first mover reports a high number and the second mover 

matches it. When both dyad members are coordinated on high numbers, lying secures high 

payoffs. When a dyad is poorly coordinated, some lies are not reciprocated, resulting in 

ineffective dishonesty. To assess the effectiveness of each dyad’s lies, we assessed the 

proportion of brazen lies – those reporting a double of sixes, leading to the maximum pay of 

€3 per dyad member. As can be seen, in Figure 4.5, 31% of lies yielded the maximum 

financial damage in the Choice condition. This finding was similar to that in the Forced Stay 

condition in which 38% of lies resulted in the highest possible monetary return, χ2(1, N = 178) 

= 0.48, p = .49. By contrast, only 9% of lies resulted in maximum pay in the Forced Switch 

condition, which was lower than in the Forced Stay and Choice conditions, χ2(1, N = 311) = 

22.1, p < .01, Bonferroni corrected for multiple comparisons. Analyzing the average 

effectiveness of lies across conditions led to the same conclusions (see SOM). 

These findings suggest that high levels of coordinated dishonesty emerge not only 

from long-term relationships (Forced Stay), but also from dishonest people seeking to interact 

with one another (Choice). The Choice condition allowed people to find like-minded 

dishonest partners who would help them coordinate on lies and increase payoff. Forcing 

people to switch and thus restricting their ability to coordinate reduces the effectiveness of 

their lies. 
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Figure 4.5. Distribution of average earnings per round (in Euros) of dishonest participants, 

separately for each condition. 

 

Taken together, whereas the Choice condition contained a relatively large proportion 

of fully honest dyads (and thus fewer liars), participants who lied were very efficient in 

causing financial damage. By contrast, the Forced Switch condition contained a relatively 

lower proportion of fully honest dyads (and thus more liars); however, those who lied were 

less efficient, causing less financial damage. Seen in this light, the finding that the 

accumulated effects of corrupt collaboration (i.e., money earned by misreporting) did not vary 

greatly between the Choice and Forced Switch conditions is not surprising, because the two 

factors canceled each other out. Overall, the average earnings from dishonesty (per dyad, per 

block) was somewhat lower in both the Choice (M = 10.79, SD = 6.83; 10.67% reduction) and 

Forced Switch (M = 10.23, SD = 6.65; 15.31% reduction) conditions, compared with the 

Forced Stay condition (M = 12.08, SD = 5.94). These differences did not reach statistical 

significance (Mann-Whitney U- test, p = .17). 

Discussion 

Human societies are based on cooperation. People, however, occasionally engage in 

joint acts of rule violations, aimed at maximizing personal gains, ultimately hurting societal 

welfare. Understanding how such corrupt collaborations emerge and spread is important for 

both theoretical and practical reasons. Here, we investigated how honest and dishonest people 
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choose their partners and how the ability (vs. inability) to choose a partner affects the spread 

and overall impact of corrupt collaboration. Results show that to secure high payoffs, 

dishonest people prefer interacting with dishonest partners. Interestingly, honest people also 

exploit the possibility of being able to choose their partners. The majority of the honest 

participants preferred to interact with dishonest partners, a financially beneficial but morally 

dubious choice. Those honest people engaged in ethical free-riding—they remained honest 

and “kept their hands clean” but at the same time benefitted from the fact that their partners 

did the “dirty work” and lied. Choosing one’s partner enabled participants to indirectly violate 

rules by opting for the “naive approach” and exploit the moral wiggle room (Dana, Weber, & 

Kuang, 2007). Those people had evidence to support the fact that they were honest, and they 

could have claimed they were unaware of any misreporting taking place. In retrospect, they 

may admit that perhaps things were too good to be true but may still cling to their honesty as a 

path to resist punishment and condemnation. 

Beyond partner-selection choices, we further explored how the ability to select a 

partner affects the contagiousness of dishonesty and the financial impact of coordinated lies. 

By comparing the Choice condition with two control settings in which people were forced to 

stay or switch partners, we found that honesty is malleable and lies are contagious, especially 

when forcing partners to stay together. Forcing people to switch partners helps counteract the 

contagiousness of lies. But such a policy does not reduce the overall financial impact of 

corrupt collaboration. We found a relatively high proportion of fully honest dyads in the 

Choice condition, compared with the Forced Switch condition. Conversely, liars were more 

efficient in the Choice condition, leading to similar levels of the overall financial impact of 

corruption across conditions. 

Our results relate to work showing that the ability to select one’s group members 

increases cooperation in public-goods dilemmas. Indeed, working with like-minded people 

increases cooperation (Gächter & Thöni, 2005), and being able to select group members 

facilitates cooperation (Gross, Méder, Okamoto-Barth, & Riedl, 2016; Page et al., 2005). Our 

findings demonstrate, however, that allowing people to choose their partners, and thereby 

increasing cooperation, may carry negative consequences. In settings in which cooperation 

can be achieved by joint rule violations, providing the freedom to choose partners may be 

detrimental. Seen in this light, cooperation in and of itself is neutral—it carries neither good 

nor bad externalities. The externalities that cooperation has on society (increased welfare in 
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some cases, corruption in others) are what make high levels of cooperation, and by extension, 

the freedom to select partners, desirable or undesirable. 

A key observation in our work is the existence of ethical free-riders – people who 

intentionally benefit from others’ rule-violating behavior without violating rules themselves. 

This observation resonates with work on passive cheating (also known as lying by omission), 

showing that individuals refrain from correcting mistakes, made by a computer or another 

person, as long as those mistakes are beneficial to them (Pittarello, Rubaltelli, & Motro, 

2016). Whereas ethical free-riding and passive cheating are similar in terms of profiting from 

not taking an action, ethical free-riding goes beyond tolerating mistakes (caused by nature or 

another person) and indicates that people will also tolerate others’ intentional rule violations. 

Studying how people ignore others’ intentional rule violations seems promising for 

future research. For instance, whereas participants in our experiment had minimal reputation 

concerns (i.e., interacted anonymously), in real life, people’s reputation is often at stake. 

Assessing how ethical free-riding is shaped by reputation concerns, whether people engaging 

in such behavior are negatively (or perhaps positively) evaluated by their peers, and how 

ethical free-riders behave when they cannot rely on other people to violate rules for their own 

profit seem worthy of further investigation. Additionally, motivating the honest to act is a key 

goal of research on whistle-blowing programs. Whistle blowing requires people to act on the 

warning signals they observe regarding others’ intentional rule violations, and to forego 

potential benefits from tolerating such misconducts (Waytz, Dungan, & Young, 2013). To 

create successful interventions aimed at curbing corruption and encouraging whistle blowing, 

we need to further uncover the underlying mechanisms that make people turn a blind eye to 

others’ rule violations and engage in ethical free-riding. 

An interesting aspect to consider is the goal that corrupt collaboration serves, namely, 

whether it is driven by a motivation to avoid potential losses or secure potential gains. Going 

back to our opening example, Volkswagen’s employees might have manipulated the engine’s 

software not only because of a desire to secure a bonus, but also for fear of losing their jobs 

(Goodman, 2015). Indeed, the motivation to approach a positive outcome facilitates 

dishonesty (Pulfrey & Butera, 2013; Schweitzer, Ordóñez, & Douma, 2004), but the 

motivation to avoid losing money may sometimes be an even stronger motivator to lie for 

profit (Grolleau, Kocher, & Sutan, 2016; Schindler & Pfattheicher, 2017). Future research 

exploring how approach versus avoidance motivation shapes the emergence and spread of 

corrupt collaboration and ethical free-riding seems promising. 

https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/full/10.1177/0956797618796480
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/full/10.1177/0956797618796480
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/full/10.1177/0956797618796480
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Finally, the results reported here have organizational implications. Employees can 

often choose their collaborators, units, or work groups on the basis of their organization’s job-

rotation policies. Rotating facilitates innovation (Coşgel & Miceli, 1999) and increases 

employees’ satisfaction (Ho, Chang, Shih, & Liang, 2009). Interestingly, some organizations 

(e.g., the United Nations) employ forced-rotation policies, as mimicked by our Forced Switch 

condition. Others provide employees with the freedom to choose whether or not to rotate 

(voluntary rotation in, e.g., the European Commission; Fontaine & Tang, 2006), as mimicked 

by our Choice condition. As we show here, the freedom to rotate comes with a moral hazard. 

Providing the possibility to choose with whom to interact can increase the spreading and 

contagiousness of corrupt collaboration and enables ethical free-riding. The possible 

advantages of voluntary job-rotation policies should be carefully weighed with the possible 

risks, especially in environments with high collusion and corruption potential. 

Conclusion 

The freedom to select partners is important for the establishment of trust and 

cooperation. As we show here, however, it is also associated with potential moral hazards. For 

individuals who seek to keep the risk of collusion low, policies providing the freedom to 

choose one’s partners, should be implemented with caution. Relying on people’s honesty may 

not always be sufficient, because honest people may be willing to tolerate others’ rule 

violations if they stand to profit from them. Our results clarify yet again that people who are 

not willing to turn a blind eye and stand up to corruption should receive all praise. 
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This chapter is based on Leib, M., Köbis, N.C., Soraperra, I., Weisel, O., & Shalvi, S. 

(Dis)honesty in collaborative settings: A meta-study. Working paper.  
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In many situations, people may be tempted to forgo their honesty and violate ethical 

rules for profit. At times, such ethical rule violations may have severe financial and societal 

consequences. For instance, when Volkswagen’s engineers illegally manipulated emissions 

test results to meet US standards, they allowed for the release of highly polluting vehicles to 

roads around the world. In the US alone, the damage from those vehicles was estimated at 59 

early deaths and $450 million (Barrett et al., 2015). Due to the potential severe consequences 

ethical rule violations may entail, studying the extent to which ethical rule violations occur, 

and the process underlying them, is important. 

Indeed, in the last decade, researchers across many disciplines have been studying 

what shapes ethical rule violation, and in particular, dishonesty. Recently, this work has been 

summarized in several literature reviews (Gino & Ariely, 2016; Jacobsen, Fosgaard, & 

Pascual‐Ezama, 2018; Shalvi, Gino, Barkan, & Ayal, 2015), and meta-analyses (Gerlach, 

Teodorescu, & Hertwig, 2019; Abeler, Nosenzo, & Raymond, 2019; Köbis, Verschuere, 

Bereby-Meyer, Rand, & Shalvi, 2019). Most prior work assessed (dis)honesty in individual 

settings, where people affect their own profits and engage in experimental tasks alone. 

However, in life, people frequently interact and collaborate with others. For instance, 

engineers collaborate with colleagues to find solutions for complex problems, and academics 

work on research papers together. Often, individuals can collaborate and be honest at the 

same time, yet sometimes the two moral obligations—be honest and collaborative—are in 

conflict. In such situations, individuals have to give up one moral obligation to pursue the 

other. Consider the Volkswagen case we started with. To collaborate with their colleagues and 

obtain team bonuses, engineers had to dishonestly help their colleagues manipulate the 

emissions test results (Goodman, 2015). 

Here, we add to prior work that aggregates data on (dis)honesty in individual settings, 

and conduct the first meta-study on (dis)honesty in an interactive, collaborative setting where 

honesty and collaboration clash. Specifically, we gather and analyze 51,640 decisions, made 

by 3,264 participants across 43 conditions in the dyadic die-rolling task (Weisel & Shalvi, 

2015). In this sequential task, over multiple rounds, participants can increase their financial 

profits by dishonestly coordinating with one another. Focusing on the dyadic die-rolling task, 

we tackle new theoretical questions as well as set up a research agenda for future work based 

on our findings. 
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(Dis)honesty in collaborative, interactive settings 

Two recent meta-analyses statistically summarized the large and ever-growing 

literature on (dis)honesty (Gerlach et al., 2019; Abeler et al., 2019). In line with the idea that 

people want to think of themselves as honest and good (Mazar, Amir, & Ariely, 2008), and 

thus lie only to the extent to which they can justify their lies (Shalvi et al., 2015), these meta-

analyses revealed that people lie, but just a little. Indeed, Abeler and colleagues (2019) found 

that participants lied to increase their profits only by 23.4% of what they could. Gerlach and 

colleagues (2019) further revealed that various situational factors (e.g., lab vs. field, the 

existence of normative cues, experimental deception) as well as personal factors (e.g., age, 

gender) affect lies. These meta-analyses focused on individual settings, where participants 

engage in various experimental tasks alone, and for the most part, affect only their own 

financial outcomes. 

Whereas focusing on individual settings is valuable, assessing (dis)honesty in 

collaborative settings, where people interact with others, is important as well. Collaboration 

helps individuals complete tasks and achieve complex goals they cannot achieve alone, and 

many decisions, also in the ethical domain, are made in collaboration with others. To shed 

light on this rather neglected setting, recent work has started studying (dis)honesty in 

collaborative settings (Cohen, Gunia, Kim-Jun, & Murnighan, 2009; Conrads, Irlenbusch, 

Rilke, & Walkowitz, 2013; Conrads et al., 2017; Gross, Leib, Offerman, & Shalvi, 2018; 

Muehlheusser, Roider, & Wallmeier, 2015; Kocher, Schudy, & Spantig, 2017; Pulfrey, 

Durussel, & Butera, 2018; Sutter, 2009; Weisel & Shalvi, 2015). 

One task that is commonly used to assess (dis)honesty in collaborative settings is the 

dyadic die-rolling task, which is the focus of our analysis. First introduced by Weisel and 

Shalvi (2015), in the task, participants are paired in dyads. In each dyad, one participant is 

randomly assigned to the role of the first mover, and the other is assigned to the role of the 

second mover. Across multiple rounds, the first mover rolls a die in private and reports the 

die-roll outcome. The second mover learns about the first mover’s report, and then rolls a die 

in private and reports the outcome as well. At the end of each round, both dyad members learn 

about each other’s reports and payoff and move to the next round of the task. The payoff 

scheme is such that if both dyad members report the same outcome (a double), they get paid 

according to the double’s worth. If they report different outcomes (a non-double), they do not 

get paid. For instance, if the first and the second mover both report 1, each earns €1. If the 

first and second mover both report 6, each earns €6. If the first mover reports 1 and the second 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0022103109002108#!
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0167487012001365#!
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mover reports 6, they both earn €0. Because the die-roll outcomes are private, participants can 

either be honest and report the die-roll outcomes they actually observed or lie to secure higher 

profit. Given that both movers’ payoff is determined by both reports, in the dyadic die-rolling 

task, participants can secure high mutual gains by engaging in collaborative dishonesty. 

Implementing the task, Weisel and Shalvi (2015) found that dyads lie quite a lot. 

Specifically, dyads reported doubles in 81.5% of the cases, much higher than the 16.66% 

anticipated if participants were honest. Further, the proportion of doubles in the dyadic task 

was much higher than in an individual version of the task, in which the same participant took 

the role of both the first and second mover and engaged in the task alone (54.8% doubles). 

Whereas several other tasks assess (dis)honesty in collaborative settings, analyzing 

participants’ behavior only in the dyadic die-rolling task has several advantages. First, the 

dyadic die-rolling task is commonly employed, providing a high number of observations on 

collaborative dishonesty. Since first used, follow-up work has explored how social norms 

(Wouda, Bijlstra, Frankenhuis, & Wigboldus, 2017; Soraperra et al., 2017), punishment and 

framing (Della Vella, Gino, & Piovesan, working paper), the ability to choose one’s partner 

(Gross et al., 2018), and partners’ characteristics (Ścigała et al., 2019; Gross & De Dreu, 

working paper; Verwijmeren, van Lent, & Bijlstra, working paper; Burghoorn, De Irueta 

Florentina, Bijlstra, & Verwijmeren, working paper) affect behavior in the dyadic die-rolling 

task. 

Second, the dyadic die-rolling task is sequential and repeated. As such, it advances 

prior valuable work that captured collaborative dishonesty employing one-shot and/or 

simultaneous decisions (Barr & Michailidou, 2017; Cohen et al., 2009; Conrads et al., 2013; 

2017; Kocher et al., 2017; Muehlheusser et al., 2015; Pulfrey et al., 2018; Sutter, 2009). The 

sequential and repeated nature of the dyadic die-rolling task allows us to tap into the 

interaction between the two partners and capture the dynamics of behavior over time. Thus, 

analyzing behavior in the dyadic die-rolling task captures not only the prevalence of 

(dis)honesty in a collaborative, interactive setting, but also the dynamics that develop between 

the first and second mover over time. 

Third, focusing on a single task provides the advantage of exploring one dependent 

variable, instead of several different dependent variables. Focusing on one variable allows 

clearer conclusions to be drawn about (dis)honesty in the collaborative setting (see a similar 

approach in meta-analyses focusing on one experimental task; Capraro, 2018; Engel, 2011; 

Oosterbeek, Sloof, & Van De Kuilen, 2004; Johnson & Mislin, 2011). Doing so allows us to 
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avoid collapsing different dependent variables across several experimental tasks, which at 

times can lead to less accurate conclusions regarding the behavior of interest. 

Here, we gather and analyze all decisions made by participants who engaged in the 

dyadic die-rolling task. We do so to pursue two main goals. The first goal is to address new 

and interesting theoretical questions regarding collaborative dishonesty. The second goal is to 

identify new theoretical questions and set up an agenda for future research to better 

understand (dis)honesty in collaborative settings. 

The unique nature of the dyadic die-rolling task, together with our access to the raw 

data of all studies, allowed us to tackle the following questions: (i) Is (dis)honesty stable (as 

suggested by, e.g., Kartik, Tercieux, & Holden, 2014; Matsushima, 2008; Ashton et al., 

2004), or alternatively affected by the (dis)honesty of one’s interaction partner? (ii) How does 

participants’ (dis)honesty develops over time? (iii) How do financial incentives affect 

(dis)honesty in the collaborative settings? Further, we make the first steps into comparing 

individual and collaborative settings meta-analytically by retrieving the prevalence of 

(dis)honesty in individual settings as captured by Abeler and colleagues’ (2019) meta-analysis 

and assessing (iv) whether the prevalence of (dis)honesty differs between individual and 

collaborative settings. Lastly, we test (v) how situational factors (lab vs. field study, fixed 

roles in the task, fixed partners throughout the task), as well as personal factors (gender and 

age) affect dishonesty in the collaborative setting. 

The current meta-analysis 

Methods 

Literature search. In September 2018, we conducted an online database search to 

identify eligible studies. We searched in Web of Science, PsycINFO, and Econlit for articles 

that include the following combination of search terms and Boolean operators in the text of 

the article: cooperat* OR coollaborat* AND dishonesty OR cheating OR lying OR deception 

OR unethical behavior OR corruption OR honesty OR ethical behavior. We further searched 

for articles that contain the terms “corrupt collaboration,” “joint unethical acts,” “joint 

dishonest acts,” “dyadic die-rolling task,” and “dyadic die-rolling game.” Because the task 

was introduced in 2015, we restricted our search to articles that were published in 2015 

onwards. Additionally, we screened all the articles that cite Weisel and Shalvi (2015). 

Simultaneously, we sent calls inviting colleagues to send us published or unpublished 

work that employed the dyadic die-rolling task. Namely, we posted calls on the mailing lists 
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of the Economic Science Association, Society of Judgement and Decision-Making, European 

Association for Decision Making, Academy of Management (Organizational Behavior), 

Society for Personality and Social Psychology, European Association for Social Psychology, 

and the International Association for Research in Economic Psychology, as well as personally 

emailed colleagues we knew may have used the task. 

In November 2018, we conducted an updated online search, in which we added the 

word “coordination” as a synonym for “cooperation” to the list of search terms. We further 

searched the outlined keyword combinations on Google Scholar. The search covered journal 

articles, book chapters, PhD dissertations, master’s theses, and working papers. Our main pre-

registered13 inclusion criteria were that (i) participants’ behavior was financially incentivized, 

(ii) each participant was part of a group of at least two individuals, (iii) the task used a random 

device to affect participants’ actual outcome, (iv) more than one group member had the 

opportunity to misreport the actual outcome in the task, (v) at least one member of the group 

received a higher payoff if two or more members of the group coordinate on a specific rule, 

and (vi) in case participants’ actual die-roll outcome was known to the experimenter, no 

sanctioning mechanism for being suspected or detected as a liar was present. 

Following the inclusion criteria, we excluded from the analyses one article in which 

participants interacted with a simulated, pre-programmed “partner” instead of another actual 

participant (Ścigała et al., 2019). Further, while conducting the literature search, we found 

that all articles, except for one, implemented the dyadic die-rolling task in groups of two 

individuals. One article (Rilke, Danilov, Irlenbusch, Weisel, & Shalvi, working paper) 

employed a version of the task in which three participants interacted with one another and 

were paid when they reported triples instead of doubles. Changing the group size from two to 

three may have affected participants’ efficiency concern and level of prosocial motivation. 

Thus, because only one article employed the task with a group size of three, and to 

meaningfully interpret our results, we included only the dyadic version of the task, as 

originally introduced by Weisel and Shalvi (2015). Figure 5.1 provides a PRISMA chart 

(Moher, Liberati, Tetzlaff, & Altman, 2009) that gives an overview of the identification, 

screening, and selection process. 

After identifying the relevant articles, we contacted the authors and received the raw 

data from all of them. Overall, our analyses draw on the raw data of 43 conditions across nine 

 

13 https://osf.io/89dte/?view_only=dddc7e01b48b431cb3a5aaa1b8ca3437  

https://osf.io/89dte/?view_only=dddc7e01b48b431cb3a5aaa1b8ca3437
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articles (four published) employing the dyadic die-rolling task. Conditions vary on various 

factors such as the incentive structure, the composition of the dyad, the dyad members’ ability 

(vs. inability) to select their interaction partners and more. Overall, our data set included 

51,640 reports, made by 3,264 individuals (1,632 first movers and 1,632 second movers). 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.1. PRISMA (Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses) 

chart describing the literature searching and screening process. N indicates number of papers; 

k indicates number of conditions. 
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Analytical approach. In all 43 conditions, unique dyads engaged in the task for 

multiple rounds (between 3 and 30 rounds, M = 18.74, SD = 6.59). In the majority of the 

conditions (k = 29), dyads and roles were fixed. Each participant interacted with only one 

partner and in one role, first or second mover, throughout the entire task. In these conditions, 

each dyad composed of a unique first and second mover was given a unique dyad number. 

The dyad number was the independent unit of observation (n = 1048 dyads and units of 

observations). 

In four conditions, partners were fixed but roles were not. That is, each participant 

interacted with the same partner throughout the task, in the role of the first mover in some 

rounds and in the role of the second mover in other rounds. In those conditions, the 

independent unit of observation was all the rounds in which the same two participants 

interacted, regardless of their roles (n = 198 dyads, 99 units of observations). 

In six conditions, roles were fixed but partners were not. That is, each participant was 

either the first or the second mover but interacted with different partners throughout the task. 

In four out of the six conditions, participants were assigned to groups of four: two first movers 

and two second movers. Throughout the task, each first mover interacted with both second 

movers, and each second mover interacted with both first movers. In those conditions, the 

independent unit of observation was all the rounds in which all four participants interacted 

with one another. In the remaining two conditions (in Gross et al., 2018), participants either 

interacted with or could potentially interact with all the other participants in the opposite role 

in a session of 20 participants. Following Gross and colleagues’ (2018) procedure, in these 

conditions, the independent unit of observation was the session. Overall, across the six 

conditions, we had 1,207 dyads and 45 units of observations. 

Lastly, in the four remaining conditions, neither roles nor partners were fixed. Thus, 

each participant interacted with several partners—in some rounds in the role of the first 

mover, and in other rounds in the role of the second mover. In those conditions, the 

independent unit of observation was the session containing all the participants who interacted 

with one another, regardless of their role (n = 504 dyads, 42 units of observations). For 

brevity, we refer to the independent unit of observation as “group” throughout the results 

section. 

To analyze the data, we fitted mixed-effects linear regression models (when the 

dependent variable was continuous) and mixed-effects logistic regression models (when the 

dependent variable was binary). To account for the nested structure of the data, we specified 
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random intercepts for each group (independent unit of observation) and condition, when we 

assessed behavior across multiple rounds of the dyadic task. When we assessed behavior in 

one round only (e.g., first round of the task), we specified random intercepts for each 

condition. 

Dependent variables. In the dyadic die-rolling task, first movers roll a die and report 

the outcome. Then, second movers roll a die and report the outcome as well. The majority of 

the conditions in our data set (k = 30) employed an “aligned outcomes” incentive structure. 

That is, if the dyad reported a double, both the first and second mover got paid. If the dyad did 

not report a double, both the first and second mover did not get paid. Further, the higher the 

double’s worth, the higher the amount the dyad members earned. As such, first and second 

movers have different roles in the task. The first movers “set the stage” by determining the 

potential amount the dyad can earn. The second movers “get the job done” (or not) by 

determining whether the dyad will earn that amount (if they match the first mover’s reports) 

or not (if they do not match the first mover’s report). Given the different roles that first and 

second movers have in the task, we focus on different dependent variables for each role. 

First movers. Assessing the behavior of the first movers, we focus on the die-roll 

outcome they report, between 1 and 6. A condition in which the mean die-roll outcome is 6 is 

a condition in which all first movers lied to the full extent in all rounds to maximize their 

(potential) pay. A condition in which the mean die-roll outcome is 3.5 is a condition in which, 

on average, first movers reported honestly across all rounds. A condition in which the mean 

die-roll outcome is 1 is a condition in which all first movers lied to the full extent to minimize 

their (potential) pay. Whereas assessing whether a first mover lied or reported honestly in a 

given round is not possible, on average, the die-roll outcome of honest first movers should be 

3.5. We thus compare the die-roll outcomes to 3.5 as a proxy for (dis)honesty. We further 

interpret higher die-roll outcomes as indicating higher levels of dishonesty. 

Second movers. Assessing the behavior of the second movers, we focus on the binary 

outcome of whether second movers reported a double. Although assessing whether a second 

mover lied or reported honestly in a given round is not possible, honest second movers should 

match first movers’ reports in 16.66% of the cases. As a proxy for (dis)honesty, we thus 

compared the proportion of doubles that second movers reported to the expected proportion if 

second movers were honest, 16.66%. Further, we interpret a higher chance of reporting 

doubles as a higher likelihood of dishonesty. 
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Beyond the “aligned outcomes” incentive structure, in the remaining conditions (k = 

13) other incentive structures were implemented. For instance, in some conditions, first 

movers were paid if the dyad reported a double (with higher doubles = higher pay), but 

second movers received a fixed payment regardless of what the dyad reported. In other 

conditions, first movers received a fixed payment, and second movers were paid if the dyad 

reported a double (with higher doubles = higher pay). Thus, in the remaining conditions, the 

dyad members’ incentives were misaligned. Whereas the incentive structures in those 

conditions vary, in all conditions, at least one dyad member received higher pay when the 

dyad reported a double versus a non-double. We thus included all conditions in our analyses 

and specified random intercepts for each condition to control for the different incentive 

schemes. 

Results 

Do participants lie in the dyadic die-rolling task? 

First movers. We calculated an average die-roll outcome for each first mover. The 

average die-roll outcome varied between 1.05 and 6, with a mean of 4.20 (SD = 0.48; Mdn = 

4.18) across all conditions. A one-sample Wilcoxon signed-rank test revealed the average die-

roll outcome was larger than 3.5—the expected average die-roll outcome if first movers are, 

on average, honest, z = 5.50, p < .001. 

Second movers. We calculated the proportion of doubles for each second mover. The 

proportion of doubles varied between 0% and 100%, with an average of 52.03% (SD = 

16.85%; Mdn = 49.75%) across all conditions. A one-sample Wilcoxon signed-rank test 

revealed the proportion of doubles was larger than 16.66%—the expected proportion of 

doubles if second movers are, on average, honest, z =5.71, p < .001. 

Heterogeneity. Similar to meta-analysis on (dis)honesty in individual settings 

(Gerlach et al., 2019), the heterogeneity of first and second movers’ reports was high (I2, the 

percentage of effect-size variance that is not caused by sampling error: for first movers, 

93.9%, and for second movers, 93.5%; τ2, the variance between conditions: for first movers, 

.197, and for second movers, .028). One reason for the high heterogeneity is that the different 

conditions (i.e., manipulations) across studies strongly affected participants’ reports. For 

instance, in one study (Gross & De Dreu, working paper), participants were pre-classified as 

rule followers or violators and then assigned into dyads where two rule followers (violators) 

interacted with one another. In a condition in which two rule followers interacted with each 
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other, reports were closer to honesty (first movers’ average die-roll reports: 3.86; second 

movers’ proportion of doubles: 36.51%), whereas in a condition in which two rule violators 

interacted with each other, reports were further away from honesty (first movers’ average die-

roll reports: 4.28; second movers’ proportion of doubles: 58.33%). 

Outliers analysis did not change the I2 much (first movers: eight conditions removed, 

I2 changed from 93.9% to 89.1%; second movers: nine conditions removed, I2 changed from 

93.5% to 83.2%). Leave-one-out analysis in which we removed each condition and re-

calculated the heterogeneity and effect size revealed that no one particular condition affected 

the effect size (first movers: I2 ranged between 92.03% and 93.48%; effect size ranged 

between 4.17 and 4.21; second movers: I2 ranged between 92.45% and 93.65%; effect size 

ranged between 50.95% and 52.38%). Thus, analyses suggest the high heterogeneity is driven 

by the overall variance in manipulations across conditions. Our analyses throughout the paper 

are conducted on the raw data and control for such heterogeneity by specifying random 

intercepts for conditions and groups. Nevertheless, similar to previous work that statistically 

summarizes previous findings (Gerlach et al., 2019), results obtained here should be 

interpreted with care. 

Does partners’ (dis)honesty correlate? 

To test whether participants’ (dis)honesty is correlated with their partners’, we 

conducted two types of analyses. First, as in Weisel and Shalvi (2015), we analyzed the data 

on the dyadic level by classifying participants as brazen liars or not, and assessing whether an 

association exists between the brazenness of the first and second movers. Second, for a more 

fine-tuned analysis, we tested the association between the partners’ behavior on a round-by-

round basis. Specifically, we tested whether (i) higher die-roll outcomes reported by first 

movers are correlated with a higher likelihood of second movers to report a double, and 

whether (ii) second movers reporting of a double (versus not) is correlated with higher die-roll 

outcomes reported by first movers in the next round. 

Dyad-level analysis. Analyzing the entire sample (43 conditions, with 3,264 

participants, and 51,640 observations), we classified participants as brazen liars or not. As in 

Weisel and Shalvi (2015), we classified each first mover as a brazen liar if this participant 

reported the highest die-roll outcome, 6 in all rounds, and as non-brazen otherwise. Further, 

we classified each second mover as a brazen liar if this participant reported a double in all 

rounds, and as non-brazen otherwise. Overall, 17.07% of first movers and 30.03% of second 

movers were brazen liars. 
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If first and second movers do not affect each other, the likelihood of one person being 

a brazen liar should not depend on whether one’s partner was a brazen liar or not. If, on the 

other hand, partners do affect each other, participants should be more likely to be brazen liars 

when their partners are brazen liars than when they are not. Indeed, results revealed that when 

first movers were brazen liars, second movers were more likely to be brazen liars as well. 

When the first mover was brazen, 69.90% of second movers were brazen as well (353 of 505 

cases). When the first mover was not brazen, only 21.81% of second movers were brazen 

(535 of 2452 cases), χ2(1) = 458.45, p < .001. Similarly, when second movers were brazen 

liars, first movers were more likely to be brazen liars as well. When the second mover was 

brazen, 39.75% of first movers were brazen as well (353 of 888 cases). When the second 

mover was not brazen, only 7.34% of first movers were brazen (152 of 2069 cases), χ2(1) = 

458.45, p < .001. Thus, analyzing the data on a dyadic level suggests that when one 

participant maximally lied to obtain the highest pay, her partner was more likely to do so as 

well. Results remain the same when employing an alternative classification procedure for 

brazenness, specifically, when first and second movers were classified as brazen liars if they 

reported 6s (for first movers) or doubles (for second movers) in at least 90%, 80%, and 70% 

of rounds. 

Lastly, we defined four dyad types: (i) Brazen first mover, brazen second mover; (ii) 

brazen first mover, non-brazen second mover; (iii) non-brazen first mover, brazen second 

mover; and (iv) non-brazen first mover, non-brazen second mover; see Figure 5.2. Out of all 

dyads (n = 2,957), 11.94% were brazen first-mover, brazen second-mover dyads, and 64.83% 

were non- brazen first-mover, non-brazen second-mover dyads. Moreover, 18.09% were non-

brazen first-mover, brazen second-mover dyads, and only 5.14% were brazen first-mover, 

non-brazen second-mover dyads.  
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Figure 5.2. Dyad types. The Y-axis represents the die-roll outcome participants reported (1-

6), and the X-axis represents the round number. An “O” represents a first mover’s reports; an 

“X” represents a second mover’s reports on the same round. (i) Brazen first mover, brazen 

second mover; (ii) brazen first mover, non-brazen second mover; (iii) non-brazen first mover, 

brazen second mover; and (iv) non-brazen first mover, non-brazen second mover. The dyad 

types presented here are taken from the data gathered in this paper. 

Round-by-round analysis. In the round-by-round analysis, we focused on conditions 

in which the roles of first and second movers were fixed. Doing so allowed us to isolate the 

association between partners’ behaviors, without considering the experience each participant 

had engaging in the task in their partner’s role. Further, because we were interested in the 

association between the dyad members’ behavior over multiple rounds, we restricted our 

analysis to conditions in which the experimenters recorded the round number. Overall, we 

conducted the analysis on 31 conditions, with 2,408 participants, and 41,240 observations, 

split evenly between first and second movers. 

For every unique dyad, we recoded the round numbers such that all rounds in which 

unique dyads interacted with each other were coded from round number = 1 to the last round 

of that dyad’s interaction. For instance, if first mover A1 and second mover B1 interacted 

with one another for six rounds, their round numbers were recoded as one through six. If, 

then, first mover A1 interacted with second mover B2 for nine rounds, the new dyad’s round 

numbers were recoded as one through nine. Overall, the analysis drew on 2,137 unique dyads 

who interacted with each other for 8.32 rounds, on average (SD = 6.32). 

Analysis revealed partners’ behavior is correlated. We conducted a linear regression 

predicting first movers’ die-roll reports from whether second movers reported a double (vs. 

not) in the previous round, specifying a random intercept for each dyad, group, and condition. 

Results revealed first movers’ die-roll reports were higher when second movers reported a 

(i) (ii) (iii) (iv) 
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double in the previous round (M = 4.59, SD = 1.69) than when they did not (M = 3.94, SD = 

1.72), b = .107, t = 3.86, p < .001. This effect remained significant when controlling for first 

movers’ own report in the previous round, and the round number; see Table 5.1. 

We further conducted a logistic regression predicting whether second movers reported 

a double from the first movers’ report, specifying a random intercept for each dyad, group, 

and condition. Results revealed that the higher the first movers’ die roll reports were, the more 

likely second movers were to report a double, b = .241, z = 19.18, p < .001. This effect 

remained significant when controlling for second movers’ own report in the previous round 

and the round number; see Table 5.1. Estimating the average marginal effect of first movers’ 

reports on second movers’ likelihood of reporting a double, controlling for second movers’ 

own behavior and the round number, revealed that an increase in first movers’ die-roll 

outcome by 1 (e.g., first movers reporting 5 instead of 4) is associated with an increased 

likelihood of second movers reporting a double by 3.38%. 

Table 5.1. Association between first and second movers’ behavior 

Note. A linear regression analysis predicting first movers’ die-roll report (model 1) and a 

logistic regression analysis predicting second movers’ reporting of a double (model 2) from 

the round number, the counterpart’s past report, and the participant’s own past report. ***p < 

.001, **p < .05, *p <.05, +p < .10. 

 

Model 1: 

 First movers’ die roll 

report (1-6) at T: 

Model 2: 

Second movers’ report 

(0 = non-double,1 = double) at T: 

Round number .004* 

(.002) 

 

.007+ 

(.004) 

First movers’ die roll report 

(T-1) 

.024*** 

(.007) 

 

 

Second movers’ report (T-1) 

0 = non-double, 1 = double 

 

.098*** 

(.027) 

-.290*** 

(.053) 

 

First movers’ die roll  

report (T) 

 

 

.242*** 

(.013) 

Random intercept for Dyads, 

Groups 

Conditions 

Dyads, 

Groups 

Conditions 

# Observations 18483 18483 

# Unique dyads 2137 2137 

# Groups 1060 1060 

# Conditions 31 31 
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Because in the dyadic die-rolling task participants engage in the task over multiple 

rounds, endogeneity issues allow us to assess how partners’ behavior is correlated. We are not 

able, however, to assess the influence one participant has on her partner (Manski, 1993). 

Restricting our analyses to the first and second rounds of the interaction allows us to assess 

how participants affect each other, because we can control for all previous reports, resolving 

the endogeneity issues. When restricting the analyses to the first and second rounds of the task 

result revealed that first movers’ reports affect second movers’ likelihood of reporting a 

double (b = .190, p < .001). However, the effect of second movers’ reports (a double vs. not) 

on first movers’ subsequent die-roll outcome, controlling for first movers’ own report in the 

first round, was not significant (p = .963). 

How does behavior develop over time? 

A linear regression specifying a random intercept for each group and condition 

revealed that the higher the round number, the higher first movers’ die-roll report, b = .008, t 

= 5.26, p < .001. Similarly, a logistic regression predicting whether second movers reported a 

double from the round number, specifying a random intercept for each condition and group, 

revealed that the higher the round number, the higher the likelihood of second movers 

reporting a double, b = .012, z = 4.79, p < .001. Thus, throughout the duration of the task, both 

first and second movers lied more. 

How do financial incentives affect behavior in collaborative settings? 

In individual settings, where participants engage in a task alone, financial incentives 

do not seem to affect participants’ dishonesty. Abeler and colleagues (2019) assessed whether 

participants’ reports were affected by the maximum amount (in 2015 USD) they could earn 

from lying. In the experiments summarized by Abeler and colleagues, the maximum payoffs 

from misreporting participants could earn, per round, was between $.041 and $50.81 across 

the various conditions. Results revealed participants’ reports did not vary as a function of the 

maximum amount they could earn from misreporting. In another meta-analysis on dishonesty 

in individual settings, focusing on other tasks, Gerlach and colleagues (2019) found similar 

results. We thus adopted the same approach as these two meta analyses and tested whether the 

reports of first and second movers in the dyadic die-rolling task varied as a function of the 

maximum amount they could earn from misreporting (in 2015 USD). 

First movers. Figure 5.3 presents the average die-roll report in each condition, as a 

function of the maximum amount first movers could earn (assuming second movers matched 
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first movers’ reports, in 2015 USD). A linear regression predicting the die-roll report from the 

maximum amount, specifying a random intercept for each group and condition, revealed that 

the more first movers could earn from lying, the higher their reports were, b = 0.83, t = 3.21, p 

= .002. 

Whereas the dyadic die-rolling task is a repeated task with multiple rounds, the vast 

majority of tasks that assess dishonesty in individual settings are one-shot. Thus, we further 

restricted our analysis to the first round of the dyadic die-rolling task. The same analysis, 

focusing only on the first round of the dyadic die-rolling task, revealed a trend showing that 

the more first movers could earn from lying, the higher their reports were, b = 0.51, t = 2.03, p 

= .053. 

Figure 5.3. Average die-roll reports of first movers as a function of the maximum amount first 

movers could earn from lying (assuming second movers matched their reports; maximum 

minus minimum pay, converted to 2015 USD). The dashed line represents the average die-roll 

report expected if first movers were honest (3.5). Every bubble represents a condition, and the 

size of the bubble corresponds to the number of first movers in that condition. Blue bubbles 

represent conditions in which first movers were paid based on the dyad reporting a double and 

the double’s worth. Yellow bubbles represent conditions in which first movers were paid only 

based on whether the dyad reported a double, regardless of the double’s worth. Purple bubbles 

represent conditions in which first movers received a fixed payment regardless of their 

reports. 
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Second movers. Figure 5.4 presents the average proportion of doubles second movers 

reported in each condition, as a function of the maximum amount second movers could earn 

by matching first movers’ reports. A logistic regression predicting whether second movers 

reported a double (vs. not) from the maximum amount they could earn, specifying a random 

intercept for each group and condition, revealed the more second movers could earn, the more 

likely they were to report a double, b = 4.09, z = 20.51, p < .001. The same analysis focusing 

on the first round of the dyadic die-rolling task revealed the same results: the more second 

movers could earn from reporting a double, the more likely they were to report it, b = 2.02, z 

= 4.75, p < .001. Thus, in the dyadic setting, people seem to be sensitive to the financial 

incentive to lie, whereas in the individual setting, they are not. 

Figure 5.4. Proportion of doubles reported by second movers, as a function of the maximum 

amount they could earn from matching the first movers’ reports in each condition (assuming 

first movers reported the highest die roll outcome, 6; maximum minus minimum pay, 

converted to 2015 USD). The dashed line represents the proportion of doubles expected if 

second movers reported honestly (16.66%). Every bubble represents a condition, and the size 

of the bubble corresponds to the number of second movers in that condition. Blue bubbles 

represent conditions in which second movers were paid based on the dyad reporting a double 

and the double’s worth. Yellow bubbles represent conditions in which second movers were 
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paid only based on whether the dyad reported a double, regardless of the double’s worth. 

Purple bubbles represent conditions in which second movers received a fixed payment 

regardless of their reports. 

 

Does the prevalence of (dis)honesty differ between collaborative and individual settings? 

We compare participants’ reports in the dyadic die-rolling task to equivalent 

individual die-rolling tasks. Because the first and the second mover have different roles and 

thus different dependent variables, we compare the reports of each mover with a different, 

equivalent individual task. Further, because the majority of the individual die-rolling tasks are 

one-shot, whereas the dyadic die-roll task is a repeated task, we compare the reports in the 

first round of the dyadic die rolling task with the reports in the individual tasks. We compared 

the data we gathered on the dyadic die-rolling task with the data published by Abeler and 

colleagues (2019) who conducted a meta-study on (dis)honesty in individual settings. 

First movers. In the dyadic die-rolling task, first movers roll a die and report the 

outcome. The equivalent task in an individual setting is the commonly used die-rolling task 

(e.g., Fischbacher & Föllmi-Heusi, 2013; Shalvi, Dana, Handgraaf, & De Dreu, 2011) in 

which participants roll a die privately, report the outcome, and receive pay based on the 

outcome they report. We thus compared the reports of first movers in the dyadic die-rolling 

task with the reports of participants in this individual task. Specifically, we focused on the 

version of the individual task in which the payoff scheme was the same, that is, where 

reporting higher die-roll outcomes corresponded to higher pay (k = 51). Similarly, in the 

dyadic die-rolling task, we focused only on conditions in which first movers were financially 

incentivized to report high die-roll outcomes, that is, conditions in which first movers were 

paid only if the dyad reported a double, and where the higher the double’s worth, the higher 

the payment first movers received (k = 34). 

A linear regression predicting the standardized score, specifying a random intercept 

for each condition, revealed no difference between the die-roll reports in the individual task 

(M = 4.14, SD = 1.64) and the first round of the dyadic task (M = 4.11, SD = 1.74), b = .041, t 

= .404, p = .687; see Figure 5.5A. Controlling for the maximum amount (in 2015 USD) 

participants could earn from misreporting did not change the results, p =.418. 

The comparison between the individual task and the reports of first movers in the 

dyadic task provides initial evidence for how participants behave in the different settings. 

However, such comparison has limitations. In the individual task, participants report the die 
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roll outcome and are certain that they will earn the payoff that corresponds to their reports. In 

the dyadic task, however, first movers report an outcome but depend on the second movers to 

report the same outcome in order to get paid. That is, in the dyadic task, first movers are 

uncertain their reports will be realized. Thus, the two settings vary in participants’ certainty 

about their dishonesty becoming profitable. The difference in participants’ certainty does not 

exist when considering the behavior of second movers. Because second movers determine 

whether the dyad will get paid (by matching first movers’ report), second movers are certain 

their reports will affect their pay, just as participants are in the individual setting. 

Second movers. In the dyadic die-rolling task, second movers learn about first 

movers’ reports, and then roll a die and report the outcome. If second movers report a double, 

the dyad gets paid. As such, the most comparable task in an individual setting is a task in 

which participants are instructed to report one outcome out of six possible outcomes, and get 

paid only if they report a certain outcome, for example, an individual task where participants 

are given a target number (e.g., 5) and are then asked to roll a die in private. They then report 

whether the outcome of the die roll was the target number. If they report “yes,” they get paid; 

if they report “no,” they do not get paid (Kajackaite & Gneezy, 2017; Hilbig & Hessler, 2013; 

Hilbig & Zettler, 2015). Other examples are tasks in which participants are instructed to think 

of a number between 1 and 6, then roll a die in private/observe a die-roll outcome on a 

computer screen, and report whether the outcome they observed is the one they thought of. If 

yes, they get paid; if not, they do not get paid (Kajackaite & Gneezy, 2017; Barfort, Harmon, 

Hjorth, & Olsen, 2015). 

Both for participants in these individual tasks and for second movers in the dyadic 

task, the chance of honestly receiving pay was16.66%. However, in both cases, participants 

could lie to secure their pay. Comparing reports of participants in these individual tasks with 

the reports of second movers, we focused on conditions in the dyadic die-rolling task in which 

the second movers had a financial incentive to report a double (k = 35), that is, conditions in 

which second movers received higher pay for reporting a double than for reporting a non-

double. 

A logistic regression predicting whether participants reported the relevant-for-pay 

outcome, specifying a random intercept for each condition revealed second movers were more 

likely to report the relevant-for-pay outcome in the first round of the dyadic task (M = 

46.41%, SD = 49.88%) than participants in equivalent individual tasks (M = 40.61%, SD = 

49.12%), b = .629, z = 3.73, p < .001; see Figure 5.5B. Specifically, second movers reported 
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the relevant-for-pay outcome 14% more [46.41/40.61 = 1.14] than participants in the 

individual tasks. This difference remained significant when controlling for the maximum 

amount (in 2015 USD) participants could earn from reporting the relevant-for-pay outcome, b 

= .674, z = 3.42, p < .001. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.5. The (A) mean die-roll report and (B) proportion of reporting the relevant-for-pay 

outcome in individual tasks (data retrieved from Abeler et al., 2019), and the first round of the 

dyadic die-rolling task. Dashed lines represent honesty (a mean of 3.5 for first movers and the 

equivalent individual task, and 16.66% of reporting the relevant-for-pay outcomes for second 

movers and the equivalent tasks). Each bubble represents a condition, and the size of the 

bubble is proportional to the number of participants in that condition. In the dyadic die-rolling 

task, we excluded four conditions in which the round number was not recorded. ***p < .001. 

 

Situational and personal factors. Lastly, we tested whether situational and personal 

factors affect behavior in the dyadic die-rolling task. Specifically, we tested whether (i) a lab 

versus field study, (ii) having a fixed role (as a first or second mover) throughout the task, and 

(iii) having a fixed partner throughout the task affect first and second movers’ reports. 

Further, we tested whether participants’ gender and age are associated with their reports. 

Situational factors. We ran a linear regression predicting first movers’ die-roll reports 

from whether the study was run in the lab, and whether participants had a fixed role and a 

fixed partner, specifying a random intercept for groups and conditions. Results revealed a 

significant effect for lab studies, b = .57, t = 2.85, p = .006. First movers reported higher die-

roll outcomes when the study was run in the lab (M = 4.34, SD = 1.73, k = 35) than when it 

was run in the field (M = 3.83, SD = 1.73, k = 8). Further, we found a trend for a fixed role, b 

B A 
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= .38, t = 1.89, p = .065. First movers’ die-roll outcomes were somewhat higher when they 

had a fixed role throughout the task (M = 4.28, SD = 1.74, k = 35), compared to not (M = 

4.07, SD = 1.73, k = 8). We found no effect for a fixed partner, p = .454. 

Similarly, for second movers, we ran a logistic regression predicting second movers’ 

likelihood of reporting a double from whether the study was run in the lab, and whether 

participants had a fixed role and fixed partner, specifying a random intercept for groups and 

conditions. Results revealed a significant effect for lab, b = 1.61, z = 4.42, p < .001. Second 

movers were more likely to report a double when the study was run in the lab (M = 59.46%, 

SD = 49.09, k = 35) than when it was run in the field (M = 32.95%, SD = 47.01, k = 8). 

Further, we found a significant effect for a fixed role, b = .97, z = 2.65, p = .007. Second 

movers were more likely to report a double when they had a fixed role throughout the task (M 

= 56.46%, SD = 49.80, k = 35) than when they did not (M = 45.55%, SD = 49.58, k = 8). We 

found no effect for a fixed partner, p = .297. 

Personal factors. A linear regression predicting first movers’ die-roll reports from 

participants’ gender and age, specifying a random intercept for each participant, group, and 

condition, revealed that, on average, males reported higher die-roll outcomes (M = 4.53, SD = 

1.72) than females (M = 4.21, SD = 1.75), b = .25, t = 4.27, p < .001. We found an age trend, 

suggesting that the older first movers were, the somewhat lower their die roll reports were, b 

= -.008, t = -1.74, p = .081. 

Similarly, for second movers, we ran a logistic regression predicting whether second 

movers reported a double from participants’ gender and age, specifying a random intercept for 

each participant, group, and condition. Results revealed that, on average, males were more 

likely to report a double (M = 65.48%, SD = 47.54) than females (M = 57.99%, SD = 49.35), 

b = .53, z = 3.88, p < .001. We found an effect for age, showing that the older second movers 

were, the less likely they were to report a double, b = -.02, z = -2.15, p = .031. 

Discussion 

In line with the recently growing interest in group ethical decision-making (Cohen et 

al., 2009; Conrads et al., 2013; 2017; Muehlheusser et al., 2015; Kocher et al., 2017; Pulfrey 

et al., 2018; Sutter, 2009), here we conduct the first meta-study of (dis)honesty in a 

collaborative, interactive setting. Focusing on the dyadic die-rolling task (Weisel & Shalvi, 

2015), we meta-analyze the dynamics that develop between the dyad members throughout the 

task. Consistent with prior work (Gross et al., 2018; Weisel & Shalvi, 2015), we find partners’ 
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behavior is correlated. Specifically, first movers are more likely to be brazen liars when 

second movers are brazen liars than when they are not. Similarly, second movers are more 

likely to be brazen liars when first movers are brazen liars than when they are not. Looking at 

how dyads’ relationship develops over time, we further find that when first movers report 

high die-roll outcomes, second movers are more likely to report doubles, and that when 

second movers report doubles (vs. not), first movers increase their reports in the next round. 

The reasons for the association between the behavior of first and second movers 

remain an open question. Two main mechanisms might drive this effect. The first is 

participants’ response to financial incentives. When a first mover reports a rather high die-roll 

outcome, the second mover’s temptation to report a double increases because matching a high 

outcome is more profitable than matching an alternative, lower outcome. Further, when a 

second mover matches the first mover’s report, the first mover might expect the second mover 

to match the next report as well. The expectation of the next report to be matched may 

motivate the first mover to report higher die-roll outcomes in the next round. Thus, the mere 

financial profits participants can gain from lying might drive, at least to some extent, the 

association between the first and second movers’ reports. Our findings that participants in the 

dyadic die-rolling task are sensitive to the financial incentives to lie support this mechanism. 

The second mechanism that might account for the association between partners’ 

behavior is the exposure to social norms. People are more likely to violate the rules and lie 

when they see others engage in such behavior (e.g., Köbis et al., 2015; 2019; Gino, Ayal, & 

Ariely, 2009; Leib & Schweitzer, 2020). Learning that one’s partner lied suggests such 

behavior is common and perhaps even justifiable (Gino, Ayal, & Ariely, 2009; Leib & Shalvi, 

2020). As such, the mere exposure to one’s partner’s lies allows people to lie without spoiling 

their moral self-image (Mazar et al., 2008). One interesting avenue for future work is to 

explore the extent to which each of the mechanisms—the financial incentives to lie and the 

exposure to one’s partner’s behavior—drives the association between the partners’ behaviors. 

An experimental setting in which the financial incentives remain fixed but the exposure to 

one’s partner’s behavior varies seems like a promising first step toward addressing this 

question. 

Testing the development of behavior over time, we find that as the task progresses, 

both first and second movers lie more. Based on prior work, this finding does not seem to be 

the case in individual settings. Meta-analytical findings by Abeler and colleagues (2019) show 

that overall, repeated individual tasks lead to lower reports than one-shot tasks. Further, 
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additional work measuring tax evasion (Kogler, Mittone, & Kirchler, 2015) and bribery 

(Köbis, van Prooijen, Righetti, & Van Lange, 2017) find no support for a gradual increase in 

ethical rule violations over time. However, because some prior work did find ethical rule 

violation increases over time (Fischbacher & Föllmi-Heusi, 2013; Welsh, Ordóñez, Snyder, & 

Christian, 2015), future work should directly compare the effect of time on (dis)honesty in 

collaborative and individual set-ups. 

As we mentioned above, our analysis further revealed that in the dyadic die-rolling 

task, participants are sensitive to the financial incentive to lie. The more money they can earn 

from doing so, the higher the die-roll outcomes first movers report and the more doubles the 

second movers report. This finding is in contrast to the results obtained from previous meta-

analyses on (dis)honesty in individual settings showing that in individual die-rolling tasks, the 

maximum amount participants can earn from misreporting does not affect their reports 

(Abeler et al., 2019; Gerlach et al., 2019). Additionally, conducting initial comparisons 

between the prevalence of (dis)honesty in individual and collaborative settings, we found that 

compared with participants in equivalent individual tasks, second movers in the first round of 

the dyadic die-rolling task reported the relevant-for-pay outcome 14%% more. This finding is 

in line with prior work suggesting people lie more in groups than alone (Cohen et al., 2009; 

Conrads et al., 2013; Gross et al., 2018; Kocher et al., 2017; Weisel & Shalvi, 2015) 

Taking into account these findings, another question that remains open is why people 

(i) lie more and are (ii) more sensitive to financial incentives in the dyadic die-rolling task 

than in equivalent individual tasks. When people collaborate and interact with each other, 

different motivations and psychological mechanisms come into play than when they act alone. 

These mechanisms might explain the differences we found between the two settings. First, as 

we mentioned above, in a collaborative setting, people are exposed to their partner’s lies, 

which might free them to lie as well, in turn increasing the prevalence of dishonesty. 

Second, in the collaborative setting, one’s lies lead to a prosocial consequence, which 

is absent from the individual setting. Lying in the dyadic die-rolling task benefits not only the 

person who lies but also one’s partner. Prior work found that people lie more when lies 

benefit others as well as themselves than when lies benefit only themselves (Gino, Ayal, & 

Ariely, 2013; Wiltermuth, 2011). Further, people lie to benefit others even when they cannot 

benefit themselves in the process (Leib, Moran, & Shalvi, 2019). Thus, the prosocial 

consequence of dishonesty in the collaborative setting seems to be responsible, at least to an 
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extent, for the higher levels of dishonesty and sensitivity to incentives in the collaborative 

setting. 

A third mechanism that might come into play in collaborative but not individual 

settings is diffusion of responsibility (Darley & Latané, 1968). When engaging in a task with 

others, the dyad members share the responsibility for (dishonest) outcomes they generate. 

When engaging in a task alone, however, they do not share the responsibility. Therefore, 

sharing responsibility for joint dishonest outcomes might serve as a justification to lie (Shalvi 

et al., 2015) and reduce the psychological cost of lying (Lundquist, Ellingsen, Gribbe, & 

Johannesson, 2009). In turn, the lower psychological cost of lying might push people to lie 

more in the dyadic than in the individual task, especially when financial incentives are high. 

An important next step for future research is to isolate the mechanisms that shape behavior in 

individual and collaborative settings and test the extent to which exposure to social norms, 

prosocial consequences, and diffusion of responsibility contribute to the higher (i) level of 

dishonesty and (ii) sensitivity to incentives in the collaborative setting. 

We further find that several situational and personal factors drive behavior in the 

dyadic die-rolling task. Our results are consistent with meta-analysis in individual settings 

(Gerlach et al., 2019), revealing males lie more than females, young participants lie more than 

old ones, and overall dishonesty is higher in the lab than in the field. Unique to the dyadic die-

rolling task, we further assessed how having a fixed role (vs. not) and a fixed partner (vs. not) 

affect participants’ behavior. Aggregated results reveal fixed roles lead to a higher level of 

dishonesty, but fixed partners do not. Future work could systematically vary whether roles 

and partners are fixed in one experimental setup (Abbink, 2004; Gross et al., 2018) to 

corroborate the findings obtained here. 

Another question to explore is whether, in situations where people can profit from 

dishonesty, they prefer to act alone or in collaboration with others. People might anticipate 

that collaborative settings will tempt them to lie more, and in order to not succumb to such 

temptation, they prefer to self-select into individual settings (Fishbach & Woolley, 2015; 

Shalvi, Handgraaf, & De Dreu, 2011a; 2011b). Further, people might be especially concerned 

about their reputation as honest individuals and thus prefer to engage in individual tasks, 

where others do not observe their actions. Thus, individuals who wish to avoid tempting 

situations, as well as those who want to lie, might shy away from collaborative settings. 

Alternatively, collaborative settings might be more attractive to individuals because they 

enable individuals to lie more, and might even allow some individuals to profit from others’ 
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rule violations without violating the rules themselves (ethical free riding; Gross et al., 2018). 

Testing how attractive individual and collaborative settings are, and the extent to which the 

ability to choose between the two situations shapes people’s (dis)honesty, presents an 

intriguing question to explore. 

In the current analyses, we test how people behave in situations in which honesty and 

collaboration are pitted against each other. Another open question is how people with 

different personality traits behave in such situations. Could otherwise desirable traits, such as 

agreeableness, lead to more dishonesty in collaborative settings? Cooperating and meeting 

other’s expectations is especially important for agreeable people (Ashton et al., 2004). As 

such, could agreeable people be more inclined to lie when working with a partner than when 

working alone? Further, could agreeable individuals lie even more when they have a higher 

impact on their partner’s outcome, for instance, as a second mover (compared to a first 

mover) in the dyadic die-rolling task? Understanding how personality traits drive behavior in 

situations where collaboration and honesty are in conflict is both theoretically interesting and 

practically relevant for hiring and placement policies. 

Lastly, another promising direction for future research is to discover the ways in 

which both collaboration and honesty can be maintained. Interacting and collaborating with 

others provides many advantages. In collaborations, people can exchange private information, 

bring together their unique skills, and achieve high-quality decisions and innovation (Fraidin, 

2004; Laughlin, Hatch, Silver, & Boh, 2006; West & Anderson, 1996). As such, collaboration 

should be maintained and encouraged. At the same time, honesty should be sustained as well. 

Identifying the mechanisms that contribute to the higher prevalence of dishonesty in 

collaborative than in individual settings is thus a first step toward finding interventions that 

can help maintain high levels of both collaboration and honesty. For instance, if the diffusion 

of responsibility indeed drives the higher level of dishonesty in collaborative settings, a 

promising next step could be to highlight personal responsibility in collaborative settings, and 

experimentally test whether such intervention helps mitigate collaborative dishonesty. 

Conclusions 

Many, if not most, important decisions occur in collaboration with others. Thus, 

understanding how collaborative settings shape the overall prevalence and the dynamics of 

ethical decision-making is important. We focus on a collaborative setting, as captured by the 

dyadic die-rolling task, in which honesty and collaboration are pitted against each other. 

Meta-analyzing behavior in the task, we find that in collaborative settings, partners’ behavior 
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is correlated. If one person lies, the partner is more likely to lie as well. Further, we find 

participants lie more as the task progresses and as incentives to lie increase. Our findings 

further reveal people lie more in the collaborative task than in equivalent individual tasks. As 

the first meta-study on (dis)honesty in collaborative, interactive settings, our findings further 

open up new intriguing avenues for future research aiming to better understand collaborative 

dishonesty. 
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Many situations in life place us in ethical dilemmas. If a cashier accidently gives us too 

much change, we can either point out this error and give the money back or be silent and keep 

the change to ourselves. If our colleague breaks the rules, we can protest, distance ourselves 

from that colleague, and speak out, or we can play along, profit from the colleague’s 

transgressions, and even join him and violate the rules ourselves. Whether in an individual or 

a group context, ethical challenges are everywhere. 

When confronted with such dilemmas, people do not merely make a simple cost-benefit 

analysis, weighing the potential financial gains against losses (Becker, 1968). Instead, they 

also consider many other factors when deciding whether to be honest. This dissertation aims 

to explore key factors that shape ethical decision-making, specifically, (dis)honesty. Further, 

this dissertation starts with assessing (dis)honesty in individual settings and then moves to 

collaborative settings. As such, the dissertation aims to shift the focus of the behavioral ethics 

research toward interactive and collaborative settings. 

Chapters 2 and 3 focused on individual settings, where people act alone and affect their 

own (chapter 2) or others’ (chapter 3) financial outcomes. Chapter 2 assessed how framing 

incentives as potential gains and losses affects self-serving mistakes—a subtle type of 

dishonesty—and explored the attentional process underlying self-serving mistakes in losses 

and gains. Chapter 3 tested how prior experiences of (un)fair treatments affect other-helping 

and other-harming lies. Chapters 4 and 5 focused on collaborative settings in which two moral 

obligations—to be honest and collaborative—are pitted against each other. Chapter 4 

explored how people choose their partners and how the ability (vs. inability) to choose a 

partner affects collaborative dishonesty. Lastly, chapter 5 presented the first meta-study on 

dishonesty in collaborative settings and set up an agenda for future research on collaborative 

dishonesty. 

Results of the four empirical chapters revealed that various factors—framing incentive 

as gains versus losses, prior fair and unfair experiences, the ability to select partners, and 

collaborate with others—shape (dis)honesty. In contrast to prior work that assumes an 

intrinsic and even stable preference for honesty (Kartik, Tercieux, & Holden, 2014; 

Matsushima, 2008; Ashton et al., 2004), the results of this dissertation showed that honesty is 

rather malleable. Here, I first summarize the main findings and insights in each empirical 

chapter, and then discuss new, interesting questions that remain open. 
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Framing shapes self-serving mistakes (but does not alter attention) 

When the financial consequences are identical, should the way these consequences are 

framed affect self-serving mistakes? Chapter 2 tests this question. In experiments 2.1 and 2.2, 

participants could make self-serving mistakes that would either increase their gains or 

decrease their losses. In line with prior work on loss aversion (Baumeister, Bratslavsky, 

Finkenauer, & Vohs, 2001; Kahneman, Knetsch, & Thaler, 1990; Kahneman & Tversky, 

1979; Tversky & Kahneman, 1981), participants made twice as many self-serving mistakes to 

decrease losses than to increase equal-sized gains. Clearly, framing matters. 

In experiment 2.2, participants’ eye movements were tracked. Employing eye-tracking 

methodology provides a unique opportunity to directly measure which information people 

attend to when making a decision, thus allowing researchers to shed light on the processes 

underlying these decisions. Whereas directly asking individuals about their decision-making 

process may lead to limited and even inaccurate answers (e.g., due to social desirability 

concerns, lack of awareness, or inability to be introspective), employing process-tracing 

techniques allows assessment of the process in a more objective manner (Rahal & Fiedler, 

2019). 

Results revealed that compared to non-tempting information, tempting information 

drew more attention, resulting in self-serving mistakes. Further, tempting information drew 

attention to a similar extent both in loss and gain framing. The same attention to tempting 

information, however, translated to more self-serving mistakes in a loss than in a gain 

framing. These findings suggest manipulating motivation—for instance, increasing gains 

instead of decreasing losses, or being accurate—is a more promising intervention for 

decreasing self-serving mistakes than diverting people’s attention from tempting information. 

How does (un)fair treatment affect other-helping and harming lies? 

Whereas some decisions are made in isolation, many and perhaps most of our 

decisions are affected by our experiences and interactions, which is the case in ethical 

domains as well as in other financially relevant situations. In negotiations, for instance, the 

asking price sellers set affects buyers’ counteroffer and, ultimately, the selling price. For 

instance, if sellers set precise (e.g., $249,800) instead of round (e.g., $250,000) asking prices, 

buyers’ counteroffers and selling prices will be closer to the asking price. For sellers, this 

outcome is beneficial in a buyer’s market, where buyers counter below the asking price, but is 
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detrimental in a seller’s market, where buyers counter above the asking price (Leib, Köbis, 

Francke, Shalvi, & Roskes, 2019). 

In the ethical domain, chapter 3 tested how experiencing a fair or unfair gesture from 

others shapes other-helping and harming lies. People lied to help others when they were 

treated fairly, unfairly, or experienced no prior treatment. Lying to harm others was much less 

common. Only a small proportion of participants (~24% in experiment 3.2 and ~10% in 

experiment 3.3) lied to harm others. Other-harming lies occurred only among those who 

experienced unfair treatment. An interesting additional result, obtained in experiment 3.3, 

revealed that other-helping and other-harming lies were not driven by the motivation to 

reciprocate an (un)fair counterpart, but by the mere (un)fair treatment. 

Moving toward collaborative settings 

Whereas chapters 2 and 3 focused on individual settings, chapters 4 and 5 focused on 

collaborative ones. Studying honesty in individual settings is both interesting and important, 

because people frequently make decisions alone. However, very often people interact and 

collaborate with others. Waiters in cafés work with other waiters in any given shift, engineers 

typically work in teams to find solutions for complex problems, and academics often 

collaborate on research projects. As such, many, if not most, important decisions are 

collaborative. Studying ethical decision-making in collaborative settings is interesting from a 

theoretical point of view, as well as crucial from a practical stand point. 

Chapter 4 addressed the following questions: How do people choose their partners in 

collaborative settings? And what are the consequences of allowing people the freedom to 

choose their partners? To answer these questions, participants engaged in the dyadic die-

rolling task, in which they were paired in dyads and could collaboratively lie. In the main 

“choice” condition, after every several rounds, participants indicated if they wanted to stay 

with their partner or switch to a new partner. 

Not surprisingly, dishonest participants preferred to interact with dishonest others. In 

essence, dishonest people searched for a “partner in crime.” Perhaps more surprising, honest 

participants also preferred dishonest partners. Essentially, honest people engaged in “ethical 

free riding”—the intentional benefit from others’ rule violations without violating the rules 

oneself. By doing so, honest people could benefit from both worlds: profit from their partner’s 

lies while keeping their moral self-image intact. 
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Comparing behavior in the “choice” condition with two additional conditions in which 

participants had to stay or had to switch their partners revealed that forcing people to change 

partners helped curb the contagiousness and efficiency of lies. Both when forced to stay with 

the same partner, and when participants could choose their partners, lies were rather 

contagious and efficient. That is, if one person lied, her partner was more likely to lie as well. 

Further, when a participant lied, her lies were likely to pay off. When participants were forced 

to switch partners, however, both the contagiousness and efficiency of lies decreased. 

Lastly, chapter 5 presented the first meta-study on (dis)honesty in collaborative 

settings, focusing specifically on behavior in the dyadic die-rolling task (Weisel & Shalvi, 

2015). Aggregated results corroborated the results obtained in chapter 4 revealing that 

dishonesty is contagious—if one person lied, the partner was more likely to lie as well. 

Additional results revealed participants were more likely to lie as the task progressed and as 

the financial incentive to lie increased. Finally, making initial comparisons between 

(dis)honesty in individual and collaborative settings, drawing on thousands of observations 

suggested people lie more in collaborative than in individual settings. 

Open questions and directions for future research 

The work described in this dissertation opens up intriguing directions for future 

research. Because one of the aims of this dissertation is to shift the focus toward (dis)honesty 

in collaborative settings, I especially discuss future directions regarding collaborative 

dishonesty. 

In chapter 5, initial comparisons between the prevalence of (dis)honesty in individual 

and collaborative settings revealed that second movers in the dyadic die-rolling task reported 

the relevant-for-pay outcome 14% more than participants in equivalent individual tasks. The 

first question that remains open is why participants are more likely to lie in collaborative than 

in individual settings? Several different processes emerge in collaborative, but not in 

individual settings, that might account for the effect. 

First, in collaborative settings, one’s lies benefit both the self and one’s partner. Prior 

work found that prosocial consequences to one’s lies boost dishonesty (Gino, Ayal, & Ariely, 

2013; Wiltermuth, 2011; chapter 3 in this dissertation). Second, in collaborative settings, 

people are exposed to the behavior of others, whereas in individual setting, they are not. Prior 

work found that peers’ behavior affects dishonesty—people are more likely to lie if they 

know others lied (e.g., Gino, Ayal, & Ariely, 2009; Köbis, Van Prooijen, Righetti, & Van 
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Lange, 2015; Leib & Schweitzer, 2020). Third, in collaboration, but not when acting alone, 

collaborators might share the responsibility for unethical outcomes (Darley & Latané, 1968), 

thus reducing the psychological cost of lying (Lundquist, Ellingsen, Gribbe, & Johannesson, 

2009). An interesting next step can be to isolate each mechanism and assess the extent to 

which (i) prosocial consequences, (ii) exposure to others’ behavior, and (iii) shared 

responsibility contribute to the higher prevalence of dishonesty in collaborative than in 

individual settings. 

Another interesting avenue for further work can be to explore the attentional process 

underlying dishonesty in collaborative settings. Social motivations shape the way in which 

groups attend to and process information (De Dreu, Nijstad, & van Knippenberg, 2008). 

Whereas results of chapter 2 show that tempting information does not attract more attention 

when incentives are framed as a loss versus a gain, tempting information might attract more 

attention in collaborative than in individual settings. Employing eye-tracking methodology to 

the dyadic die-rolling task and equivalent individual tasks, and measuring the attentional 

mechanisms underlying dishonesty in both settings seems like an avenue worth exploring. 

Chapter 4 reveals that many honest individuals engage in ethical free riding. Many 

honest individuals were willing to profit from others’ intentional rule violations but not 

violate the rules themselves. In the experimental setup, honest participants could infer their 

partners were dishonest but were not explicitly informed about their partners’ (dis)honesty. 

Thus, honest participants had moral wiggle room (Dana, Weber, & Kuang, 2007) to justify 

staying with their dishonest partner. But will people engage in ethical free riding when they 

are certain their partner lied? Will honest individuals choose dishonest partners if they need to 

pay to do so? Because honest people care, at least to an extent, about their own moral self-

image, informing honest individuals about their partner’s wrongdoings or charging a payment 

for interacting with dishonest others might curb ethical free riding. Identifying interventions 

that reduce ethical free riding and encourage honest people to interact with honest partners is 

both interesting and useful for organizations that want to allow employees the freedom to 

choose collaborators, while maintaining high levels of ethical behavior. 

Lastly, prior work found that people value honesty to different extents across the globe 

(Gächter & Schulz, 2016; Cohn, Maréchal, Tannenbaum, & Zünd, 2019). Whereas in some 

countries, people are rather honest and do not violate ethical rules, in other countries, people 

violate the rules quite a lot. Further, whereas in some countries, people are inclined to trust 

and cooperate with each other, in other countries, cooperation and trust are low (Dorrough & 
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Glöckner, 2016; Gächter, Herrmann, & Thöni, 2010). Assessing how people trade off honesty 

and collaboration across the globe, and which country-level and personal-level factors predict 

such trade-off, seems like another exciting avenue for future work. 

Final remarks 

This dissertation tests key factors that shape (dis)honesty, both in individual and 

collaborative settings. Results obtained here reveal that honesty is rather malleable and that 

many factors affect it. Further, this dissertation aims to shift the focus from individual to 

collaborative settings when studying (dis)honesty and ethical decision-making. Interacting 

and collaborating with others allows individuals to complete tasks and fulfill goals they 

cannot fulfill alone. As such, collaboration is useful and should be encouraged. At the same 

time, maintaining high levels of honesty and reducing unethical behavior is important as well. 

Understanding how collaboration shapes our ethical decision-making is crucial in order to be 

able to craft environments that encourage both collaboration and honesty. 
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At time, people have to choose between being honest or profitable but dishonest. In 

such ethically challenging situations, many factors affect peoples’ (dis)honesty. This 

dissertation tests several key factors that shape (dis)honesty. The first two empirical chapters 

focused on individual settings, where people act alone and affect their own (chapter 2) or 

others’ (chapter 3) financial profits. Chapters 4 and 5 focused on collaborative settings, where 

people can coordinate on joint dishonest acts and secure mutual pay. 

Chapter 2 examined how framing financial incentives as potential gains versus losses 

affects self-serving mistakes, which is a subtle type of dishonesty. In two experiments, 

participants made twice as many self-serving mistakes to avoid losses than to secure equal-

sized gains. Tracking participants’ eye movements provided insights into the attentional 

process underlying self-serving mistakes. Results revealed that both in gain and loss framing, 

tempting information attracts more attention than non-tempting information, shaping self-

serving mistakes. Tempting information drew attention to the same extent in loss and gain 

framing. The same attention to tempting information, however, translated to more self-serving 

mistakes in loss than in gain framing. Results thus suggest the higher use of such tempting 

information, and not the higher attention to tempting information, leads to more self-serving 

mistakes when incentives are framed as losses versus gains. 

Chapter 3 tested how prior (un)fair treatment affects other-helping and harming lies. 

Across three experiments, participants were treated unfairly, fairly, or not at all. Participants 

then could lie to help or harm others. Overall, lies aimed at helping others were common. A 

rather large proportion of participants lied to help others, when they were treated fairly, 

unfairly, or not at all. Lies aimed at harming others, however, were much less common. Only 

a small proportion of participants, after experiencing unfair treatment, lied to harm others. 

The source of (un)fairness—whether intentional or not—did not affect participants’ lies, 

suggesting the mere (un)fair treatment, and not the motivation to reciprocate (un)fair gestures, 

drove participants’ lies. 

Chapters 4 and 5 focused on collaborative settings in which participants could 

coordinate on mutual lies to secure joint gains. In such settings, two moral obligations—to be 

honest and collaborative—clash. Chapter 4 tested how people choose their partners in such 

collaborative settings, and how the ability (vs. inability) to choose partners affects 

collaborative dishonesty. Both dishonest and honest participants exploited the freedom to 

choose a partner. Naturally, dishonest participants sought a dishonest partner—a “partner in 

crime”—that would help them maximize profits. Honest participants engaged in “ethical free 
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riding”: they refrained from lying themselves, but also from leaving dishonest partners. As 

such, honest participants benefited from both worlds—they maintained their moral self-

image, while financially profiting from their partner’s lies. Additional results revealed that the 

ability to select partners (vs. forcing partner switching) increased the contagiousness and 

efficiency of lies. 

Lastly, chapter 5 presented the first meta-study on (dis)honesty in collaborative 

settings, analyzing 51,640 decisions, made by 3,264 participants across 43 conditions. Results 

revealed that in collaborative settings, partners’ lies are correlated—if one lies, the other is 

more likely to lie as well. Further, lies increase as the task progresses, and as the financial 

incentive to lie increases. Finally, compared to equivalent individual settings, people lie more 

in collaborative setting. Chapter 5 further outlined intriguing directions for future research on 

collaborative dishonesty. 

Conclusions 

Many factors shape the decision to be honest or lie for profit. This dissertation focuses 

on several key factors, both in individual and collaborative settings. Further, this dissertation 

aims to shed light on the social aspect of (dis)honesty and shift attention from (dis)honesty in 

individual settings toward collaborative settings. With many important decisions made by 

groups rather than single individuals, understanding how collaboration shapes our honesty is 

both interesting and important. I hope the insights obtained here will help open many 

interesting directions for future research, focusing especially on the social elements shaping 

(dis)honesty and ethical decision-making. 
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Er zijn momenten waarop mensen moeten kiezen tussen eerlijk zijn of profiteren door 

oneerlijk te zijn. In dit soort ethisch uitdagende situaties spelen veel factoren een rol in de 

(on)eerlijkheid van mensen. In dit proefschrift worden verscheidene sleutelfactoren die eerlijkheid 

beïnvloeden, getest. De eerste twee empirische hoofdstukken waren gericht op individuele situaties, 

waarin mensen in hun eentje beslissingen nemen die hun eigen verdiensten (hoofdstuk 2) of de 

verdiensten van anderen (hoofdstuk 3) beïnvloeden. De hoofdstukken 4 en 5 waren gericht op een 

samenwerkingsomgeving, waarin mensen gezamenlijk oneerlijke keuzes kunnen maken en daar samen 

van profiteren. 

In hoofdstuk 2 lag de focus op het 'framen' van financiële prikkels als potentiele winsten of 

potentiele verliezen en hoe dit het maken van fouten uit eigenbelang, een subtiele vorm van 

oneerlijkheid, beïnvloed. In twee experimenten maakten deelnemers twee keer zoveel van dit soort 

fouten om verliezen te voorkomen als voor een winst van dezelfde omvang. Het volgen van de 

oogbewegingen van de deelnemers gaf inzicht in het aandachtsproces dat ten grondslag ligt aan het 

maken van fouten uit eigenbelang. Interessante informatie trok evenveel aandacht in verlies- en 

winstsituaties. Echter, dezelfde aandacht voor interessante informatie vertaalde zich in meer fouten uit 

eigenbelang in verliessituaties dan in winstsituaties. Deze resultaten suggereren daarom dat meer 

gebruik van deze informatie, en niet meer aandacht voor deze informatie, tot meer fouten uit 

eigenbelang leidt wanneer de financiële prikkel als een verlies wordt 'geframed'. 

In hoofdstuk 3 werd getest hoe eerdere (on)eerlijke behandeling invloed heeft op leugens die 

anderen helpen of schaden. In drie experimenten kregen deelnemers van tevoren een eerlijke, 

oneerlijke, of geen behandeling. Vervolgens konden ze liegen om anderen te helpen of te schaden. 

Over het geheel genomen kwamen leugens om anderen te helpen veel voor. Een groot deel van de 

deelnemers loog om anderen te helpen, nadat ze eerlijk, oneerlijk, of helemaal niet waren behandeld. 

Leugens om anderen te schaden kwamen daarentegen veel minder vaak voor. Slechts een klein deel 

van de deelnemers loog, na oneerlijk te zijn behandeld, om anderen te schaden. De bron van de 

(on)eerlijkheid - of deze opzettelijk was of niet - had geen invloed op de leugens van de deelnemers, 

wat suggereert dat de oneerlijke behandeling zelf, en niet de motivatie om (on)eerlijk gedrag te 

beantwoorden de deelnemers tot leugens aanzette. 

De hoofdstukken 4 en 5 waren gericht op een samenwerkingsomgeving, waarin deelnemers 

konden coördineren op leugens voor gezamenlijk profijt. In zo'n omgeving komen twee morele 

verplichtingen - eerlijk zijn en samenwerken - met elkaar in botsing. In hoofdstuk 4 werd getest hoe 

mensen hun partners kiezen in een dergelijke omgeving, en hoe de mogelijkheid (of onmogelijkheid) 

om een partner te kiezen gezamenlijke oneerlijkheid beïnvloed. Zowel oneerlijke als eerlijke 

deelnemers maakten gebruik van de mogelijkheden om een partner te kiezen. Het mag geen verassing 

zijn dat oneerlijke deelnemers een oneerlijke partner - een "partner in crime" - zochten, die hen zou 

helpen met zoveel mogelijk geld verdienen. Eerlijke deelnemers maakten gebruik van "ethisch 
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meeliften": ze logen zelf niet, maar ondernamen ook geen actie om hun oneerlijke partners te verlaten. 

Op deze manier aten de eerlijke deelnemers van twee walletjes - ze hielden hun morele zelfbeeld in 

stand, terwijl ze ook financieel profiteerden door de leugens van hun partner. Overige resultaten lieten 

zien dat de mogelijkheid om een partner te kiezen (t.o.v. gedwongen partnerwissels) de verspreiding 

en efficiëntie van leugens deed toenemen. 

Tot slot werd in een hoofdstuk 5 een meta-studie gepresenteerd over (on)eerlijkheid in 

samenwerkingsomgevingen, waarin 51640 beslissingen door 3264 deelnemers in 43 verschillende 

situaties werden geanalyseerd. De resultaten lieten zien dat er in samenwerkingsomgevingen een 

correlatie bestond tussen de leugens van partners - als de een liegt, is de kans groter dat de ander ook 

liegt. Daarnaast nam het aantal leugens toe naarmate de taak vorderde, en als de financiële prikkel om 

te liegen groter werd. Ten slotte, vergeleken met een equivalente individuele omgeving, logen mensen 

meer in een samenwerkingsomgeving. In hoofdstuk 5 werden ook intrigerende richtingen voor verder 

onderzoek naar gezamenlijke oneerlijkheid geschetst. 

Conclusie 

Er zijn veel factoren die invloed hebben op de beslissing om eerlijk te zijn of te liegen voor 

financieel gewin. Dit proefschrift focust op verscheidene sleutelfactoren, zowel in individuele als in 

samenwerkingsomgevingen. Daarnaast is het doel van dit proefschrift om nieuw licht te werpen op het 

sociale aspect van (on)eerlijkheid en om de aandacht te verschuiven van (on)eerlijkheid in individuele 

omgevingen naar samenwerkingsomgevingen. Omdat zoveel belangrijke beslissingen worden 

genomen door groepen in plaats van individuen, is het zowel interessant als belangrijk om te begrijpen 

hoe samenwerking eerlijkheid beïnvloed. Ik hoop dat de inzichten die hiermee verkregen worden de 

deur zullen openen naar veel interessante richtingen voor vervolgonderzoek, met name op het gebied 

van de invloed van sociale elementen op (on)eerlijkheid en ethische besluitvorming. 
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